
Films and Documentaries tagged : Women-Interest.

The movie opens in Lahore of 1947 before India and Pakistan became independent. It is a

cosmopolitan city, depicted by the coterie of working class friends who are from different

religions. The rest of the movie chronicles the fate of this group and the maddening religious

that sweeps even this city as the partition of the two countries is decided and Lahore is given

to Pakistan.

Original title: Earth: 

1947: Earth 

Genre: Drama, Romance, War, Women's interest
Director: Deepa Mehta

Scenario: Deepa Mehta, Bapsi Sidhwa

1998 : INDIA, Canada

Pinky is an awkward adolescent who starts work at a spa in the California desert. She

becomes overly attached to fellow spa attendant, Millie when she becomes Millie's

room-mate. Mille is a lonely outcast who desperately tries to win attention with constant

up-beat chatter. They hang out at a bar owned by a strange pregnant artist and her

has-been cowboy husband. After two emotional crises, the three woman steal and trade

personalities until they settle into a new family unit that seems to give each woman what she

was searching for.

Original title: 3 Women: 

3 Women (1977)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Robert Altman

Scenario: Robert Altman

1977 : USA

A young Austrian girl is kidnapped and held in captivity for eight years. Based on the factual

case of Natascha Kampusch.
Original title: 3096 Tage: 

3096 Days (2013)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Sherry Hormann

Scenario: Ruth Toma, Bernd Eichinger

2013 : Germany

Romania, 1987, the brutal Ceausescu communist regime is in place; birth control is illegal

and abortion is a crime punishable by death. Gabita (Laura Vasliu) is almost five months into

an unwanted pregnancy and in meek desperation turns to her friend and roommate, Otilia

(Anamaria Marinca) for help in organizing an illegal termination. Unfortunate circumstances

force the two women to use a male abortionist, Bebe (Vlad Ivanor), who, in addition to an

absurd amount of money, also demands sex with both women as payment. The bleakness

of the storyline expresses a dark socio-political critique in the twilight years of a repressive

dictatorship.

Original title: 4 luni, 3 saptamâni si 2 zile: 

4 Months 3 Weeks And 2 Days (Romania-2007) 

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Cristian Mungiu

Scenario: Cristian Mungiu, Razvan Radulescu

2007 : Romania, Belgium
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Iranian filmmaker Nahid Persson profiles an Iranian man who has four wives and is looking

for more in this documentary. Heda is a farmer who is married to Farang, Goli, Shahpar and

Ziba; and father to twenty children, but he feels his current wives are not always as obedient

as he'd like, and he's interested in finding a younger and more subservient partner to give

him more offspring. His wives share their feelings about the difficult and subservient

existence they have chosen and Heda's mother also speaks frankly about her son's harem.

Original title: Fyra fruar och en man: 

4 Wives-1 Man

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Nahid Persson

Scenario: 

2007 : SWEDEN

While Jo (Roberts) is chained down in a dead end supermarket job, her friends are all out on

their own separate adventures: Cassandra (Egerton) is jetting off to New York to meet her

Internet boyfriend; Kerrys (Warren-Markland) is on a one woman crusade fighting for female

liberation and Shannon (Lovibond) is on a one way trip to meet her maker. But a chance

encounter with some diamond thieves sends their separate worlds on a collision course with

not only each other, but fate itself. These 4 girls are about to have 3 days they will never

forget, spanning to 2 cities. That is ... if they survive.

Original title: 4.3.2.1.: 

4.3.2.1 (2010)

Genre: Crime, Lesbian-interest, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Noel Clarke, Mark Davis

Scenario: Noel Clarke

2010 : UK

Between 1929 and 1945 the Japanese Government, on advice from its military, forcibly

removed thousands of young women and girls from their homes to provide sexual services

as "comfort women" to the Japanese Army. After seeing Korean women making appeals for

justice on television, Jan Ruff-O’Herne decided to break her fifty year silence about her own

experience of enforced prostitution in occupied Java during the Second World War. Jan’s

story spans five generations from a colonial life in Java, recorded on old home movies,

through the war to a new start in England as a young bride and her migration, with her

family, to Australia. It shows her extraordinary courage and dignity being the first European

woman to go public with this issue.

Original title: Fifty Years Of Silence: Memoirs of a War Rape Survivor: 

50 Years of Silence (DVD)

Genre: Documentary, War, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: Ronin Films

1994 : Australia, Australia (ABC)

A group of middle-class friends travel from Tehran to spend the weekend at the seaside.

Sepideh invites Elly, who is her daughter's teacher, to travel with the three families in order

to introduce her to their recently divorced friend Ahmad, now living in Germany. The next

morning, the two women go shopping in the town and Elly says that she has to return to

Tehran because her mother has been recently submitted to hospital for heart surgery, but

Sepideh asks her to stay and hides her luggage. The children are playing in the sea and one

mother asks Elly to watch them. Out of the blue, Sepideh's daughter calls to some men

playing volleyball to rescue one of the children from the water. After rescuing the little boy

they seek out Elly, questioning whether she has drowned or returned to Tehran. What has

happened to Elly?

Original title: Darbareye Elly: 

About Elly (Iran-2009)

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Asghar Farhadi

Scenario: Asghar Farhadi, Azad Jafarian

2009 : IRAN, France
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Sarah Tobias goes to her local bar and is gang-raped by three men. The district attorney on

the case is Katheryn Murphy who wants to prove that although Sarah had taken drugs that

night and was acting provocatively while in the bar, this is no reason for her to be so brutally

attacked and the men responsible should be brought to justice.

Original title: Accused, The: 

Accused (1988), The

Genre: Crime, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Jonathan Kaplan

Scenario: Tom Topor

1988 : Canada, USA

When a woman attempts to kill her uncaring husband, prosecutor Adam Bonner gets the

case. Unfortunately for him his wife Amanda (who happens to be a lawyer too) decides to

defend the woman in court. Amanda uses everything she can to win the case and Adam

gets mad about it. As a result, their perfect marriage is disturbed by everyday quarrels...

Original title: Adam's Rib: 

Adam's Rib

Genre: Comedy, Classic, Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: George Cukor

Scenario: Ruth Gordon, Garson Kanin

1949 : USA

When a brothel closes because of new laws, four of the prostitutes decide to go into

business running a restaurant. They discover they cannot escape their past.

Original title: Adua e le compagne: 

Adua and Company

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Antonio Pietrangeli

Scenario: Ruggero Maccari

1960 : ITALY

In a near-future city where soaring opulence overshadows economic hardship, Gwen and

her daughter Jules do all they can to hold on to their joy together, despite the instability

surfacing in their world.

Original title: Advantageous: 

Advantageous (2015) 

Genre: Drama, Sci-fi, Women's interest
Director: Jennifer Phang

Scenario: Jacqueline Kim, Jennifer Phang

2015 : USA
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A grieving upper class woman becomes a "Lady Visitor" at Millbank prison, hoping to escape

her troubles and be a guiding figure in the lives of the female prisoners. Of all her friendships

with prisoners, she is most fascinated by Selina - a medium. Set in the 1870s.

Original title: Affinity: 

Affinity (2008)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Tim Fywell

Scenario: Andrew Davies, Sarah Waters

2008 : UK, Romania, Canada

One summer, Yo-won fails her major and just gets fired from her part-time job, while

Min-sun, an aspiring actress, gets humiliated in all kinds of ways by her academic advisor.

Tired of the usual obvious advice people give, they drop everything and leave on a trip to

Gangleung. But, then they discover a couple of revolvers in their borrowed car - the two

revolvers that Detective Kim, from the Violent Crimes Division, and Nalchi, a middle boss in

the organization, lost while gambling. The girls assume the guns are fake and pull the trigger

- and the window shield goes out. From then on, their plans go awry and the two girls keep

getting swept up into strange events. They meet up with Young-mi, a country tearoom

waitress who has a complex about her looks, and Jin-a, who dreams of revenging herself on

the guy who toyed with her and led her on. When these girls, attracted by the revolvers, get

together, events snowball out of control.

Original title: Afrika: 

Afrika  (Korea)-2002

Genre: Drama, Action, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Seung-Soo Shin

Scenario: 

2002 : SOUTH KOREA

A twisted tale of murder, alleged police corruption and conniving opportunists that tracks the

sensational trial and conviction of "America's First Female Serial Killer."
Original title: Aileen Wuornos: The Selling of a Serial Killer: 

Aileen Wuornos: The Selling of a Serial Killer

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Nick Broomfield

Scenario: Nick Broomfield

1992 : UK

This documentary looks at Aileen Wuornos convicted of killing 7 men while working as a

prostitute in Florida. This is actually the second Wuornos documentary made by this group

the first being Aileen Wuornos: The Selling of a Serial Killer (1992). With her execution now

on the horizon Nick Broomfield returns to Florida to complete the story. Her argument has

always been that the killings were in self-defense but she eventually pleaded no contest or

guilty to most of the murders. Broomfield was able to film several interviews which reveals

her state of mind and puts into question her mental competence.

Original title: Aileen: Life and Death of a Serial Killer: 

Aileen: Life and Death of a Serial Killer

Genre: Documentary, Crime, Women's interest
Director: Nick Broomfield, Joan Churchill

Scenario: 

2003 : USA, UK
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It is 1943 as Allied bombs are pelting Berlin and Lilly Wust is bringing up four children as her

husband Gunther is away fighting the war. Lilly has a few affairs to help with the absence of

affection. When Lilly receives a love letter from an admirer who signs off as "Jaguar" she

assumes it is from a man but is intrigued when she discovers that Felice Schragenheim a

local journalist, is initiating the romance, a relationship forbidden in Germany. r

 

 

Original title: Aimée & Jaguar: 

Aimée & Jaguar

Genre: Romance, Drama, History, Lesbian-interest, War, Women's interest
Director: Max Färberböck

Scenario: Max Färberböck, Rona Munro

1999 : Germany

In 19th century Dublin, Albert Nobbs, an eccentric man in the latter part of middle age, works

as a waiter in Morrison's Hotel run by the stingy and controlling Marge Baker. 
Original title: Albert Nobbs: 

Albert Nobbs

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Rodrigo García

Scenario: Gabriella Prekop, John Banville

2011 : UK, Ireland, France, USA

Steve is a man who has it all, a successful career, wonderful children, beautiful home and a

loving wife. However, returning to his home after work on his birthday, he finds his house

deserted and darkened with almost all the lightbulbs missing, all easy access outside cut off

and a videotape waiting for him. Playing that tape, he watches a bizarre and grueling

recording in which his wife explains her grievance with him, her reasons for disappearing

with the children and her revenge for how he treated her in a way he would never forget.

Original title: Alexandra's Project: 

Alexandra's Project (2003)

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Rolf de Heer

Scenario: Rolf de Heer

2003 : Australia

A recently widowed woman on the road with her precocious young son determined to make

a new life for herself as a singer. 
Original title: Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore: 

Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore (1974)

Genre: Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Martin Scorsese

Scenario: Robert Getchell

1974 : USA
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A satire about the life of the Cuban people. Alicia, a culture instructor, is sent to a small town

"Maravillas", which is itself an exaggerated, but very ingenious reflection of the real Cuba.

The adventures that she has there are almost as crazy and senseless as the ones lived by

the other Alice (in Wonderland), reflecting the indoctrination, coercion, absolutims, and many

other everyday problems in Cuban society.

Original title: Alicia en el pueblo de Maravillas: 

Alice in Wondertown (Cuba-1991)

Genre: Comedy, Women's interest
Director: Daniel Díaz Torres

Scenario: Aldo Busto Hernández, Luis Felipe Calvo Bolaños

1991 : Cuba

Alice, married for the last 20 years to a taxi driver, works in a beauty parlour, has three

children, the eldest of whom is doing his military service, and a mother who works as a maid

in her house. None of the three siblings pay much attention to their mother, and they treat

their grandmother with lack of respect. Alice's life in the female working world contrasts

strongly with the powerful masculine presence in her home. Although she's a good girl, the

chance to betray uncovers other betrayals she didn't know existed.

Original title: Casa de Alice, A: 

Alice's House (Brazil-2007)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Chico Teixeira

Scenario: Chico Teixeira

2007 : BRAZIL

A beautiful sexy DJ is forced to run when she stumbles on a bag of cash. Can she keep the

money, conquer her demons, AND get the girl? All About E is a road trip, a comedy, and a

love story. E, a beautiful, young Arabic Australian DJ seems to have it all. She is headlining

at a top Sydney nightclub, has a home with her gay best-friend Matt and a world of women at

her feet, but looks can be deceiving. Something is missing. When she and Matt, her

husband of convenience, stumble on a bag of cash they are forced to hit the road. Suddenly

E finds she has burnt too many bridges, and there is nowhere to run to but outback Australia

and into the arms of ex-girlfriend Trish who broke her heart. E has to learn to face up to her

past. She has to give her family the chance to accept who she really is and find the courage

to live her dreams.

Original title: All About E: 

All About e (2015)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Louise Wadley

Scenario: Louise Wadley

2015 : Australia

Aspiring actress Eve Harrington maneuvers her way into the lives of Broadway star Margo

Channing, playwright Lloyd Richards and director Bill Sampson. This classic story of

ambition and betrayal has become part of American folklore. Bette Davis claims to have

based her character on the persona of film actress Talullah Bankhead. Davis' line "Fasten

your seatbelts, it's going to be a bumpy night" is legendary, but, in fact, all of the film's dialog

sparkles with equal brilliance.

Original title: All About Eve: 

All About Eve

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Joseph L. Mankiewicz

Scenario: Joseph L. Mankiewicz

1950 : USA
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Mujeres Libres (Free Women) were a group of women anarchists who organised and fought

both for women's liberation and an anarchist revolution during the Spanish Civil War. The

work they did is truly inspirational. 

Original title: De Toda la vida: 

All Our Lives: Mujeres Libres (Spain-1986)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Lisa Berger

Scenario: Fernando Galiana

1986 : Spain, USA

Claude and Ellen are best friends who live in a not-so-nice area of New York. They're

involved in the subculture of 90s youth, complete with drugs, live music, and homophobia.

All is changed one night when a violent and meaningless death rocks their lives.

Original title: All Over Me: 

All Over Me 

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Alex Sichel

Scenario: Sylvia Sichel

1997 : USA

Amy is a story of a young girl who witnesses her dad's death on stage at a rock concert. She

becomes mentally mute/deaf after this, and 4 years later discovers she can communicate

only by singing.

Original title: Amy: 

Amy (1997)

Genre: Drama, Music, Women's interest
Director: Nadia Tass

Scenario: David Parker

1997 : Australia

The story of Amy Winehouse in her own words, featuring unseen archival footage and

unheard tracks.
Original title: Amy: 

Amy (2015) 

Genre: Documentary, Biography, Music, Women's interest
Director: Asif Kapadia

Scenario: 

2015 : UK, USA
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Amy Johnson was the first woman to fly solo from Great Britain to Australia. Mulvey and

Wollen’s experimental documentary combines newsreel footage of the aviator’s arrival,

dramatic recreations of events from her life and contemporary discussions by feminist

groups on the subject of heroism in this most unconventional biopic.

Original title: Amy: 

Amy (Johnson) 1979

Genre: Documentary, Biography, Indie, Short, Women's interest
Director: Laura Mulvey, Peter Wollen

Scenario: 

1979 : 

In 1920s and 1930s New Zealand, Janet Frame grows up in a poor family with lots of

brothers and sisters. Already at an early age she is different from the other kids. She gets an

education as a teacher but since she is considered abnormal she stays at a mental

institution for eight years. Success comes when she starts to write novels.

Original title: An Angel at My Table: 

An Angel at My Table (1990) 

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Jane Campion

Scenario: Janet Frame, Laura Jones

1990 : New Zealand, Australia, UK

A rather loose adaptation of the P. D. James novel. Cordelia Gray, the survivor of a

partnership in a detective agency, is asked by the assistant of James Calendar to investigate

the suicide of his son, Mark. About the same age as Mark, Cordelia is resourceful in her

investigation, but smitten with the dead son and becomes obsessed with his memory and his

increasingly suspicious death. She interviews his friend, Andrew, and his girlfriend, Isobel.

She is also interested in James Calendar's assistant, Elizabeth Leaming, who seems to

have a more than natural interest in Mark. She is thrown down an abandoned well and later

chases her assailant, Andrew...

Original title: An Unsuitable Job for a Woman: 

An Unsuitable Job for a Woman (1982)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Christopher Petit

Scenario: P.D. James, Elizabeth McKay

1982 : UK

As the film opens, a doped-up Lea (Maria Bonnevie) makes an extremely bad impression on

her baby daughter's foster parents; later, flashbacks reveal her disturbing youth and young

adulthood. From the wrong side of the tracks, Lea grows up in a small house on the edge of

the forest. When her father dies, her fragile mother Madelene takes up with the jealous

alcoholic Ole. Unable to prevent Madelene from being beaten, Lea winds up as a substance

abuser.

Original title: Engelen: 

Angel (Engelen) Norway-2009, The

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Margreth Olin

Scenario: Margreth Olin

2009 : NORWAY, SWEDEN, FINLAND
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Rich young Anne-Marie thinks she has found her vocation when she joins a Dominican

convent as a novice. The convent specialises in rehabilitating female prisoners, and

Anne-Marie becomes especially fascinated with Therese, trying to get her to join the convent

to redeem her for her sins - but Therese protests her innocence. However, when released,

Therese shoots the man who committed the crime for which she was imprisoned, then joins

the convent, where she is reluctant to tell anyone her secret, least of all Anne-Marie.

Meanwhile, outside the convent, a police search is widening...

Original title: Les anges du péché: 

Angels of Sin (France-1943)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Robert Bresson

Scenario: Robert Bresson, Raymond Leopold Bruckberger

1943 : France

Two UK Documentaries including interviews of  'second wave' feminists. Original title: Lefties: 

Angry Wimmin (2006) / Libbers (2009)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

 : UK

Meena, a 12-year-old living in a mining village in the English Midlands in 1972, is the

daughter of Indian parents who've come to England to give her a better life. This idyllic

existence is upset by the arrival in the village of Anita Rutter and her dysfunctional family.

Anita is 14, blonde and beautiful - exactly what Meena thinks she wants to be. She becomes

part of Anita's world, but events do not run smoothly. Meena's growing up - and that brings

plenty of changes.

Original title: Anita and Me: 

Anita and Me (2002)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Metin Hüseyin

Scenario: Meera Syal

2002 : UK

Anna is a 12-year-old girl, living in a small fishing village. She is at a crossroad in her life.

Her surroundings are changing - and so is she.
Original title: Anna: 

Anna 

Genre: Short, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Rúnar Rúnarsson

Scenario: Rúnar Rúnarsson

2009 : DENMARK
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A nameless woman keeps a diary as the Russians invade Berlin in the spring of 1945. She

is in her early 30s, a patriotic journalist with international credentials; her husband, Gerd, a

writer, is an officer at the Russian front. She speaks Russian and, for a day or two after the

invasion, keeps herself safe, but then the rapes begin. She resolves to control her fate and

invites the attentions of a Russian major, Andreij Rybkin. He becomes her protector of sorts

subject to pressures from his own fellow soldiers and officers. Dramas play out in the block

of flats where she lives. Is she an amoral traitor? She asks, "How do we go on living?" And

what of Gerd and her diary?

Original title: Anonyma - Eine Frau in Berlin: 

Anonyma: A Woman in Berlin
 (2008)

Genre: Drama, History, War, Women's interest
Director: Max Färberböck

Scenario: Anonyma, Max Färberböck

2008 : Germany, POLAND

Political and sexual repression in Hungary, just after the revolution of 1956. In 1958, the

body of Eva Szalanczky, a political journalist, is discovered near the border. Her friend Livia

is in hospital with a broken neck; Livia's husband, Donci, is under arrest. In a flashback to

the year before, we see what leads up to the tragedy. Eva gets a job as a writer. She meets

Livia and is attracted to her. Livia feels much the same, but as a married woman, has doubts

and hesitations. In their work, they (and Eva in particular) bang up against the limits of telling

political truths; in private, they confront the limits of living out sexual and emotional truth.

Original title: Egymásra nézve: 

Another Way (Hungary-1982)

Genre: Biography, Drama, History, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Károly Makk, János Xantus

Scenario: Erzsébet Galgóczi, Károly Makk

1982 : HUNGARY

Determined to escape their poverty-stricken lives, four talented young women living on the

outskirts of Sao Paulo, Brazil, form an all-female rap group but find their road to success is

riddled with sexism, racism, and violence. One by one, they succumb to their grim

realities...until they discover that out of struggle come strength, and out of strength, the

courage to continue on.

Original title: Antônia: O Filme: 

Antonia (Brazil-2006)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Female-friendship, Musical, Women's
interest
Director: Tata Amaral

Scenario: Tata Amaral, Roberto Moreira

2006 : BRAZIL

In an anonymous Dutch village, a sturdy, strong-willed matriarch looks back upon her life,

the generations of family and friends gathered around her table, and ponders the cyclical

nature of time.

Original title: Antonia: 

Antonia's Line (1995)

Genre: Comedy, Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Marleen Gorris

Scenario: Marleen Gorris

1995 : NETHERLANDS, Belgium, UK
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After twelve years of imprisonment by their own parents, two sisters are finally released by

social workers to face the outside world for the first time.
Original title: Sib: 

Apple (Iran-1998), The

Genre: Drama, Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Samira Makhmalbaf

Scenario: Mohsen Makhmalbaf, Samira Makhmalbaf

1998 : IRAN, France

For Shirin, being part of a perfect Persian family isn't easy. Acceptance eludes her from all

sides: her family doesn't know she's bisexual, and her ex-girlfriend, Maxine, can't understand

why she doesn't tell them. Even the six-year-old boys in her moviemaking class are too ADD

to focus on her for more than a second. Following a family announcement of her brother's

betrothal to a parentally approved Iranian prize catch, Shirin embarks on a private rebellion

involving a series of pansexual escapades, while trying to decipher what went wrong with

Maxine.

Original title: Appropriate Behavior: 

Appropriate Behaviour 

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance,
Women's interest
Director: Desiree Akhavan

Scenario: Desiree Akhavan

2014 : UK

April's Shower is a comedy about love, romance and expectation. The story follows

unpredictable twists and turns with friends assembling for a seemingly traditional wedding

shower. As the script progresses, the wedding shower quickly becomes a free for all as the

bride-to-be ends up with the maid-of-honour.

Original title: April's Shower: 

April's Shower

Genre: Comedy, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Trish Doolan

Scenario: Trish Doolan

2003 : USA

A harsh dose of cinematic realism about a harsh time-the Bosnian War of the 1990s-Juanita

Wilson's drama is taken from true stories revealed during the International Criminal Tribunal

in The Hague. Samira is a modern schoolteacher in Sarajevo who takes a job in a small

country village just as the war is beginning to ramp up. When Serbian soldiers overrun the

village, shoot the men and keep the women as laborers (the older ones) and sex objects (the

younger ones), Samira is subjected to the basest form of treatment imaginable.

Original title: As If I Am Not There: 

As If I Am Not There (2010)

Genre: Drama, War, Women's interest
Director: Juanita Wilson

Scenario: Juanita Wilson

2010 : Ireland
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9th century China. 10-year-old general's daughter Nie Yinniang is abducted by a nun who

initiates her into the martial arts, transforming her into an exceptional assassin charged with

eliminating cruel and corrupt local governors. One day, having failed in a task, she is sent

back by her mistress to the land of her birth, with orders to kill the man to whom she was

promised - a cousin who now leads the largest military region in North China. After 13 years

of exile, the young woman must confront her parents, her memories and her long-repressed

feelings. A slave to the orders of her mistress, Nie Yinniang must choose: sacrifice the man

she loves or break forever with the sacred way of the righteous assassins.

Original title: Nie yin niang: 

Assassin (2015), The

Genre: Action, Drama, History, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Hsiao-hsien Hou

Scenario: Cheng Ah, T'ien-wen Chu

2015 : Taiwan, CHINA, HONG KONG, France

In the aftermath of a global thermonuclear war three battle tested women wage war in a

virtual video game against giant mutant sand whales.
Original title: Asaruto gâruzu: 

Assault Girls (Japan-2009)

Genre: Action, Sci-fi, Women's interest
Director: Mamoru Oshii

Scenario: Mamoru Oshii

2009 : JAPAN

Laurel Ayres is a businesswoman trying to make it but unfortunately she works at a

investment firm where she does all the work but all the senior investors like Frank Peterson

grab all the credit. She then leaves and starts her own firm. While trying to find clients Laurel

pretends that she has a male partner named Robert Cutty. And when she starts to do well all

of her clients wants to meet Cutty which is difficult since he doesn't exist.

Original title: Associate, The: 

Associate, The

Genre: Comedy, Women's interest
Director: Donald Petrie

Scenario: Jenaro Prieto, Jean-Claude Carrière

1996 : USA

Nogreh is a young Afghani woman living with her father and her sister-in-law, Leylomah,

whose husband, Akhtar, is missing. Beyond the issue of Akhtar, Leylomah is most

concerned with how to feed her baby. She cannot provide milk for her baby as her own

hunger is preventing her from lactating. Nogreh, however, aspires toward a life in a western

styled democracy. Although the Taliban are no longer in power in Afghanistan, traditional

forces are still active in the country. Nogreh often displays signs of rebellion, such as

wearing a pair of white pumps instead of the traditional slipper beneath her burqa. But

mostly, Nogreh wants to be educated. Without her father's knowledge, Nogreh is attending a

secular girls school. Ultimately, she wants to become President of Afghanistan. With the

help of a Pakistani refugee, Nogreh tries to understand exactly what forces led to current

world leaders being elected, those forces which she wants to emulate.

Original title: Panj é asr: 

At Five in the Afternoon (Afganistan-2003)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Samira Makhmalbaf

Scenario: Mohsen Makhmalbaf, Samira Makhmalbaf

2003 : France, IRAN
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Violet Weston (Meryl Streep) has cancer and a propensity for pills and alcohol. She's a

difficult woman to deal with and her husband has finally had enough. Violet's family gathers

including youngest daughter Ivy, middle daughter Karen (with her new fianc?), eldest

daughter Barbara (with her separated husband and teenage daughter), and her sister Mattie

Fae (with her husband and son in tow). A family tragedy causes tensions to run high and

secrets to come out. The Weston women will be forced to examine themselves and their

lives whether they want to or not. Welcome to Osage County, Oklahoma in the sweltering

heat of August.

Original title: August: Osage County: 

August: Osage county (2013)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: John Wells

Scenario: Tracy Letts

2013 : USA

A look at one year in the life of four babies from around the world, from Mongolia to Namibia

to San Francisco to Tokyo.
Original title: Bébé: 

Babies 

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Thomas Balmès

Scenario: Alain Chabat, Thomas Balmès

2010 : France

An astonishing fictional account of the unending series of murders of young women in

Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, which began in 1996. Most of the victims are low-paid laborers who

have been drawn to the town by the possibility of work at American-owned factories. In the

film Mexican police officer Blanca Bravo is sent to Cuidad Juarez to investigate and comes

to learn realities of these women's lives, as well as the truth about a police force and local

power structure embodied by entrepreneur Mickey Santos that has ceased to care.

Original title: El Traspatio: 

Backyard (Mexico 2009)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's
interest
Director: Carlos Carrera

Scenario: Sabina Berman

2009 : MEXICO

When saloon prostitute Cody Zamora rescues her friend Anita from an abusive customer by

killing him, she is sentenced to hang. However, Anita and their two friends Eileen and Lilly

rescue Cody and the four make a run for Texas, pursued by Graves and O'Brady, two

Pinkerton detectives hired to track them. When Cody withdraws her savings from a Texas

bank, the women believe they can now start a new life in Oregon. But Cody's old partner Kid

Jarrett takes Cody's money when his gang robs the bank, and so the four so-called "Honky-

Tonk Harlots" set out to recover the money, with the Pinkertons hot on their trail.

Original title: Bad Girls: 

Bad Girls (1994)

Genre: Western, Adventure, Women's interest
Director: Jonathan Kaplan

Scenario: Albert S. Ruddy, Charles Finch

1994 : USA
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Manu and Nadine lose their last tenuous relationship with main-stream society when Manu

gets raped and Nadine sees her only friend being shot. After a chance encounter, they

embark on an explosive journey of sex and murder. Perhaps as a revenge against men,

perhaps as a revolt against bourgeois society, but certainly in a negation - almost joyful in its

senseless violence - of all the codes of a society which has excluded, raped and humiliated

them. Controversial for its violence and real sex scenes: a vividly nihilist road movie set in

France.

Original title: Baise-moi: 

Baise-Moi

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Virginie Despentes, Coralie

Scenario: Virginie Despentes, Coralie

2000 : France

Based on a true story, this is the tale of Josephine Monaghan, a young woman of the

mid-19th century who is thrown out of her parents' home after being seduced by the family's

portrait photographer and giving birth to an illegitimate child. Josephine quickly learns that

young, female, pretty, and alone are a bad combination for life in the wild west. In her

desperation to survive, Josephine disguises herself as "Jo", a young man, and struggles to

make a life for herself in a dingy frontier mining town. Can "Little Jo" live and love without

revealing his/her secret?

Original title: Ballad of Little Jo, The: 

Ballad of Little Jo, The

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Western, Women's interest
Director: Maggie Greenwald

Scenario: Maggie Greenwald

1993 : USA

Working the lane amongst prostitutes, ponce's, punters and police is a very dangerous

profession. Gina Dickson, a young mother in Yorkshire, is forced into prostitution to pay off

her debts. Carol is a single mother who mental state is unbalanced and her time on the lane

may lead her to self destruction. Rose runs the lane but she's losing her touch. Tracey is a

young runaway that is hooked on drugs and is looking for love that she never got at home.

Anita is a naive women looking for companionship, whether it be with a married man or with

her friends. When, despite Carol's warnings, Gina discovers the worst that can happen to a

woman who works the lane, Carol and her friends decide to pack it in, go legit, and form a

business that will get back at the loan shark. The move from the lane to legit entangles the

women in a dangerous game as their lives on the lane continues to haunt them.

Original title: Band of Gold: 

Band of Gold

Genre: Crime, Drama, Tv-series, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

1997 : UK

In 1848, a New York bank wants to put a railroad across Mexico, so it buys up small banks

around Santa Rita, Durango, and evicts farmers on the proposed rail line who owe money.

The bank's henchman is the murderous Jackson. He runs afoul of two women, Mar?a, the

tough but uneducated daughter of a farmer, and Sara, the European-educated daughter of

the owner of one of these banks. To feed the now landless people and to seek revenge,

Mar?a and Sara become bank robbers, veritable Robin Hoods. But Jackson and his hired

guns are after them. What are the women's options?

Original title: Bandidas: 

Bandidas (2006)

Genre: Action, Adventure, Comedy, Crime, Western, Women's interest
Director: Joachim Rønning, Espen Sandberg

Scenario: Luc Besson, Robert Mark Kamen

2006 : USA, France, MEXICO
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The movie tells the story of the bandit queen Phoolan Devi who was sent to prison in 1983

and got free in 1994. During five years she was prosecuted by the Indian police and turned

into a legend (like a modern Robin Hood) by the Indian press. Although the press tended to

make her the optimal hero with blue eyes, dark hair, being tall and beautiful she was in

reality an average Indian which makes it hard for the movie to fulfill the expectations of the

audience and tell the truth at the same time. Later in her life,She entered into the politics and

was assassinated in 2001.

Original title: Bandit Queen: 

Bandit Queen (1994) 

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Shekhar Kapur

Scenario: Ranjit Kapoor, Mala Sen

1994 : INDIA, UK

A young woman in L.A. is having a bad day: she's evicted, an audition ends with a producer

furious she won't trade sex for the part, and a policeman nabs her for something she didn't

do, demanding fellatio to release her. She snaps, grabs his gun, takes his uniform, and

leaves him cuffed to a tree where he's soon having a defenseless chat with a homeless

man. She takes off on the cop's motorcycle and, for an afternoon, experiences a cop's life.

She talks a young man out of suicide and then is plunged into violence after a friendly

encounter with two "vatos." She is torn between self-protection and others' expectations. Is

there any resolution for her torrent of feelings?

Original title: Bang: 

Bang-(1995)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Ash Baron-Cohen

Scenario: Ash Baron-Cohen

1995 : USA

In 1980s East Germany, Barbara is a Berlin doctor banished to a country medical clinic for

applying for an exit visa. Deeply unhappy with her reassignment and fearful of her

co-workers as possible Stasi informants, Barbara stays aloof, especially from the good

natured clinic head, Andre. Instead, Barbara snatches moments with her lover as she

secretly prepares to defect one day. Despite her plans, Barbara learns more about her life

that puts her desires and the people around her in a new light. With her changing

perspective, Barbara finds herself facing a painful moral dilemma that forces her to choose

what she values.

Original title: Barbara: 

Barbara (2012)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Christian Petzold

Scenario: Christian Petzold, Harun Farocki

2012 : Germany

A fascinating documentary about the bizarre world of Barbie. It delves into the history of the

Barbie doll, the ironies behind her conception, and her devout and truly odd fan base. A

must see for anyone who has every owned, loved, or hated Barbie.

Original title: Barbie Nation: An Unauthorized Tour: 

Barbie Nation: An Unauthorized Tour

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Susan Stern

Scenario: Susan Stern

1998 : USA
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A young girl in Nevada becomes romantically involved with a female drifter who introduces

her to a life of stripping, drugs, and metaphysical experiences that teach her what happens

when real life catches up with dark fantasy.

Original title: Bare: 

Bare 2015 

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Indie, Lesbian-interest, Romance,
Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Natalia Leite

Scenario: Natalia Leite

2015 : USA

Vera Baxter (Claudine Gabay) is talking to a woman in a bar. It seems that the woman was

attracted to her by hearing her name called out: "Baxter, Vera Baxter." In response to her

new friend's queries, Vera recounts the story of her life, beginning with marrying her no-good

husband Cayre (Gerard Depardieu), who has been using her for some time as a kind of

unpaid prostitute in order to keep his failing building business afloat. 

Original title: Baxter, Vera Baxter: 

Baxter, Vera Baxter (France-1977)

Genre: Drama, Music, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Marguerite Duras

Scenario: Marguerite Duras

1977 : France

Documentary telling the poignant true story of twin sisters from China, found as babies in a

cardboard box in 2003 and adopted by two separate sets of parents - one from California,

the other from a remote fishing village in Norway.

Original title: BBC Documentaries Twin Sisters A World Apart : 

BBC Documentaries Twin Sisters A World Apart 

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: 

Scenario: 

2015 : 

When the New York child performer CC Bloom and San Fransisco rich kid Hillary meet in a

holiday resort in Atlantic City, it marks the start of a lifetime friendship between them. The

two keep in touch through letters for a number of years until Hillary, now a successful lawyer

moves to New York to stay with struggling singer CC. The movie shows the various stages

of their friendship and their romances including their love for the same man.

Original title: Beaches: 

Beaches (1988 )

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Music, Women's interest
Director: Garry Marshall

Scenario: Iris Rainer, Mary Agnes Donoghue

1988 : USA
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Czech documentary on the beauty industry through interviews with a number of women 

openly talking about their experiences in the quest for a perfect body (diets, plastic surgery)

and perfect life. Their confessions are interwoven with the search for the culprit. 

Original title: Zeny pro meny: 

Beauty Exchange (Czech-2003)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Erika Hníková

Scenario: Erika Hníková

2003 : CZECH REPUBLIC

BELLE is inspired by the true story of Dido Elizabeth Belle (Gugu Mbatha-Raw), the

illegitimate mixed race daughter of a Royal Navy Captain. Raised by her aristocratic

great-uncle Lord Mansfield (Tom Wilkinson) and his wife (Emily Watson), Belle's lineage

affords her certain privileges, yet the color of her skin prevents her from fully participating in

the traditions of her social standing. Left to wonder if she will ever find love, Belle falls for an

idealistic young vicar's son bent on change who, with her help, shapes Lord Mansfield's role

as Lord Chief Justice to end slavery in England.

Original title: Belle: 

Belle

Genre: Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Amma Asante

Scenario: Misan Sagay

2013 : UK

Bellissime is an archive-based documentary that reconstructs the history of Italian women

throughout the many cultural revolutions of the 20th century.

 

Original title: Bellissime: 

Bellissime

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Giovanna Gagliardo

Scenario: Giovanna Gagliardo

2004 : ITALY

23-year old Sandra has been doing drugs for many years and has realized that she is in

need of some kind of treatment. At the clinic she is told that her pimp / boyfriend Roffe has

turned his attention to Sandra's younger and well-behaving sister Jannika.

Original title: Under ytan: 

Beneath the Surface (Sweden-1997)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Daniel Fridell

Scenario: Daniel Fridell, Jimmy Karlsson

1997 : SWEDEN
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_Bent Familia_, which is known in France as Tunisiennes, three intelligent 30-something

women in contemporary Tunisia: a university teacher who not only has been divorced, but is

not ashamed of it. Nadia is a shy refugee from Algeria and is still haunted with fear by the

fate of her loved ones still there. And docile, gentle married Amina, who smiles a lot but

barely speaks. Thanks to her friendship with the two other women, Amina gradually comes

to realize what a cloistered, stifling existence she has been forced to lead for so many years,

and slowly and painfully she begins to find the courage to stand up to her domineering

husband and do something about it. A courageous film which is both a savage indictment of

a macho society and the power and strength of female friendship.

Original title: Bent familia: 

Bent Familia (Tunis-1997)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Nouri Bouzid

Scenario: Nouri Bouzid

1997 : TUNISIA

The story of legendary blues performer, Bessie Smith, who rose to fame during the 1920s

and '30s.
Original title: Bessie: 

Bessie (2015) 

Genre: Biography, Drama, Music, Women's interest
Director: Dee Rees

Scenario: Dee Rees, Christopher Cleveland

2015 : USA

A slapstick satirical tragicomedy with surreal elements, the story takes place in 1989, around

the fall of communism in Czechoslovakia and the introduction of the worst of Western

capitalism. Nona, the main character is Slovak, and she befriends Ester, who is Czech.  The

two women hit it off and become roommates, but survival is tough in a post cold war

ex-communist country; so they resort to crime. Their next door neighbor is an old drunken

nun, who sometimes parties with them too. Nona and Ester have many misadventures and

road trips, but when they rob a truck driver, (who sells people broken electronics from the

black market), their lives change both for the better and worse. 

Original title: Lepsie byt bohaty a zdravy ako chudobny a chory: 

Better to be Healthy and Wealthy, than Poor and Ill

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Female-friendship, Women's interest
Director: Juraj Jakubisko

Scenario: Juraj Jakubisko

1992 : Slovakia, CZECH REPUBLIC

Toronto, 2001. Three women in spiritual crisis. In secret from her dismissive husband, Olivia

draws what she sees in dreams. Catherine, a world-class cellist, has abandoned her

husband and daughter to hunt down her father. Photojournalist Natalia, in her famous

father's footsteps, scores her first Time Magazine cover, but realizes she has paid an

incalculable price for the photo. Olivia has another secret besides her art; Catherine makes

discoveries about her father; Natalia receives a gift that's undeserved. 

Original title: Between Strangers: 

Between Strangers

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Edoardo Ponti

Scenario: Edoardo Ponti

2002 : Canada, ITALY
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A group of women of Indian descent take a trip together from their home in Birmingham,

England to the beach resort of Blackpool. The women vary in ages from mid-teens to old,

and initially have little in common. But the events of the day lead them to better mutual

understanding and solidarity.

Original title: Bhaji on the Beach: 

Bhaji on the Beach (1993)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Gurinder Chadha

Scenario: Gurinder Chadha, Meera Syal

1993 : UK

In San Francisco in the 1950s, Margaret was a woman trying to make it on her own after

leaving her husband with only her daughter and her paintings. She meets gregarious ladies'

man and fellow painter Walter Keane in a park while she was struggling to make an impact

with her drawings of children with big eyes. The two quickly become a pair with outgoing

Walter selling their paintings and quiet Margaret holed up at home painting even more

children with big eyes. But Walter's actually selling her paintings as his own. A clash of

financial success and critical failure soon sends Margaret reeling in her life of lies. With

Walter still living the high life, Margaret's going to have to try making it on her own again and

re-claiming her name and her paintings.

Original title: Big Eyes: 

Big Eyes (2014) 

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Tim Burton

Scenario: Scott Alexander, Larry Karaszewski

2014 : USA, Canada

Kristin counts down the days to her high school graduation, when she'll finally get to leave

her small town and her manipulative sister behind, for the New York of her dreams.

Everything is perfect, and the local paper has promised to publish Kristin's columns about

the city that never sleeps. But Kristin misses her flight and, to escape total humiliation,

instead ends up hiding out at the house of the peculiar young girl Andrea, far out on the

countryside. In this house of Nowhere, Kristin brings Andrea along to the pulsating heart of

New York on a big virtual adventure which she chronicles for everyone at home to follow. But

then reality comes knocking.

Original title: Bitchkram: 

Bitch Hug

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Andreas Öhman

Scenario: Jonathan Sjöberg, Andreas Öhman

2012 : SWEDEN

A yoga instructor looks to protect her sex-worker sister from her deadbeat boyfriend. Original title: Bleeding Heart: 

Bleeding Heart (2015)

Genre: Drama, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Diane Bell

Scenario: Diane Bell

2015 : USA
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During WWII, men and women working at Bletchley Park played a vital role, breaking the

codes used by the German military. Nine years later, former codebreaker Susan is a

housewife and mother, but she continues to recognize patterns that surround her in

everyday life. When a series of women are brutally murdered around London, Susan sees a

pattern emerging. However, when a police-search for what Susan believes to be an

overlooked victim turns up nothing, she realizes she cannot solve this puzzle alone. Enlisting

three former Bletchley Park colleagues: Millie, Lucy, and Jean; Susan knows they have little

time to break this code before the killer strikes again.

Original title: Bletchley Circle, The: 

Bletchley Circle (TV Miniseries 2012), The

Genre: Thriller, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

 : UK

China, the 1990s. In villages where female babies are drowned, there are few young women

to marry the men and bear more sons. Families buy wives - girls lured from the city. Bai

finishes college and accepts a job in a remote mountain village harvesting herbs. It's a ruse:

she's sold to a peasant family. She's indignant; the parents hold her so the son can rape her.

She tries to run away; she's beaten. Other women kidnapped a few years before, now with

children, tell her to comply. She continues to try to escape. She writes to her father,

smuggling letters to the mailman. She obtains a bit of money. The village is without pity,

except for the teacher. Can he help her? Anger mounts.

Original title: Mang shan: 

Blind Mountain

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Yang Li

Scenario: Yang Li

2007 : CHINA

When a young woman named Meryem is raped, her village custom requires that she be

killed in order for the dishonour to be expunged from her family...                
Original title: Mutluluk: 

Bliss (Turkey-2007)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Abdullah Oguz

Scenario: Elif Ayan, Zülfü Livaneli

2007 : Turkey, GREECE

The distressed emotions that Arvilla Holden are feeling upon the death of her husband Joe

Holden are compounded by dealing with Joe's adult daughter, Francine Packer. Joe and

Arvilla were lovingly married for twenty years, and although they lived in Pocatello, Idaho -

Arvilla's home town - they traveled the world on one adventure after another. Joe was from

Santa Barbara, California, where Francine and the extended Holden family still live. Arvilla is

certain that Joe wrote a new will after they got married, but since that will is nowhere to be

found, the official will is the one that Francine has in her possession, which outlines certain

things that Arvilla knows Joe would not now have wanted. That will states that Joe's

embalmed body is to be interned with Francine's mother in Santa Barbara, despite Joe

already having been cremated. Arvilla knows that Joe would have wanted his ashes

scattered into the wind. The will also deeds the house in which Arvilla and Joe lived their

Original title: Bonneville: 

Bonneville(2006)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Christopher N. Rowley

Scenario: Daniel D. Davis

entire ...

2006 : USA
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An independently-minded Iranian widow and mother flouts tradition by re-opening her late

husband's Europe/Asia border caf? in this socially-oriented drama from director Kambozia

Partovi. In the wake of her husband's death, Reyhan (Fereshtei Sadre Orafaei) longs to

re-open her late spouse's caf? despite rigid social standards that explicitly discourage her

from doing so. Isolated from her friends and neighbors for her headstrong efforts to get the

business back on her feet, Reyhan also faces pressure from her conservative brother-in-law

Nasser (Parviz Parastoei) -- who longs to take Reyhan as his second wife as permitted by

custom. Despite Nasser's vengeful efforts to break Reyhan's spirit and put her out of

business, Reyhan's culinary skills soon begin drawing a healthy client?le that includes kindly

Greek trucker Zakariyo (Nikolas Padapopoulis); whose relationship with the determined

restaurateur may provide an exit from her current crisis.

Original title: Café Transit: 

Border Cafe (Iran-2005)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Kambuzia Partovi

Scenario: Kambuzia Partovi

2005 : IRAN, France

Set ten years after the most peaceful revolution in United States history, a revolution in

which a socialist government gains power, this films presents a dystopia in which the issues

of many progressive groups - minorities, liberals, gay rights organizations, feminists - are

ostensibly dealt with by the government, and yet there are still problems with jobs, with

gender issues, with governmental preference and violence. In New York City, in this future

time, a group of women decide to organize and mobilize, to take the revolution farther than

any man - and many women - ever imagined in their lifetimes.

Original title: Born in Flames: 

Born In Flames (1983)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Fantasy, Lesbian-interest, Sci-fi, Women's interest
Director: Lizzie Borden

Scenario: Lizzie Borden, Ed Bowes

1983 : USA

19th-century Boston woman dedicated to the suffrage movement, meets a faith healer's

daughter, a Mississippi lawyer also has eyes for the young woman.
Original title: Bostonians, The: 

Bostonians, The

Genre: Drama, History, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: James Ivory

Scenario: Henry James, Ruth Prawer Jhabvala

1984 : UK, USA

Corky, a lesbian ex con hired to work in an apartment as a plumber, meets neighbors

Caesar, who launders money for the Mafia, and his girlfriend Violet. The two women have a

love affair and decide to steal $2,000,000 that Caesar has in custody before he gives them

back to Mafia boss Gino Marzone. Caesar is set up by the two scheming women as a

scapegoat but things start to go wrong when he reacts in an unexpected way...

Original title: Bound: 

Bound (1996)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Andy Wachowski, Lana Wachowski

Scenario: Andy Wachowski, Lana Wachowski

1996 : USA
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Brett Sprague is a violent and psychopathic man, who is released on parole after serving a

sentence for assault. As he returns to his family house and we watch him and his brothers,

Stevie and Glenn, for the next 24 hours, it becomes clear this day will not end well.

Original title: Boys, The: 

Boys (1998), The

Genre: Crime, Drama, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Rowan Woods

Scenario: Gordon Graham, Stephen Sewell

1998 : Australia

Jane is a night club singer, out of work. Robin is a quirky real estate agent looking for a

ride-share to accompany her to California. Her advertisement is answered by Jane, who at

first was uncertain about her. A stop in Pittsburgh picks up a third, Holly, escaping a violent

and drug-dealing partner. Girls on the road, reaching understanding, respect, and care for

each other. But this trio is different - Jane a lesbian, Robin suffering with AIDS, Holly running

from her past, seeking one-night stands and a good man.

Original title: Boys on the Side: 

Boys on the Side (1995)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Herbert Ross

Scenario: Don Roos

1995 : USA, France

Young Jinhee is taken by her father to an orphanage near Seoul. He leaves her there never

to return, and she struggles to come to grips with her fate. Jinhee desperately believes her

father will come back for her and take her on a trip. The film is based on the experiences of

the director, an ethnic Korean who was adopted by a French couple in the 1970s.

Original title: Yeo-haeng-ja: 

Brand New Life (2009)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Ounie Lecomte

Scenario: Ounie Lecomte

2009 : France, SOUTH KOREA

A young Bangladeshi woman, Nazneen, arrives in 1980s London, leaving behind her

beloved sister and home, for an arranged marriage and a new life. Trapped within the four

walls of her flat in East London, and in a loveless marriage with the middle aged Chanu, she

fears her soul is quietly dying. Her sister Hasina, meanwhile, through letters to Nazneen,

tells of her carefree life back in Bangladesh, stumbling from one adventure to the next.

Nazneen struggles to accept her lifestyle, and keeps her head down in spite of life's blows,

but she soon discovers that life cannot be avoided - and is forced to confront it the day that

the hotheaded young Karim comes knocking at her door.

Original title: Brick Lane: 

Brick Lane (2007)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Sarah Gavron

Scenario: Monica Ali, Laura Jones

2007 : UK, INDIA
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1953, a flood adding to the aftermath of World War II swells the numbers of Dutch

emigrants. On a KLM flight to New Zealand, part of a race from London, Frank, who lost his

family and colonial estate in the Japanese occupation and Indonesian civil war of

Independence, meets some virtual mail order brides. Ada van Holland becomes his lover

before confessing she's already married by proxy to gloomy Calvinist Derk. Jewish

concentration camp survivor Esther dodges her engagement for a fashion career and

discretely has her boy Bobby adopted by infertile Marjorie, who did everything else right with

husband Hans. Over the years, some of their paths cross again, all survivors meet at

Frank's funeral.

Original title: Bride Flight: 

Bride Flight

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Ben Sombogaart

Scenario: Marieke van der Pol

2008 : NETHERLANDS, Luxembourg

The Toro cheerleading squad from Rancho Carne High School in San Diego has got spirit,

spunk, sass and a killer routine that's sure to land them the national championship trophy for

the sixth year in a row. But for newly-elected team captain Torrance, the Toros' road to total

cheer glory takes a shady turn when she discovers that their perfectly-choreographed

routines were in fact stolen from the Clovers, a hip-hop squad from East Compton, by the

Toro's former captain. While the Toros scramble to come up with a new routine, the Clovers,

led by squad captain Isis have their own problems - coming up with enough money to cover

their travel expenses to the championships. With time running out and the pressure

mounting, both captains drive their squads to the point of exhaustion: Torrance, hell bent on

saving the Toros' reputation, and Isis more determined than ever to see that the Clovers

finally get the recognition that they deserve. But only one team can bring home the title, so

Original title: Bring It On: 

Bring It On (2000) 

Genre: Comedy, Sport, Women's interest
Director: Peyton Reed

Scenario: Jessica Bendinger

may the...

2000 : USA

The story of a young girl in North London whose life changes after witnessing a violent

attack.
Original title: Broken: 

Broken (2012)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Rufus Norris

Scenario: Daniel Clay, Mark O'Rowe

2012 : UK

Ivan is the fierce patriarch of a family of Croatian refugees in Auckland. Nina is his daughter,

ready to live on her own, despite his angry objections. Eddie is the Maori she takes as her

lover. Nina works at a restaurant where Eddie cooks. For a price, she agrees to marry a

Chinese, another restaurant employee, so that he (and his Chinese wife) can establish

permanent residency. The money gives her the independence she needs to leave her

parents' house and move in with Eddie. Complications arise when Eddie realizes the depth

of her father's fury and the strength of Nina's family ties.

Original title: Broken English: 

Broken English (1996)

Genre: Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Gregor Nicholas

Scenario: Gregor Nicholas, Johanna Pigott

1996 : New Zealand
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A murderer is at large: a well-dressed businessman who incarcerates his victims, chains and

starves them, and documents their death amid their filth with instamatic snaps. Meanwhile,

in another part of town, a woman joins a brothel. These two simple strands of plot come

together within the film, and are united by a single theme: that women's suffering is basic to

man's pleasure. 

Original title: Gebroken spiegels: 

Broken Mirrors (Netherlands-1984)

Genre: Drama, Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Marleen Gorris

Scenario: Marleen Gorris

1984 : NETHERLANDS

A young girl zealously wants to go to school and learn to read and write. Almost everywhere

she is met with hostility or indifference. On her way home she and other girls are taken as

prisoners by boys playing talibans. They tear her school book to pieces. The "taliban boys"

threaten to stone their girl prisoners (although in this movie there is little real physical

violence against girls). The girl's attempts end in complete failure. 

Original title: Buda as sharm foru rikht: 

Buddha Collapsed From Shame (Iran-2007)

Genre: Drama, War, Women's interest
Director: Hana Makhmalbaf

Scenario: Marzieh Makhmalbaf

2007 : France, IRAN

The Burning Times is a Canadian documentary about the witchcraft trials & persecutions

that swept through Europe in the 15th-17th centuries. This was a period when those accused

of being heretics or witches were tortured & executed, often by fire.

Original title: Burning Times, The: 

Burning Times, The (1990)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Donna Read

Scenario: Erna Buffie, Donna Read

1990 : Canada

Birth: it's a miracle. A rite of passage. A natural part of life. But more than anything, birth is a

business. Compelled to find answers after a disappointing birth experience with her first

child, actress Ricki Lake recruits filmmaker Abby Epstein to explore the maternity care

system in America. Focusing on New York City, the film reveals that there is much to

distrust behind hospital doors and follows several couples who decide to give birth on their

own terms. There is an unexpected turn when director Epstein not only discovers she is

pregnant, but finds the life of her child on the line. Should most births should be viewed as a

natural life process, or should every delivery be treated as a potential medical emergency?

Original title: Business of Being Born, The: 

Business of Being Born

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Abby Epstein

Scenario: 

2008 : USA
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At a Balkan folk song and dance camp in the woods of Mendocino, California, Sarah

reunites with her old friend Isolde and with a song she learned years before about dragons

who entwine themselves in women's hair and carry them off through the forest, burning it as

they go. When Sarah pursues a romance with a new camper Steph, the nights of sensual

secrets and singing with Isolde come to an abrupt end. Sarah and Steph explore a simple

attraction, but in Sarah's dreams, women spin their wild hair and Isolde darkly approaches.

When reality and fantasy collide, Sarah finds that the dragons she's visioning may be inside

her.

Original title: Butter on the Latch: 

Butter on the Latch (2013)

Genre: Drama, Fantasy, Horror, Women's interest
Director: Josephine Decker

Scenario: Josephine Decker

2013 : USA

VIOLENCE-WARNING.Eunice is walking along the highways of northern England from one

filling station to another. She is searching for Judith, the woman, she says to be in love with.

It's bad luck for the women at the cash desk not to be Judith, because Eunice is eccentric,

angry and extreme dangerous. One day she meets Miriam, hard of hearing and a little

ingenuous, who feels sympathy for Eunice and takes her home. Miriam is very impressed by

Eunice's fierceness and willfulness and follows her on the search for Judith. Shocked by

Eunice's cruelty she tries to make her a better person, but she looses ground herself.

Original title: Butterfly Kiss: 

Butterfly Kiss

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Michael Winterbottom

Scenario: Frank Cottrell Boyce

1995 : UK

Sydney, Australia in the mid-1920's. Proud and classy Caddie Marsh is forced to get a job as

a barmaid and raise two children on her own after her rich cad husband walks out on her.

Despite numerous hardships such as the Great Depression, Caddie still manages to catch

the eye of smooth dandy Ted and strikes up a romantic relationship with dashing Greek

gentleman Peter.

Original title: Caddie: 

Caddie (1976)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Donald Crombie

Scenario: Joan Long, Caddie Marsh

1976 : Australia

Frightened 19-year-old Marie Allen gets sent to an Illinois penitentiary for being an

accomplice in an armed robbery. A sympathetic prison head tries to help, but her efforts are

subverted by cruel matron Evelyn Harper. Marie's harsh experiences turn her from doe-eyed

innocent to hard-nosed con.

Original title: Caged: 

Caged (1950)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Film-noir, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: John Cromwell

Scenario: Virginia Kellogg

1950 : USA
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The acerbic, hilarious CLAIRE SIMMONS becomes fascinated by the suicide of a woman in

her chronic pain support group. As she uncovers the details of Nina's suicide and develops a

poignant relationship with Nina's husband, she also grapples with her own, very raw personal

tragedy.

Original title: Cake: 

Cake (2014) 

Genre: Women's interest, Comedy, Drama
Director: Daniel Barnz

Scenario: Patrick Tobin

2014 : USA

Like its first breast cancer-themed installment, Call Me Crazy aka Five 2/Five More will

feature five short films featuring A-list talent both in front and behind the camera. The sequel

will address mental illness. Directors include Laura Dern, Bonnie Hunt, Ashley Judd and

Bryce Dallas Howard.

Original title: Call Me Crazy: A Five Film: 

Call Me Crazy: A Five Film 

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Laura Dern, Bryce Dallas Howard

Scenario: Deirdre O'Connor, Jan Oxenberg

2013 : USA

Six women in Beirut seek love, marriage, and companionship and find duty, friendship, and

possibility. Four work at a salon: Nisrine, engaged to Bassam, with a secret she shares with

her co-workers; Jamale, a divorced mother of teens, a part-time model, fearing the

encroachment of time; Rima, always in pants, attracted to Siham, a client who smiles back;

Layale, in love with a married man, willing to drop everything at a honk of his horn. There's

also Rose, a middle-aged seamstress, who cares for Lili, old and facing dementia. Rose has

a suitor; Layale has an admirer on the police force. Is delight a possibility? Is caramel a

sweet or an instrument of pain?

Original title: Sukkar banat: 

Caramel (Lebanon-2007)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Nadine Labaki

Scenario: Nadine Labaki, Jihad Hojeily

2007 : France, LEBANON

Career girls opens with a train journey towards London's Kings Cross where Annie, one of

the major characters is about to meet her old university friend Hannah. She recalls moving

into a grotty student flat with Hannah in the mid-eighties. In those days Annie was self

conscious and jumpy. The pair have not seen one another since graduation. They both now

have moderately successful careers and are, at least on the surface, self assured in their

new lives. However, they are still carrying a lot of emotional baggage from their university

days. During the course of a weekend they rediscover their close friendship and encounter

many faces from the past.

Original title: Career Girls: 

Career Girls (1997)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Mike Leigh

Scenario: Mike Leigh

1997 : UK, France
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In an adaptation of Patricia Highsmith's seminal novel The Price of Salt, CAROL follows two

women from very different backgrounds who find themselves in an unexpected love affair in

1950s New York. As conventional norms of the time challenge their undeniable attraction, an

honest story emerges to reveal the resilience of the heart in the face of change. 

Original title: Carol: 

Carol (2015) 

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Todd Haynes

Scenario: Phyllis Nagy, Patricia Highsmith

2015 : UK, USA

The film was made in Acapulco, Mexico. Six women -- dreamy Eileen, abrasive Nan, athletic

Skipper, brusque Leslie, vivacious Jennifer and patient Gayle -- are staying at a hotel in

Latin America, run by Se?ora Mu?oz. Fed up with the long delays of the adoption system in

the United States, they are passing the days waiting to adopt local children to bring back

home with them.

Original title: Casa de los babys: 

Casa De Los Babies (2003)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: John Sayles

Scenario: John Sayles

2003 : USA, MEXICO

The Father turns 60. His family, which is a big one of the kind, gathers to celebrate him on a

castle. Everybody likes and respects the father deeply...or do they? The Youngest Son is

trying to live up to The Father's expectations. He is running a grill-bar in a dirty part of

Copenhagen. The oldest son runs a restaurant in France, while the sister is a anthropologist.

The older sister has recently committed suicide and the father asks the oldest son to say a

few words about her, because he is afraid he will break into tears if he does it himself. The

oldest son agrees without arguments. Actually he has already written two speeches. A

yellow and a green one. By the table, he asks the father to pick a speech. The father

chooses green. The oldest son announces that this is the Speech of Truth. Everybody

laughs, except for the father who gets a nervous look on his face. For he knows that the

oldest son is about to reveal the secret of why the oldest sister killed herself.

Original title: Festen: 

Celebration (1998), The

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Thomas Vinterberg

Scenario: Thomas Vinterberg, Mogens Rukov

1998 : DENMARK, SWEDEN

An imaginative and somewhat disturbed young girl fantasizes about evil creatures and other

oddities to mask her insecurities while growing up in rural Australia.
Original title: Celia: 

Celia (1989)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Fantasy, Horror, Women's interest
Director: Ann Turner

Scenario: Ann Turner

1989 : Australia
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At 22, C?line receives several shocks: her father dies and she learns she was adopted; she

rejects her inheritance, so her fianc? jilts her. She's suicidal. A nurse sees her weeping in

public and takes her home. Her mother hires the nurse, Genevi?ve, to care for C?line;

Genevi?ve imposes the same work and meditation regime she herself used to recover from

similar depression two years before. The film plays out the resulting dynamics: C?line has

mystical success in meditation, and neighbor children discover she has healing powers. Yet

life remains painful. Meanwhile, the friendship is now the center of Genevi?ve's life. When

C?line leaves, Genevi?ve must cope anew with loss.

Original title: Céline: 

Celine (1992)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Jean-Claude Brisseau

Scenario: Jean-Claude Brisseau

1992 : France

A mysteriously linked pair of young women find their daily lives pre-empted by a strange

boudoir melodrama that plays itself out in a hallucinatory parallel reality.
Original title: Céline et Julie vont en bateau: 

Celine and Julie Go Boating (1974)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Fantasy, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Jacques Rivette

Scenario: Juliet Berto, Dominique Labourier

1974 : France

Los Angeles, 1928. A single mother returns from work to find her nine-year-old son gone.

She calls the LAPD to initiate a search. Five months later, a boy is found in Illinois who fits

the description; he says he's her son. To fanfare and photos, the LAPD reunite mother and

son, but she insists he's not her boy. The cops dismiss her as either a liar or hysterical.

When she joins a minister in his public criticism of the police, they in turn use government

power to silence and intimidate her. Meanwhile, a cop goes to a dilapidated ranch to find a

Canadian lad who's without legal status; the youth tells a grisly tale. There's redress for

murder; is there redress for abuse of power?

Original title: Changeling: 

Changeling (2008) 

Genre: Drama, History, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Clint Eastwood

Scenario: J. Michael Straczynski

2008 : USA

A group of middle-aged women get together at a secluded house to learn about themselves. Original title: Chantilly Lace: 

Chantilly Lace

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Linda Yellen

Scenario: Linda Yellen, Rosanne Ehrlich

1993 : USA
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A bourgeois couple, modern yet conventional. One night by accident, a young prostitute

barges into their lives. Hounded down, beaten up, threatened, she will continue to struggle,

with the help of a well off lady, first for her survival-her resurrection-then for her dignity and

freedom. A feminist classic of the 21st century. 

Original title: Chaos: 

Chaos (France-2001)

Genre: Comedy, Crime, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Coline Serreau

Scenario: Coline Serreau

2001 : France

A Middle-aged Japanese ex-pat journalist investigates child organ trafficking in Thailand and

he uncovers a sinister network.
Original title: Yami no kodomo-tachi: 

Children of the Dark (Japan-2008)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Junji Sakamoto

Scenario: Sogil Yan

2008 : JAPAN

Fact-based drama about a sociology graduate (Kathleen Quinlan) who starts working with

teen prostitutes in Hollywood. The film does not draw back on its depiction of the brutality

that the teens face nor of the exploitation that occurs from the pimps and johns who use

them. Pat Benatar's song "Hell Is For Children" is used to set the film's theme.

Original title: Children of the Night: 

Children of the Night (1985)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Robert Markowitz

Scenario: William Wood, Vickie Patik

1985 : USA

A private school for young girls is scandalized when one spiteful student, Mary Tilford,

accuses the two young women who run the school of having a lesbian relationship.
Original title: Children's Hour, The: 

Children's Hour (1961), The

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: William Wyler

Scenario: Lillian Hellman, John Michael Hayes

1961 : USA
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Min Li, a trainee botanist is taken in by An's father. In such a beautiful, but lonely setting

where the two are treated badly by the few men they communicate with, the women form a

bond which quickly turns to unspeakable love. In a swirl of forbidden passion, love and

opiate-induced intoxication they find themselves confronted with a society who will not

accept same-sex love, a crime punishable by death.

Original title: Les filles du botaniste: 

Chinese Botanist's Daughters (2006), The

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Sijie Dai

Scenario: Sijie Dai, Nadine Perront

2006 : France, Canada

Reena is a young Indian American lesbian who lives and works in New York. Her sister

Sarita, who is happily married, discovers that she is infertile. Reena offers to be a surrogate

mother for her sister's baby, hoping to improve her relationship with their mother, who

disapproves of Reena's sexual orientation. Reena has second thoughts when her girlfriend

Lisa feels left out.

Original title: Chutney Popcorn: 

Chutney  & Popcorn (1999)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Nisha Ganatra

Scenario: Susan Carnival, Nisha Ganatra

1999 : USA

Various women struggle to function in the oppressively sexist society of contemporary Iran. Original title: Dayereh: 

Circle (Iran-2000), The

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Jafar Panahi

Scenario: Kambuzia Partovi, Jafar Panahi

2000 : IRAN, ITALY, SWITZERLAND

An otherworldly evil is slipping into a small town in Sweden. Six unrelated girls have been

chosen to fight this evil. Together they must overcome their differences in order to save

themselves and the world.

Original title: Cirkeln: 

Circle [Sweden] (2015)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Fantasy, Horror, Mystery, Paranormal,
Thriller, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Levan Akin

Scenario: Levan Akin, Sara Bergmark Elfgren

2015 : SWEDEN
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Women prisoners strike up a friendship with a young law student who works as a part-time

prison guard. Together they discover that a corporation funds and is profitting from the

plantation-like work environment they are forced to work under. In a botched attempt to

organize a protest against their "slave labor", the women take over the prison - A rare

glimpse of the effects of the prison industrial complex on female inmates.

Original title: Civil Brand: 

Civil Brand (2002)

Genre: Drama, Crime, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Neema Barnette

Scenario: Preston A. Whitmore II

2002 : USA

Claire Dolan is an Irish immigrant, working as a Manhattan call girl, paying off a debt she

owes her pimp, Roland Cain. Stunned by her mother's death, she decides to get out of the

business and have a baby. But Cain finds her and insists on payment, so she returns to

Manhattan. The cabby wants to help: can Claire leave prostitution and find happiness in

motherhood?

Original title: Claire Dolan: 

Claire Dolan (1998)

Genre: Drama, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Lodge Kerrigan

Scenario: Lodge Kerrigan

1998 : USA, France

In 2002, the single mother Michelle Knight is walking to the court for the custody case of her

five year-old son Joey, of whom she had lost custody. She realizes that she is late and

accepts the ride from her acquaintance Ariel Castro, who is the father of a schoolmate. He

lures Michelle telling that his dog delivered several puppies and he would like to give one to

her for Joey. Once inside his house, he imprisons her with chains in a dark room. For eleven

years, Michelle is beaten and submitted to sexual abuse and abortion. In 2003 and 2004,

Ariel also kidnaps and abuses of Amanda Berry, who has a child with him, and Gina

DeJesus. In 2013, Amanda succeeds in escaping from the house and the police arrive and

release the women.

Original title: Cleveland Abduction: 

Cleveland Abduction (2015)

Genre: Biography, Crime, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Alex Kalymnios

Scenario: Stephen Tolkin

2015 : USA

Iris can best be described as a wallflower. She begins her first day as a temp for the

nondescript Global Credit Association by waiting in a chair for two hours. This sets the scene

for her (mis)adventures with the other "corporate orphans", Margaret, Paula and Jane. Led

by Margaret, they find subtle ways to lessen the ennui of corporate oppression. The tension

escalates when the new permanent hire, Cleo, enters the picture.

Original title: Clockwatchers: 

Clockwatchers (1997)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Jill Sprecher

Scenario: Jill Sprecher, Karen Sprecher

1997 : UK, USA
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Joanna once was married to Carl May, a very rich and powerful nuclear energy magnate.

They love each other, but had to divorce after Joanna was caught on an incidental love

affair. Since then Carl has made Joanna's life impossible. 10 years later she's fed up with

the situation and decides to visit him, only to find that once he made three copies of her.

Original title: Cloning of Joanna May, The: 

Cloning of Joanna May (1992)

Genre: Sci-fi, Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Philip Saville

Scenario: Fay Weldon, Ted Whitehead

1992 : UK

At the peak of her international career, Maria Enders is asked to perform in a revival of the

play that made her famous twenty years ago. But back then she played the role of Sigrid, an

alluring young girl who disarms and eventually drives her boss Helena to suicide. Now she is

being asked to step into the other role, that of the older Helena. She departs with her

assistant to rehearse in Sils Maria; a remote region of the Alps. A young Hollywood starlet

with a penchant for scandal is to take on the role of Sigrid, and Maria finds herself on the

other side of the mirror, face to face with an ambiguously charming woman who is, in

essence, an unsettling reflection of herself.

Original title: Clouds of Sils Maria: 

Clouds of Sils Maria (2014)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Olivier Assayas

Scenario: Olivier Assayas

2014 : France, SWITZERLAND, Germany, USA, Belgium

At only thirteen years of age, Loretta Webb marries Doolittle Lynn and is soon responsible

for a sizeable family. Loretta appears destined to a life of homemaking, but Doolittle

recognises his wife's musical talent, and buys her a guitar as an anniversary present one

year. This gift sets Loretta Lynn on the gruelling, tumultuous path to country music

greatness.

Original title: Coal Miner's Daughter: 

Coal Miner's Daughter (1980) 

Genre: Biography, Drama, Music, Women's interest
Director: Michael Apted

Scenario: Thomas Rickman, Loretta Lynn

1980 : USA

Several years after leaving the orphanage to which her father never returned for her,

Gabrielle Chanel finds herself working in a provincial bar. She's both a seamstress for the

performers and a singer, earning the nickname Coco from the song she sings nightly with

her sister. A liaison with Baron Balsan gives her an entr?e into French society and a chance

to develop her gift for designing increasingly popular hats. When she falls in love with

English businessman Arthur Capel further opportunities open up, though life becomes ever

more complicated.

Original title: Coco avant Chanel: 

Coco Before Chanel (2009)

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Anne Fontaine

Scenario: Edmonde Charles-Roux, Anne Fontaine

2009 : France, Belgium
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This film follows the life of Celie, a young black girl growing up in the early 1900's. The first

time we see Celie, she is 14 - and pregnant - by her father. We stay with her for the next 30

years of her tough life...

Original title: Color Purple, The: 

Color Purple (1985), The

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest
Director: Steven Spielberg

Scenario: Alice Walker, Menno Meyjes

1985 : USA

When Claire learns that she is five months pregnant at the tender age of 17, she decides to

give birth anonymously. She finds refuge with Madame Melikian, an embroiderer for haute

couture designers. And, day by day, stitch by stitch, as Claire's belly grows rounder, the

threads of embroidery create a filial bond between them.

Original title: Brodeuses: 

Common Thread (France-2004), A

Genre: Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Éléonore Faucher

Scenario: Éléonore Faucher, Gaëlle Macé

2004 : France

A bus breaks down in the wilderness. Seven elderly women,average age 71 and one 27 year

old are stranded at a deserted farmhouse. The have only their wits, their memories, and

eventually some roasted frogs' legs, to sustain them. Through the long days and nights this

remarkable group of strangers share their life stories and exchange intimate thoughts;

turning the crisis into a magical time of humor and spirit. Featuring non-professional actors

and spontaneous dialogue, this memorable film dissolves the barrier between fiction and

reality, weaving a heartwarming tale of friendship and courage.

Original title: Strangers in Good Company: 

Company of Strangers (1990)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Cynthia Scott

Scenario: Sally Bochner, Gloria Demers

1990 : Canada

The story of the battle to free Debbie Peagler, an incarcerated survivor of brutal domestic

violence. Over 26 years in prison cannot crush the spirit of this determined African-American

woman, despite the injustices she has experienced, first at the hands of a duplicitous

boyfriend who beat her and forced her into prostitution, and later by prosecutors who

cornered her into a life behind bars for her connection to the murder of her abuser. Her story

takes an unexpected turn two decades later when a pair of rookie land-use attorneys cut

their teeth on her case -- and attract global attention to the troubled intersection of domestic

violence and criminal justice.

Original title: Crime After Crime: 

Crime After Crime (2011)

Genre: Documentary, Biography, Crime, News, Women's interest
Director: Yoav Potash

Scenario: 

2011 : USA
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A tragic story about Anna who dreams of one thing only: making it as an actress. She moves

from Sweden to Copenhagen to pursue her dream. But fate has something else in store for

her. Though she struggles to give her 4 month old daughter a good start in life, she

ultimately fails to unite her dream of acting with a safe and loving environment for her child,

culminating in a desperate act that has fatal consequences for Anna and her daughter.

Original title: Daisy Diamond: 

Daisy Diamond (Denmark-2007)

Genre: Drama, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Simon Staho

Scenario: Peter Asmussen, Simon Staho

2007 : DENMARK

Selma has emigrated with her son from Central Europe to America. The year is 1964. Selma

works day and night to save her son from the same disease she suffers from, a disease that

inevitably will make her blind. But Selma has the energy to live because of her secret! She

loves musicals. When life feels tough she can pretend that she is in the wonderful world of

musicals...just for a short moment. All happiness life is not able to give her she finds there...

Original title: Dancer in the Dark: 

Dancer In The Dark (2000)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Musical, Women's interest
Director: Lars von Trier

Scenario: Lars von Trier

2000 : Spain, Germany, USA, UK, France, Iceland,
ARGENTINA, DENMARK, NETHERLANDS, ITALY,
SWEDEN, FINLAND, NORWAY

A young boy tells the story of growing up in a fatherless home with his unmarried mother and

four spinster aunts in 1930's Ireland. Each of the five women, different from the other in

temperament and capability, is the emotional support system, although at times reluctantly,

for each other, with the eldest assuming the role of a 'somewhat meddling' overseer. But

then into this comes an elderly brother, a priest too senile to perform his clerical functions,

who has "come home to die" after a lifetime in Africa; as well, there also arrives the boy's

father, riding up on a motorcycle, only to announce that he's on his way to Spain to fight

against Franco. Nevertheless, life goes on for the five sisters, although undeniably affected

by the presence of the two men, they continue to cope as a close-knit unit... until something

happens that disrupts the very fabric of that cohesiveness beyond repair.

Original title: Dancing at Lughnasa: 

Dancing at Lughnasa (1998)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Pat O'Connor

Scenario: Brian Friel, Frank McGuinness

1998 : Ireland, UK, USA

Anna suffers an attack and an abuse by her father-in-law. But when she overcomes her fear

and tells the story her husband, he does not believe her but sets her under psychatric

treatment.

Original title: Dancing in the Dark: 

Dancing In The Dark (1995)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Bill Corcoran

Scenario: Jacqueline Feather, David Seidler

1995 : USA
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Set during the years between the "Rebecca" trial and the writing of Du Maurier's short story

"The Birds", including her relationship with her husband Frederick 'Boy' Browning, and her

largely unrequited infatuations with American publishing tycoon's wife Ellen Doubleday and

the actress Gertrude Lawrence.

Original title: Daphne: 

Daphne (Letters of Daphne du Maurier)-2007

Genre: Biography, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Clare Beavan

Scenario: Margaret Forster, Amy Jenkins

2007 : UK

An extraordinary story of a young woman raised in Switzerland who travels back to Algeria,

her birthplace, to meet and kill her natural mother, who abandoned her shortly after birth.

Along the way, she is exposed to the brutality of desert life and, in particular, the abuses that

men heap upon women in fundamentalist, third world countries. Birth, death and life in

general, have little meaning as people struggle for survival. The scenery is stark but at the

same time beautiful and the faces of the characters that she meet are marvelous. The film

was made in Tunisia, as it does not cast a particularly good light on Algerian men and

probably could not have gotten permission to be filmed in Algeria where Sharia is the law of

the land.

Original title: La fille de Keltoum: 

Daughter of Keltoum (Algeria-2001)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Mehdi Charef

Scenario: Mehdi Charef

2001 : France, Belgium, TUNISIA

The film is a study of the life of young people in contemporary Taipei urban life, focusing on

the marginalised figure of a woman and centred on a fast-food server's hapless crush on a

gigolo.[5] The introductory sequence of the film suggests a parallel between the difficulties

faced by people in the film (Taiwan's urban youth, transitioning from a classical civilization

into a changing world) and the mythic struggles of characters in the Egyptian Book of the

Dead.

Original title: Ni luo he nu er: 

Daughter Of The Nile (Taiwan-1987)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Hsiao-hsien Hou

Scenario: T'ien-wen Chu

1987 : Taiwan

Michelle Citron manipulates home movie footage in DAUGHTER-RITE (1980) to get viewers

to understand the narrator's inability to move past memories that continually loop in her

mind. 

Original title: Daughter Rite: 

Daughter Rite (1980)

Genre: Documentary, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Michelle Citron

Scenario: 

1980 : USA
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The dark side of teenage daughters. Original title: Sia dai: 

Daughters (Sia dai)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Chatrichalerm Yukol

Scenario: 

1996 : THAILAND

Languid look at the Gullah culture of the sea islands off the coast of South Carolina and

Georgia where African folk-ways were maintained well into the 20th Century and was one of

the last bastion of these mores in America. Set in 1902.

Original title: Daughters of the Dust: 

Daughters of the Dust (1991)

Genre: Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Julie Dash

Scenario: Julie Dash

1991 : USA, UK

Amangol (Altinay Ghelich Taghani) is the eldest daughter in a poor rural family. To help

support them, her head is shaven and begins work as a boy named Aman in an isolated

carpet weaving shop. The girls who work there are beaten by the owner, as is Aman, toiling

at the loom until their hands bleed. As a male apprentice, he supervises the girls and lives in

the shop, locked in and isolated.                

Original title: Dakhtaran-e khorshid: 

Daughters of the Sun (Iran-2000)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Maryam Shahriar

Scenario: Maryam Shahriar

2000 : IRAN

A film comprised of three interconnected vignettes that depict women at three stages of life

in Iran. The first part centers on a young girl on her ninth birthday who is told that she can no

longer play with the boys she had been playing with only the day before because she is now

a woman. Told from the perspective of a 9-year-old girl who does not feel like or know what

the word "woman" refers to, we see how devastatingly this affects both the girl and the boy

with whom she had been friends. The second part is about a young woman who decides to

enter a bicycle race against her husband's wishes. As first, the husband and then increasing

numbers of men from her village ride beside her on horseback to convince her to return

home. The race begins to symbolize a freedom that she desperately wants from the

limitations that have been placed on her. Finally, the third part shows us an old woman who

has come into some money and is now free to do what she wants. 

Original title: Roozi ke zan shodam: 

Day I Became A Woman (Iran-2000)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Marzieh Makhmalbaf

Scenario: Marzieh Makhmalbaf, Mohsen Makhmalbaf

2000 : IRAN
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Paulina Escobar is a political activist whose husband is a prominent lawyer in an unnamed

South American country just out of a dictatorship. One day a storm forces her husband to

ride home with a neighbor. That chance encounter brings up demons from her past, as she

is convinced that the neighbor (Dr. Miranda) was part of the old fascist regime that tortured

and raped her, while blindfolded. Paulina takes him captive to determine the truth. Paulina is

torn between her psychological repressions and somber memory, Gerardo is torn between

his wife and the law, and Dr. Miranda is forced to endure captivity while husband and wife

seek out the uncertain truth about the clouded past.

Original title: Death and the Maiden: 

Death and the Maiden (1994)

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Roman Polanski

Scenario: Ariel Dorfman, Rafael Yglesias

1994 : USA, UK, France

In Austin, Texas, the girlfriends Julia, Arlene and Shanna meet in a bar to drink, smoke and

make out with their boyfriends before traveling alone to Lake LBJ to spend the weekend

together. They meet the former Hollywood stuntman Mike, who takes Pam out in his

"death-proof" stunt car. Fourteen months later, Mike turns up in Lebanon, Tennessee and

chase Abernathy, Zo? and Kim, but these girls are tough and decide to pay-back the attack.

Original title: Death Proof: 

Death Proof (2007)

Genre: Action, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Quentin Tarantino

Scenario: Quentin Tarantino

2007 : USA

Love, science, sex, infidelity, disease and comedy, the wild, mostly true story of the

irrepressible Annie Parker and the almost discovery of a cure for cancer.
Original title: Decoding Annie Parker: 

Decoding Annie Parker (2013) 

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Steven Bernstein

Scenario: Adam Bernstein, Steven Bernstein

2013 : USA

27 year old surgical resident, Kendal Lawrence is living and working in Brooklyn, New York.

She is abducted, on route to meeting her same sex partner, Lauren Stevens and their

mutual friend, female police officer, Maria Rossetti. The question of terrorism arises several

times throughout the story, with an unexpected medical twist, to the plot. The FBI and the

New York Police department work closely together, to determine the reason for the

abduction. Sensing a lack of interest, on the part of the police authorities, because of her

sexual orientation and her partner's Middle eastern heritage, Lauren decides to launch her

own investigation. When you least expect it, your life can take a detour that may in fact,

change your world forever.

Original title: Detour II 2010: 

Detour (2010)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2010 : 
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Tina Balser is a bored New York housewife-mother married to Jonathan, a pompous,

social-climbing lawyer who ridicules her in front of their children, criticizing everything she

does or wears. She begins an affair with George Prager, a dashing, successful and blatantly

sadistic writer. Finally after George has tormented Tina in much the same manner Jonathan

has, and has been unfaithful to boot, she goes back to her husband and begins group

therapy.

Original title: Diary of a Mad Housewife: 

Diary of a Mad Housewife (1970)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Frank Perry

Scenario: Sue Kaufman, Eleanor Perry

1970 : USA

Three hours outside of Addis Ababa, a bright 14-year-old girl is on her way home from

school when men on horses swoop in and kidnap her. The brave Hirut grabs a rifle and tries

to escape, but ends up shooting her would-be husband. In her village, the practice of

abduction into marriage is common and one of Ethiopia's oldest traditions. Meaza Ashenafi,

an empowered and tenacious young lawyer, arrives from the city to represent Hirut and

argue that she acted in self-defense. Meaza boldly embarks on a collision course between

enforcing civil authority and abiding by customary law, risking the continuing work of her

women's legal-aid practice to save Hirut's life.

Original title: Difret: 

Difret (2014)

Genre: Biography, Coming-of-age, Crime, Drama, Women's interest, World
cinema
Director: Zeresenay Mehari

Scenario: Zeresenay Mehari

2014 : Ethiopia, USA

A documentary about real divorce cases in Iran's tribunals, includes "Runaway"as Extra Title

on DVD. 
Original title: Divorce Iranian Style: 

Divorce Iranian Style (1998)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Kim Longinotto, Ziba Mir-Hosseini

Scenario: Ziba Mir-Hosseini

1998 : IRAN, UK

Nora Helmer has years earlier committed a forgery in order to save the life of her

authoritarian husband Torvald. Now she is being blackmailed lives in fear of her husband's

finding out and of the shame such a revelation would bring to his career. But when the truth

comes out, Nora is shocked to learn where she really stands in her husband's esteem.

Original title: Doll's House, A: 

Dolls House (1973), A

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Patrick Garland

Scenario: Henrik Ibsen, Christopher Hampton

1973 : UK
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Dolores Claiborne works as a maid for a wealthy woman in remote Maine. When she is

indicted for the elderly woman's murder, Dolores' daughter Selena returns from New York,

where she has become a big-shot reporter. In the course of working out the details of what

has happened, as well as some shady questions from the past and Selina's troubled

childhood, many difficult truths are revealed about their family's domestic strife. 

Original title: Dolores Claiborne: 

Dolores Claiborne (1995)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Taylor Hackford

Scenario: Stephen King, Tony Gilroy

1995 : USA

Renowned documentarian Frederick Wiseman turns his observational camera on The

Spring, a Florida shelter for battered women and children. For one-hundred and ninety-six

minutes, Wiseman profiles the women and children that have been victim to domestic

violence, showing them endure therapeutic, thoughtful lectures and learn from the tireless

social workers employed at The Spring that their sanctuary has been found.

Original title: Domestic Violence: 

Domestic Violence (2001)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Frederick Wiseman

Scenario: 

2001 : USA

DOUBLE DARE is a double-barreled, action-packed documentary about the struggles of two

stuntwomen in male-dominated Tinseltown to stay working, stay thin, and stay sane.
Original title: Double Dare: 

Double Dare (2004)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Amanda Micheli

Scenario: 

2004 : USA

Weronika lives in Poland. V?ronique lives in Paris. They don't know each other. Weronika

gets a place in a music school, works hard, but collapses and dies on her first performance.

At this point, V?ronique's life seems to take a turn and she decides not to be a singer...

Original title: La double vie de Véronique: 

Double Life of Veronique (France-1991), The

Genre: Drama, Fantasy, Music, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Krzysztof Kieslowski

Scenario: Krzysztof Kieslowski, Krzysztof Piesiewicz

1991 : France, POLAND, NORWAY
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Winter in hard-scrabble upstate New York. Irene is working class, a mother of two boys, and

a user of cocaine. She gets into trouble and checks into a rehab program where she meets

Bob, a nurse. After she goes home to her husband and returns to her job as a grocery

checker, she stays in touch with Bob and the intimations of an affair begin. By now, she's

changed jobs, cleaning houses with her friend Lucy. The temptations of drugs are close at

hand. Can she handle sobriety? What about Bob?

Original title: Down to the Bone: 

Down To The Bone (2004)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Debra Granik

Scenario: Jean-Michel Dissard, Debra Granik

2004 : USA

In Lille, two penniless young women with few prospects become friends. Isa moves in with

Marie, who's flat-sitting for a mother and child in hospital in comas following a car crash. Isa

is out-going, unskilled, with hopes of moving south to warmer climes. Marie usually is either

angry or detached. Then, while Isa begins to visit the child in whose flat they live, going to

hospital to read to her, Marie slowly falls for a rich youth. At first Marie keeps him at bay,

then she not only pursues him, she begins to dream he is her life's love. When Isa tries to

warn Marie, their friendship flounders. How will Marie handle the inevitable? And once they

lose the flat, where will they go?

Original title: La vie rêvée des anges: 

Dreamlife of Angels (1998), The

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Erick Zonca

Scenario: Erick Zonca, Roger Bohbot

1998 : France

An abused wife's plan to escape her husband goes awry when she accidentally kills him,

causing her to split on a cross-country drive with her best friend and his corpse in tow.
Original title: Drool: 

Drool (2009)

Genre: Comedy, Women's interest
Director: Nancy Kissam

Scenario: Nancy Kissam

2009 : USA

In the mountains of Pakistan, a mother and her ten-year-old daughter flee their home on the

eve of the girl's marriage to a tribal leader. A deadly hunt for them begins.
Original title: Dukhtar: 

Dukhtar (2014)

Genre: Drama, Thriller, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Afia Nathaniel

Scenario: Afia Nathaniel

2014 : Pakistan, NORWAY, USA
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After studying literature at Cairo University, Dunia, 23 years old, wants to become a

professional dancer. She attends audition for an oriental dance contest where she recites

Arabian poetry without any body movement. She explain to the perplexed jury that a woman

can't move her body or evoke act of love when society ask women to hide their femininity.

She is selected and meet Beshir, an intellectual and activist who will supervise her thesis on

ecstasy in Sufi love poetry. Their attraction is mutual. This could be liberation for Dunia but

the constraints on women in Egyptian society goes deeper than she suspects.

Original title: Dunia: 

Dunia: Kiss me not on the eyes (2005)

Genre: Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Jocelyn Saab

Scenario: Jocelyn Saab

2005 : EGYPT, LEBANON, France

A young Korean-American girl, abducted and forced into prostitution by domestic human

traffickers, joins forces with her captors in a desperate plea to survive.
Original title: Eden: 

Eden (2012)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Megan Griffiths

Scenario: Megan Griffiths, Chong Kim

2012 : USA

"EDGEPLAY: A film about The Runaways" chronicles the rise and disintegration of the

seminal '70's all-teenage-girl rock band The Runaways, whose members included

then-unknown future rock stars Lita Ford and Joan Jett. The film explores the effects of

verbal, emotional and psychological abuse on girls too young to drink, but old enough for

sex, drugs and rock n' roll.

Original title: Edgeplay: 

Edgeplay: Film About the Runaways (2004)

Genre: Documentary, Music, Women's interest
Director: Victory Tischler-Blue

Scenario: Victory Tischler-Blue

2004 : USA

The infertility industry in the United States has grown to a multi-billion dollar business. What

is its main commodity? Human eggs. Young women all over the world are solicited by

ads-via college campus bulletin boards, social media, online classifieds-offering up to

$100,000 for their "donated" eggs, to "help make someone's dream come true." But who is

this egg donor? Is she treated justly? What are the short- and long-term risks to her health?

The answers to these questions will disturb you . . .

Original title: Eggsploitation: 

Eggsploitation (2010)

Genre: Documentary, Short, Women's interest
Director: Justin Baird, Jennifer Lahl

Scenario: Jennifer Lahl, Evan Rosa

2010 : USA
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Professor Joann Fletcher explores what it was like to be a woman of power in ancient Egypt.

Through a wealth of spectacular buildings, personal artefacts and amazing tombs, Joann

brings to life four of 15 of ancient Egypt's most powerful female rulers and discovers the

remarkable influence wielded by women, whose power and freedom was unique in the

ancient world. 

Original title: Egypt's Lost Queens: 

Egypts Lost Queens (2014)

Genre: Documentary, History, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2014 : UK

Emma Woodhouse seems to be perfectly content, a loving father whom she cares for,

friends, and a home. But Emma has a terrible habit - matchmaking. She cannot resist

finding suitors for her friends, most of all Harriet Smith. Emma is desperate for Harriet to find

happiness, but every suitor she finds for her friend ends up attracted to Emma herself. But is

Emma so focused on Harriet's happiness that she is not considering her own happiness in

love?

Original title: Emma: 

Emma (2009)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, History, Romance, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2009 : UK

An abused woman discovers that the dream man she married isn't who she thought he was.

She and her daughter try to escape (aided by her previous boyfriend), but he pursues her

relentlessly. Fearing also for the safety of her daughter, she decides that there's only one

way out of the marriage: kill him.

Original title: Enough: 

Enough (2002)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Michael Apted

Scenario: Nicholas Kazan

2002 : USA

In 1942 in occupied France, a Jewish refugee marries a soldier to escape deportation to

Germany. Meanwhile a wealthy art student loses her first husband to a stray Resistance

bullet; at the Liberation she meets an actor, gets pregnant, and marries him. Lena and

Madeleine meet at their children's school in Lyon in 1952 and the intensity of their

relationship strains both their marriages to the breaking point.

Original title: Coup de foudre: 

Entre Nous (France-1983)

Genre: Biography, Drama, Lesbian-interest, War, Women's interest
Director: Diane Kurys

Scenario: Diane Kurys

1983 : France
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While Erendira, a beautiful teenage girl, has a surreal mystical vision, her grandmother's

house catches on fire and burns to the ground. Her grandmother holds Erendira responsible

and, in order to extract restitution from the girl, forces her into prostitution. Erendira's surreal

mystical experiences continue while her grandmother grows rich from exploiting her.

Original title: Eréndira: 

Erendira (Mexico-1983)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Ruy Guerra

Scenario: Gabriel García Márquez

1983 : France, West Germany, MEXICO

14-year-old Ana is easily seduced by Sam, a 17 year-old young man who, along with his

mother and others deceive and blackmail Ana into the world of prostitution. Ana will shortly

discover soon that it is part of a network of trafficking in persons and tries to escape.

Original title: Esclava: 

Esclava (2014)

Genre: Short, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Amat Escalante

Scenario: Elena García González, Gabriel Reyes

2014 : MEXICO

Chinese-Canadian Eve Eng was born in 1966, in the year of the fire horse. In Chinese

culture, fire horse children are notorious for being troublesome. In 1975, nine year old Eve is

looking for some meaning for her life, especially after her mother, May-Lin Eng, miscarries,

and her paternal grandmother passes away, the latter event particularly concerning not so

much for the event itself but the circumstances leading to the death. The Engs follow

traditional Buddhist philosophy, primarily as a cultural tradition. While her husband Frank

Eng is away in China dealing with his mother's burial, May-Lin doesn't stop their eldest

daughter, Karena Eng, from pursuing knowledge of and eventual faith in Christianity, most

specifically Catholicism. May-Lin sees it as a cushion for ensuring a good life and good

after-life, as much of Christian teaching follows that of Buddhism anyway. Eve follows in her

sister's footsteps. While Karena becomes a devout Catholic to the expense of her Buddhist

Original title: Eve and the Fire Horse: 

Eve & the Firehorse (2005)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Julia Kwan

Scenario: Julia Kwan

...

2005 : Canada

Fourteen year old Henrietta--Henri for short--longs for everything she doesn't have. Looking

down a road that turns bad instead of right, Henri and her mother Kate are forced to move in

with her grandmother in a leaking shack on the edge of town. Henri is hell bent on finding a

way out. At the same time, Henri meets a boy at school, Chat Turly, and becomes infatuated

with his seemingly ideal wealthy family. Henri overlooks some of the curious behavior she

witnesses at the Turlys', choosing instead to see what she wants to see as she tries

desperately to become a part of the family. When Henri can no longer ignore the severe

flaws in Chat's home life, she comes to appreciate what she does have in a new light.

Original title: Evergreen: 

Evergreen (2004)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Enid Zentelis

Scenario: Enid Zentelis

2004 : USA
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The story is set in 1962 Louisiana. The Batiste family is headed by charming doctor Louis.

Though he is married to beautiful Roz, he has a weakness for attractive female patients.

One night Louis trysts with married and sexy Metty Mereaux, not knowing that he is

observed by his youngest daughter Eve, who is there by accident. Eve can not forget the

traumatic incident and shares a secret with older sister Cisely. Lies start to roll...

Original title: Eve's Bayou: 

Eve's Bayou (1997)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Kasi Lemmons

Scenario: Kasi Lemmons

1997 : USA

Elizabeth Hunter controls all in her life - society, her staff, her children; but the once great

beauty will now determine her most defiant act as she chooses her time to die.
Original title: Eye of the Storm, The: 

Eye of the Storm (2011)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Fred Schepisi

Scenario: Judy Morris, Patrick White

2011 : Australia

A group of actresses is invited to be a jury during a film festival in Mexico. In the meanwhile,

their story is told, with their past, their present work and their plans for the future. The

actresses are all great, making a mix of nationalities, ages and personalities. A film about

woman, without compromises with feminism or any other ideologies that we heard for the

last 30 years.

Original title: Las caras de la luna: 

Faces of the Moon(Las Caras de la luna)-2002

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Guita Schyfter

Scenario: Hugo Hiriart

2002 : MEXICO

Kenji Mizoguchi would return again and again to one abiding theme: the plight of women in

Japanese society. In these four lacerating works of social consciousness—two prewar

(Osaka Elegy, Sisters of the Gion), two postwar (Women of the Night, Street of

Shame)—Mizoguchi introduces an array of compelling female protagonists, crushed or

resilient, who are forced by their conditions and culture into compromising positions. These

films are as cinematically thrilling as they are politically rousing. 

Original title: Fallen Women: 

Fallen Women-Mizoguchi collection

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest
Director: Kenji Mizoguchi

Scenario: Tadashi Fujiwara, Kenji Mizoguchi

1936 : JAPAN
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It's 1969 at a strict English girls' school where charismatic Abbie and intense and troubled

Lydia are best friends. After a tragedy occurs at the school, a mysterious fainting epidemic

breaks out threatening the stability of all involved.

Original title: Falling, The: 

Falling (2014), The

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Carol Morley

Scenario: Carol Morley

2014 : UK

The wickedly funny story of three sisters' coming of age in a wildly dysfunctional family, set

against the backdrop of the 60's, free love, the Cold War, LSD and the dawn of feminism.

Affectionately dubbed "Little Women on acid", this is a story about the destructive effects of

secrecy and the bonds of duty between parents and their children.

Original title: Falling Angels: 

Falling Angels (2003) 

Genre: Drama, Comedy, Coming-of-age, History, Women's interest
Director: Scott Smith

Scenario: Esta Spalding, Barbara Gowdy

2003 : Canada, France

This emotionally-charged story of mothers and daughters explores beauty, addiction, and

family. It asks the question--is it possible to change your destiny? Canada. French w/Eng.

subtitles. Winner - Toronto FF, Winner Canadian Oscars.

Original title: Familia: 

Familia (Canada-2005)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Louise Archambault

Scenario: Louise Archambault

2005 : Canada

Documents the contemporary obsession with an unrealistic body size and shape among

North American women and the eating disorders it engenders.
Original title: Famine Within, The: 

Famine Within (1990), The

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Katherine Gilday

Scenario: Katherine Gilday

1990 : Canada
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In an indefinite time somewhere in the Arctic with Soviet soldiers, the nomads Saiva and her

stepdaughter Anja are permanently moving seeking a safe place in the arctic tundra. They

camp in a remote area far north where Saiva believes they will be safe and survive fishing

and hunting reindeer and small animals. Their lives change when Saiva finds Loki, a frozen

stranger that is dying in the ice. Saiva brings him to their tent and recalls when she met her

boyfriend and his tribe; how soviet soldiers have slaughtered them and raped her; and how

she rescued Anja and killed the aggressors. When Loki is recovered, he and Anja fall in love

with each other, affecting her relationship with Anja.

Original title: Far North: 

Far North (2007)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Romance, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Asif Kapadia

Scenario: Asif Kapadia, Sara Maitland

2007 : UK, France

A lonely middle-aged catering manager spends all of his time studying tapes of an eccentric

TV chef. Meanwhile, a young woman is making her way from Ireland to find her boy friend,

who moved to England to get a job in a lawn-mower factory. On arrival, she makes an early

contact with the caterer, who recommends a boarding room to her. Slowly, it is revealed that

the caterer has in fact befriended and subsequently abused more than a dozen young

women. He, of course, now sets his sights on this woman. Much of the story is told in

flashbacks, revealing how each of the characters grew to the point where they now find

themselves. 

Original title: Felicia's Journey: 

Felicias Journey (1999)

Genre: Drama, Horror, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Atom Egoyan

Scenario: William Trevor, Atom Egoyan

1999 : Canada, UK

In 1944, in London, Lieutenant Pierre Desfontaines assigns his sister Louise Desfontaines to

convince three other women to form a five-woman task force under his command to rescue

a British geologist from a German hospital in the countryside. The geologist was assigned by

Colonel Maurice Buckmaster in a reconnaissance mission of the soil of the beaches at

Normandy for the D-Day and had been captured by the Germans. Louise and Pierre force

the prostitute Jeanne Faussier that is imprisoned for murdering her pimp; the explosives

expert Ga?lle Lemenech that misses action; and the former dancer and fianc? of Colonel

Karl Heindrich, Suzy Desprez, using blackmail and unethical methods to fly to France and

join the Italian agent Maria Luzzato in the assignment. They are well-succeeded but when

they deliver the geologist to the British aeroplane, Pierre betrays the group. He forces the

women to travel to Paris to kill Colonel Heindrich who suspects that the landing of the allied

Original title: Les femmes de l'ombre: 

Female Agents (2008)

Genre: Drama, History, War, Women's interest
Director: Jean-Paul Salomé

Scenario: Jean-Paul Salomé, Laurent Vachaud

forces will be...

2008 : France

Fereshteh loses her home and her two sons after her husband's accidental death when Hadj

Safdar, her stubborn and powerful father-in-law, forces her to return to her parents. She is

faced with the loss of her visitation rights when Hadj plans to send his grandchildren to live in

a remote town. With the help of her circle of women friends she tries to take them beyond

his reach, but in a patriarchal society it is hard to find a safe haven.

Original title: Vakonesh panjom: 

Fifth Reaction (Iran-2003), The

Genre: Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Tahmineh Milani

Scenario: Tahmineh Milani

2003 : IRAN
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A lesbian couple rents an apartment in a seemingly normal building which happens to be

populated with all kinds of freaks. Initially kind but unaware of their secret, a landlady tries to

introduce one of them to his son, but after spying on them through the keyhole, the

Pandora's box of hatred and violence has been opened.

Original title: Fine mrtve djevojke: 

Fine Dead Girls (2002)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Dalibor Matanic

Scenario: Dalibor Matanic, Mate Matisic

2002 : Croatia

Dr. Finn Jeffries plays a new stepmother to her deceased lover's daughter Zelly. She also

took over her lover's abortion clinic that is being protested by increasingly violent "pro-lifer's".

The movie covers, teenage angst, death threats, abortion issues and love. All in all,

interesting drama.

Original title: Finn's Girl: 

Finn's Girl (2007)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Dominique Cardona, Laurie Colbert

Scenario: Laurie Colbert

2007 : Canada

The story of Fiona and her mother told in eight chapters. Fiona is abandoned at six months

of age, raised in foster and adoptive homes, abused, and, still a teen, hustles on the streets

of New York. We watch her use heroine, fall in love with other women, be pursued by men,

engage in murderous violence, hide out in a crack house, and decide to leave the city. We

see her mother, also a streetwalker and drug user, occasionally talk about her lost daughter.

Fiona has a necklace she was clutching when a foundling. Will mother and daughter meet?

Is there a silver lining?

Original title: Fiona: 

Fiona (1998)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Amos Kollek

Scenario: Amos Kollek

1998 : USA

On the day before their holiday trip to Dubai, a wife who believes her husband is unfaithful

enlists the help of Roohi, a young women sent by an agency to clean the house. She asks

Roohi to make an appointment and gather information at the salon of the woman she

suspects. Roohi is betrothed, innocent of marital discord. Over the course of the day, she,

the couple, their small son, the wife's sister and husband, and the beautician engage in a

series of exchanges, confrontations, and prevarications. Are the wife's suspicions

unwarranted; is her behavior imperiling her marriage? Acts of kindness may go awry. And

the trip to Dubai?

Original title: Chaharshanbe-soori: 

Fireworks Wednesday (Iran-2006)

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Asghar Farhadi

Scenario: Asghar Farhadi, Mani Haghighi

2006 : IRAN
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Mia, an aggressive fifteen-year-old girl, lives on an Essex estate with her tarty mother,

Joanne, and precocious little sister Tyler. She has been thrown out of school and is awaiting

admission to a referrals unit and spends her days aimlessly. She begins an uneasy

friendship with Joanne's slick boyfriend, Connor, who encourages her one interest, dancing.

Original title: Fish Tank: 

Fish Tank (2009)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Andrea Arnold

Scenario: Andrea Arnold

2009 : UK, NETHERLANDS

Coming-of-age tale of an Italo-Australian girl. Original title: Fistful of Flies: 

Fistful of Flies (1996)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Monica Pellizzari

Scenario: Monica Pellizzari

1996 : Australia

A woman's struggle for equality in Japan in the 1880s. Eiko Hirayama leaves Okayama for

Tokyo, where she helps the fledgling Liberal Party and falls in love with its leader Kentaro

Omoi, just as the party is being disbanded by the government. Eiko and Omoi are jailed

because of a fire at a factory instigated by Chiyo, a servant girl from Eiko's home in

Okayama, who was sold to slavery. A few years later the 1889 constitution is proclaimed,

Eiko, Omoi, and Chiyo are pardoned, and the Liberal Party is reinaugurated. However Omoi

does not campaign for women's rights.

Original title: Waga koi wa moenu: 

Flame of My Love (Japan-1949)

Genre: Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Kenji Mizoguchi

Scenario: Kôgo Noda, Kaneto Shindô

1949 : JAPAN

A story of six women from three different generations. In the 1930s, Rin is worried about her

arranged marriage that her parents set up. Rin has three daughters: Kaoru - who tragically

loses her husband in a car accident, Midori - a career woman who becomes shaken by a

marriage proposal, and youngest child Sato. In the 1960s, Sato gives birth to Kana and Kei.

In the present day, Kana is worried about becoming a single mother.

Original title: Flowers: 

Flowers (2010-Japan)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest
Director: Norihiro Koizumi

Scenario: Shu Fujimoto, Yuiko Miura

2010 : JAPAN
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Leaving the city for the wilds of Cornwall, Anglican priest Rebecca Ashton forms a volatile

friendship with migrant worker Radka Dimitrova. Memories of her deceased daughter bring

her ever closer to the girl, warping their relationship until they become a danger to each

other.

Original title: Fold, The: 

Fold, The (2013)

Genre: Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: John Jencks

Scenario: Poppy Cogan

2013 : UK

Axun and Maite met at secondary school during a repressive era that never allowed their

relationship to go beyond friendship. Later on, their paths led them apart: Axun got married

and moved out to the country to live on a farm, while Maite traveled the world, clarified her

sexual orientation in her own mind, and now, having had a successful career as a piano

teacher, she has returned to San Sebastian to take up her retirement. Fifty years on, Axun

and Maite, now both seventy, meet up by chance while visiting patients in hospital. At first,

they don't recognize one another, but soon long- suppressed feelings begin to emerge once

more with the same intensity, and Axun is aware for the first time of her chance to start

something entirely new. Feelings once illicit which, fifty years ago, she was unable and

forbidden to identify, force her to reassess her marriage and to embark on a journey of

self-knowledge. 

Original title: 80 egunean: 

For 80 Days (Spain-2010)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Jon Garaño, Jose Mari Goenaga

Scenario: Jon Garaño, Jose Mari Goenaga

2010 : Spain

Five years in the making, with contributions from hundreds of women and over 200

Australian films, FOR LOVE OR MONEY is a unique, superbly crafted pictorial history of

Australian women.  The film chronicles the cycles of women's gains and losses as they are

moved in and out of the workforce according to demands of the time

Original title: For Love or Money: 

For Love or Money (1983): Australian women and work
1788-1983

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Megan McMurchy, Jeni Thornley

Scenario: 

1984 : Australia

With the help of the singer and dancer Dixie Leonhard US-Entertainer Eddie Sparks wants to

bring some fun to the soldiers during World War II. Becoming a perfect team they tour from

North Africa to the Pacific to act for "the boys". Later they continue their work but when the

author Silver gets involved into McCarthy's campaign and is being fired by Eddie, Dixie turns

away from him, too.

Original title: For the Boys: 

For the Boys (1991)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Music, Women's interest
Director: Mark Rydell

Scenario: Neal Jimenez, Lindy Laub

1991 : USA
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Ten women, most of them in Vancouver or Toronto, talk about being lesbian in the 1940s,

1950s, and 1960s: discovering the pulp fiction of the day about women in love, their own first

affairs, the pain of breaking up, frequenting gay bars, facing police raids, men's responses,

and the etiquette of butch and femme roles. Interspersed among the interviews and archival

footage are four dramatized chapters from a pulp novel, "Forbidden Love": Laura leaves her

hick town and heads for the city, where she meets Mitch in a bar. Sparks fly, and so do

laughter and joy. Ann Bannon, one of the writers of those paperback novels about forbidden

love, talks about the genre.

Original title: Forbidden Love: The Unashamed Stories of Lesbian Lives: 

Forbidden Love : Unashamed Stories of Lesbian Lives
(1992)

Genre: Documentary, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Lynne Fernie, Aerlyn Weissman

Scenario: Lynne Fernie, Aerlyn Weissman

1992 : Canada

Four different women, each with a well-hidden secret they are coaxed, tricked or forced into

revealing... sometimes it's better to omit the truth.
Original title: Four of a Kind: 

Four of a Kind (2008)

Genre: Drama, Crime, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Fiona Cochrane

Scenario: Helen Collins

2008 : Australia

A drama centered around four women at Kuttanad in Kerala's Alappuzha district. Original title: Naalu Pennungal: 

Four Women (India-2008)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Adoor Gopalakrishnan

Scenario: Adoor Gopalakrishnan, Thakazhy Shivashankar Pillai

2007 : INDIA

The story of five teenage girls who form an unlikely bond after beating up a teacher who has

sexually harassed them. They build a solid friendship but their wild ways begin to get out of

control.

Original title: Foxfire: 

Foxfire (1996)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Annette Haywood-Carter

Scenario: Joyce Carol Oates, Elizabeth White

1996 : USA
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Set in the 1950s, a a group of young girls in upstate New York form their own gang. Original title: Foxfire: 

Foxfire (2012)

Genre: Crime, Coming-of-age, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Laurent Cantet

Scenario: Robin Campillo, Laurent Cantet

2012 : France, Canada

A single mother, Fran (Noni Hazlehurst) is selflessly devoted to her children. But something

is lacking in her life, and that something is the love of a man her own age. Her efforts to

juggle a love life with her home life are largely unsuccessful.

Original title: Fran: 

Fran (1985)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Glenda Hambly

Scenario: Glenda Hambly

1985 : Australia

The true story of Frances Farmer's meteoric rise to fame in Hollywood and the tragic turn her

life took when she was blacklisted.
Original title: Frances: 

Frances (1982)

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Graeme Clifford

Scenario: Eric Bergren, Christopher De Vore

1982 : USA

Frances lives in New York, but she doesn't really have an apartment. Frances is an

apprentice for a dance company, but she's not really a dancer. Frances has a best friend

named Sophie, but they aren't really speaking anymore. Frances throws herself headlong

into her dreams, even as their possible reality dwindles. Frances wants so much more than

she has but lives her life with unaccountable joy and lightness.

Original title: Frances Ha: 

Frances Ha (2012)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Noah Baumbach

Scenario: Noah Baumbach, Greta Gerwig

2012 : USA
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Ruza left Serbia, her country, over 30 years ago and lives in Zurich. Her daily life is a string

of repetitive moments until, one day, Ana arrives on the scene and upsets Ruza's

painstakingly organized world. A subtle friendship develops between the two strong willed

women.

Original title: Fräulein, Das: 

Fraulein (Germany-2006)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Andrea Staka

Scenario: Barbara Albert, Marie Kreutzer

2006 : Germany, SWITZERLAND

The confused American Rebecca has left USA to live in Jordan. After breaking her

engagement with her Israeli boyfriend, she asks the Israeli taxi driver Hanna to take her

anywhere but the place where she is. Hanna tells her that she needs to go Jordan's Free

Zone, a place surrounded by Syria, Iraq and South Arabia, to receive US$ 30,000.00 that the

Palestinian partner of her husband called "The American" owes to him. When they arrive in

the location, they do not find the "The American" but a Palestinian woman called Leila.

Hanna forces Leila to take her to meet "The American" in his Oasis, but when they arrive

there, she is informed that his son has burnt the place, stolen the money and crossed the

border.

Original title: Free Zone: 

Free Zone (Israel-2005)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Amos Gitai

Scenario: Amos Gitai, Marie-Jose Sanselme

2005 : Belgium, France, Spain, ISRAEL

Little Red Riding Hood for the 1990's: After her mom and step-dad are arrested, 15-year-old

Vanessa Lutz decides that instead of once again being put into a foster home, she'd rather

go and search for the grandmother she's never met, and live with her. "On the way to

grandma's house," (actually a trailer park) Vanessa's car breaks down, and she's picked up

from the side of the road by Bob Wolverton, a counselor at a school for troubled boys. Bob

slowly earns Vanessa's trust, and eventually convinces her to talk about her sexual abuse at

the hands of her stepfather. When Vanessa realizes that Bob is enjoying what she's saying,

she realizes that he's "The I-5 Killer," from the news. She tries to get out of his truck, but the

inside door handle has been removed...

Original title: Freeway: 

Freeway (1996)

Genre: Comedy, Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Matthew Bright

Scenario: Matthew Bright

1996 : USA, France

Although set out as another deadpan, slice-of-life/inter-generational-malaise comedy that

often inspires inquiries into tired Freudian insights, "Fresh Air", the welcomely modest film

from novice Hungarian director Agnes Kocsis, manages to make a nicely acute look at the

contemporary mother-daughter relationship and it's glaringly distant nature without drowning

in it Oedipal cliques. 

Original title: Friss levegö: 

Fresh Air (Hungary-2006)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Ágnes Kocsis, Andrea Roberti

Scenario: Ágnes Kocsis, Andrea Roberti

2006 : HUNGARY
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Evelyn Couch is having trouble in her marriage, and no one seems to take her seriously.

While in a nursing home visiting relatives, she meets Ninny Threadgoode, an outgoing old

woman, who tells her the story of Idgie Threadgoode, a young woman in 1920's Alabama.

Through Idgie's inspiring life, Evelyn learns to be more assertive and builds a lasting

friendship of her own with Ninny.

Original title: Fried Green Tomatoes: 

Fried Green Tomatoes (1991)

Genre: Drama, Comedy, Female-friendship, Lesbian-interest, Women's
interest
Director: Jon Avnet

Scenario: Fannie Flagg

1991 : USA

Four women friends: three are wealthy and married plus there's Olivia, a former teacher

who's now a maid. The marriages are in various states of health: Franny and Matt are happy

and very rich. Christine and David write screenplays together, are remodeling their house,

and argue. Jane is angry all the time and Aaron, who's an attentive husband, strikes

everyone as gay. Franny sets up Olivia with a friend of hers, Mike, a personal trainer, and

Olivia takes him with her to a couple of housecleaning jobs. A benefit dinner for ALS, an

awkward guy named Marty whose place Olivia cleans, and a French maid's outfit figure in

the story. Is there more to life than its problems?

Original title: Friends with Money: 

Friends with Money (2006)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Nicole Holofcener

Scenario: Nicole Holofcener

2006 : USA

Sex Slaves is a gripping documentary expose inside the global sex trade in women from the

former Soviet Bloc. The film takes viewers into the shadowy, multi-billion dollar world of sex

trafficking. Part cinema verit?, part investigation, Sex Slaves puts a human face on this most

inhuman of contemporary issues. From the villages of Moldova and Ukraine, to underground

brothels and discotheques in Turkey where many women are trafficked and forced into

prostitution, we witness first-hand the brutal world of white sex slavery.

Original title: Frontline Sex Slaves: 

Frontline: The Real Sex Traffic (2005)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Ric Esther Bienstock, Franca Cerretti

Scenario: Ric Esther Bienstock

2005 : Canada, Ukraine, Turkey

Takes place in the days before Christmas near a little-known border crossing on the Mohawk

reservation between New York State and Quebec. Here, the lure of fast money from

smuggling presents a daily challenge to single moms who would otherwise be earning

minimum wage. Two women - one white, one Mohawk, both single mothers faced with

desperate circumstances - are drawn into the world of border smuggling across the frozen

water of the St. Lawrence River. Ray and Lila - and a New York State Trooper as opponent

in an evolving cat-and-mouse game.

Original title: Frozen River: 

Frozen River (2008)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Courtney Hunt

Scenario: Courtney Hunt

2008 : USA
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Bonnie and Hillary are two young lost souls who meet one day and discover that they get

along. They talk about their lives and run around and and keep getting really excited. Their

day escalates into an eruption of violence and rage that can only be understood by the two

girls.

Original title: Fun: 

Fun (1994)

Genre: Crime, Coming-of-age, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Rafal Zielinski

Scenario: James Bosley

1994 : Canada

A drama following 4 women at drama school who share a house. Surrealistic arthouse film, it

addresses themes of coming-of-age, sex, gender and community in the lives of several

young women at an elite prestigious acting school.  

Original title: La bande des quatre: 

Gang of Four (France-1989)

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Jacques Rivette

Scenario: Pascal Bonitzer, Christine Laurent

1989 : France, SWITZERLAND

In the boring desert of New Mexico, a single mother raises her two teenage daughters,

Shade and Trudi, whose deepest desire is to leave the dead calm town. Shade is the type to

escape in her extravagant fantasies while Trudi is so rebelious it could drive her away.

Original title: Gas, Food Lodging: 

Gas, Food Lodging (1992)

Genre: Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Allison Anders

Scenario: Richard Peck, Allison Anders

1992 : USA

Fiery, dark-haired Stella, an intense auto mechanic, and nervous, blonde Eleonora (aka

Lenni) are young and in love, and are from opposite ends of the social spectrum. They

operate a gas station peacefully, until Lenni's mother appears and voices her disapproval of

their lesbian romance. When Stella takes action in the heat of the moment, blood flies and

the young women end up with a corpse on their hands. The lovers realize they must flee in

order to stay together.

Original title: Benzina: 

Gasoline (benzina-2001)

Genre: Crime, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Monica Stambrini

Scenario: Anne Riitta Ciccone, Monica Stambrini

2001 : ITALY
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When her sister is mugged and raped, Oili, a young female forensic dentist, meets a group

of abused women who have taken matters to their own hands to make the living in fear and

just letting it happen stop.

Original title: Pelon maantiede: 

Geography of Fear (2000)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Auli Mantila

Scenario: Auli Mantila, Anja Snellman

2000 : FINLAND, Germany, SWEDEN, DENMARK

Rachel comes to stay with her Grandmother Georgia for the summer leaving some obvious

problems behind at home. Her alcoholic mother doesn't even stay the night before rushing

back out to California to be with her husband. Rachel shakes up the town, a beautiful girl in

the boring Mormon country. Then she reveals her deepest secret to one of her new friends,

and her mother comes rushing back to find out if its true. In the midst of this crisis the three

woman become closer than ever and start to understand each other more.

Original title: Georgia Rule: 

Georgia Rule (2007)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Garry Marshall

Scenario: Mark Andrus

2007 : USA

Germany 1939. Hans and Lene marry the day before the war breaks out, and Hans is sent

to the Eastern front. During a bombing raid their daughter Anna is born. The house is

destroyed and Lene and Anna moves in with relatives in Berlin. Hans survives the war but he

is not the same person as in 1939, and he and Lene find it difficult to live together again.

Original title: Deutschland bleiche Mutter: 

Germany, Pale Mother (1980)

Genre: Drama, History, War, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Helma Sanders-Brahms

Scenario: Helma Sanders-Brahms

1980 : West Germany

Oscar-nominated director Bruce Beresford (Driving Miss Daisy, Tender Mercies) crafts a

tender coming-of-age tale that introduces one of Australian literature's most beloved

characters to the screen, Laura Tweedle Rambotham (Susannah Fowle).

Original title: Getting of Wisdom, The: 

Getting of Wisdom (1978)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Female-friendship, Lesbian-interest,
Women's interest
Director: Bruce Beresford

Scenario: Henry Handel Richardson, Eleanor Witcombe

1978 : Australia
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This is the story of Enid and Rebecca after they finish the high school. Both have problems

relating to people and they spend their time hanging around and bothering creeps. When

they meet Seymour who is a social outsider who loves to collect old 78 records, Enid's life

will change forever.

Original title: Ghost World: 

Ghost World (2001)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Terry Zwigoff

Scenario: Daniel Clowes

2001 : USA, UK, Germany

London, 1962. Two teenage girls - Ginger and Rosa -- are inseparable; they play truant

together, discuss religion, politics and hairstyles, and dream of lives bigger than their

mothers' frustrated domesticity. But, as the Cold War meets the sexual revolution, and the

threat of nuclear holocaust escalates, the lifelong friendship of the two girls is shattered - by

the clash of desire and the determination to survive.

Original title: Ginger & Rosa: 

Ginger & Rosa (2012)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Sally Potter

Scenario: Sally Potter

2012 : UK, Canada, Croatia, DENMARK

Robin, who is married to her girlfriend for half a dozen years, and Lacie, someone who never

had a lasting relationship, are both cast to play lesbian lovers in a Los Angeles stage play.

Innocently, the stage director, Gabriel runs the actresses through a series of rehearsals

designed to "bring out the intimacy" in each performer. Soon the two women find themselves

increasingly and undeniably attracted to each other and overcome with desire. They must

ask themselves whether this relationship is manufactured, created for the sake of the "girl

play", or is it true love?

Original title: Girl Play: 

Girl Play (2004)

Genre: Comedy, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Lee Friedlander

Scenario: Lee Friedlander, Robin Greenspan

2004 : USA

Susanna is rushed to the hospital. Afterwards she discusses this with a psychiatrist. She had

been having some delusions. She had also been having an affair with the husband of her

parents' friend. The doctor suggests that combining a bottle of aspirin and a bottle of vodka

was a suicide attempt. This she denies. He recommends a short period of rest at

Claymoore. Claymoore is a private mental hospital full of noisy, crazy people. Georgina is a

pathological liar. Polly has been badly scarred by fire. Daisy won't eat in the presence of

other people. Lisa is a sociopath, the biggest exasperation for the staff - like Nurse Valerie -

and the biggest influence on the other girls in the hospital. Lisa has a history of escapes, so

gaining access to personal medical files is not a problem... Susanna's boyfriend Toby is

concerned that she seems too comfortable living with her institutionalized friends...

Original title: Girl, Interrupted: 

Girl, Interrupted (1999)

Genre: Biography, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: James Mangold

Scenario: Susanna Kaysen, James Mangold

1999 : USA, Germany
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A photographer and her girlfriend are roommates. She is stuck with small-change shooting

jobs and dreams of success. When her roommate decides to get married and leave, she

feels hurt and has to learn how to deal with living alone.

Original title: Girlfriends: 

Girlfriends (1978)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Claudia Weill

Scenario: Vicki Polon

1978 : USA

Documentary chronicling America's justice system. Follows two female inmates - victims of

horrific violence and tragedy - who are serving time in a Maryland juvenile detention center.
Original title: Girlhood: 

Girlhood (2003)

Genre: Documentary, Coming-of-age, Crime, Women's interest
Director: Liz Garbus

Scenario: 

2003 : USA

Oppressed by her family setting, dead-end school prospects and the boys law in the

neighborhood, Marieme starts a new life after meeting a group of 3 free-spirited girls. She

changes her name, her dress code, and quits school to be accepted in the gang, hoping that

this will be a way to freedom.

Original title: Bande de filles: 

Girlhood (France-2014)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Coming-of-age, Women's interest, World
cinema
Director: Céline Sciamma

Scenario: Céline Sciamma

2014 : France

A look at three girls, young teens, in the era of the Beatles. Pam lives with parents who

haven't spoken directly to each other in two years, using their daughters to talk across the

table to each other. Gloria wants to play games with her boyfriend Graeme and ends up

pregnant after a kissless, passionless introduction to sex. Stella becomes popular and puts

her friendship with Pam on hold. Meanwhile, Pam's father and other predatory men lurk in

the shadows around the girls.

Original title: Girl's Own Story, A: 

Girl's Own Story (Short-1984), A

Genre: Short, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Jane Campion

Scenario: Jane Campion

1984 : Australia
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A look at a group of girl friends coming-of-age during their senior year of high school in

urban America. Nikki and Emma have a heart to heart talk one evening about how much

they'll miss each other at college next year, but the next day, Nikki doesn't show up at

school: she's committed suicide. The friends steal Nikki's journal and discover that she'd

been raped. The rest of the movie shows our heroines growing closer in the wake of Nikki's

death and the relevation of her secret (Emma reveals that she's also been raped), taking

revenge on the men who oppress them, and trying to grow up and move on with their lives.

Emma has to deal with a shallow boyfriend, Angela with an overbearing mother, and Patti is

trying to finish high school while trying to raise a child and avoid the child's loser father.

Original title: Girls Town: 

Girls Town (1996)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Jim McKay

Scenario: Jim McKay, Denise Casano

1996 : USA

The fringes of Iranian society can be a lonely place, especially if you are a teenage girl with

few resources to fall back on. Finding Home follows four girls striving to pull themselves out

of the margins by attending a one-of-kind rehabilitation center in uptown Tehran. Forget

about the Iran that you've seen before. With a virtually invisible camera, the girls of Finding

Home take us on a never-before-seen tour of the underclass of Iran with their brave and

defiant stories: Samira struggles to overcome forced drug addiction; Mitra harnesses

abandonment into her creative writing; Sussan teeters on a dangerous ledge after years of

sexual abuse; and Nazila burgeons out of her hatred with her blazing rap music. This

groundbreaking documentary reflects a side of Iran few have access to or paid attention to: a

society lost to its traditions with nothing meaningful to replace them and a group of

courageous women working to instill a sense of empowerment and hope into the minds and

Original title: Glass House, The: 

Glass House (Iran-2009), The

Genre: Documentary, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Hamid Rahmanian

Scenario: Melissa Hibbard

lives of...

2009 : IRAN

Fontayne is enlisted by Bernice - her estranged old friend and current parole officer - along

with a disgraced cop to search for Bernice's son, who went missing on the Mexican border.
Original title: Go for Sisters: 

Go for Sisters (2013)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: John Sayles

Scenario: John Sayles

2013 : USA

An avant-garde exploration of a woman's life. Original title: Gold Diggers, The: 

Gold Diggers (1983)

Genre: Drama, Music, Women's interest
Director: Sally Potter

Scenario: Lindsay Cooper, Rose English

1983 : UK
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Scarlett is a woman who can deal with a nation at war, Atlanta burning, the Union Army

carrying off everything from her beloved Tara, the carpetbaggers who arrive after the war.

Scarlett is beautiful. She has vitality. But Ashley, the man she has wanted for so long, is

going to marry his placid cousin, Melanie. Mammy warns Scarlett to behave herself at the

party at Twelve Oaks. There is a new man there that day, the day the Civil War begins.

Rhett Butler. Scarlett does not know he is in the room when she pleads with Ashley to

choose her instead of Melanie.

Original title: Gone with the Wind: 

Gone With the Wind (1939)

Genre: Drama, History, Romance, War, Women's interest
Director: Victor Fleming, George Cukor

Scenario: Margaret Mitchell, Sidney Howard

1939 : USA

A feel good film about depression. About being able to do it all, but losing it in a severe

anxiety attack. About controlling angst together with the family, and be able to laugh of it all,

even the electro shocks.

Original title: Flink Pike: 

Good Girl (2014)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Solveig Melkeraaen

Scenario: Solveig Melkeraaen

2014 : NORWAY

Google Baby is a journey across three continents telling the story of the up and coming baby

production industry in the age of globalization. Doron, an Israeli entrepreneur with a high

tech background proposes a new service - Baby production. The baby producer (as he

introduces himself) provides customers with a cost effective solution using outsourcing of

the surrogacy element to India as way to lower prices. The preferred genetic material is

selected by the clients and the rest is left in the hands of the producer: Sperm and eggs are

purchased on-line and multiple embryos are produced and frozen. Packed in liquid nitrogen

only the embryos that fit the customers preferences are shipped by air to India - where they

are implanted into the wombs of local surrogates. The customers arrive only at the end of

the nine month pregnancy period to pick up their babies. Today, technology has turned

'making a baby' into an act independent of sex. And globalization is making it affordable.

Original title: Google Baby: 

Google Baby (Israel-2009) 

Genre: Documentary, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Zippi Brand Frank

Scenario: 

2009 : ISRAEL

An aspiring singer, Denise Waverly/Edna Buxton, sacrifices her own singing career to write

hit songs that launch the careers of other singers. The film follows her life from her first

break, through the pain of rejection from the recording industry and a bad marriage, to her

final triumph.

Original title: Grace of My Heart: 

Grace of my Heart (1996)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Music, Women's interest
Director: Allison Anders

Scenario: Allison Anders

1996 : USA
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Since the late 1990s, more people have died in war-torn Congo than in any conflict since

World War II. In addition to the dead, hundreds of thousands of woman and girls have been

raped. Rape, explains a British colonel, is a weapon of war, part of a destabilization covering

the theft of valuable minerals. Rape victims are traumatized, injured, abandoned by

husbands, pregnant, and ravaged by disease. Lisa Jackson, herself a sexual-assault victim,

travels into the bush to interview soldiers who rape seemingly routinely; she asks them why.

In Bakuva (east Congo), we meet women and children, a doctor, a policewoman, and a

government minister. They comment. There is no end in sight.

Original title: Greatest Silence: Rape in the Congo, The: 

Greatest Silence: Rape in the Congo (2007) 

Genre: Documentary, War, Women's interest
Director: Lisa F. Jackson

Scenario: Lisa F. Jackson

2007 : USA

It's 1933, and eight young women are friends and members of the upper- class group at a

private girl's school, about to graduate and start their own lives. The film documents the

years between their graduation and the beginning of the World War in Europe, and shows, in

a serialized style, their romances and marriages, their searches for careers or meaning in

their lives, their highs and their lows.

Original title: Group, The: 

Group (1966), The

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Sidney Lumet

Scenario: Mary McCarthy, Sidney Buchman

1966 : USA

Three girls' summer canoe trip down the river Kolpa becomes a journey into fear when they

discover that the wooded riverbanks not only conceal the frontier between Slovenia and

Croatia, but also the border between the permissible and the forbidden, and that it is the

self-styled Guardian of the Frontier who draws the line.

Original title: Varuh meje: 

Guardian of the Frontier (2002)

Genre: Drama, Horror, Lesbian-interest, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Maja Weiss

Scenario: Zoran Hocevar, Brock Norman Brock

2002 : Slovenia, Germany, France

A woman comes to New York City from Ohio to escape an abusive husband and gets

entangled with murderous female vigilantes who prey on abusive men.
Original title: Gun for Jennifer, A: 

Gun for Jennifer (1997), A

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Todd Morris

Scenario: Todd Morris, Deborah Twiss

1997 : USA
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It charts the breakdown of a working class family when the teenage daughter befriends a

refugee girl. Helen has been married to Paul for 25 years. They live a monotonous and

frozen existence. Helen is desperate, damaged, and looking for change. Paul - bitter,

hypocritical and bigoted, sick and tired of being in the poverty trap - is on the brink of a

breakdown. His biggest fear is change. Into their lives comes Tasha, a Romany Czech

refugee, awaiting her British passport and her chance for freedom - a concept taken for

granted by all those around her. Told in three revelatory narratives, each from a particular

character's point of view, reveals how the disintegration of an ordinary working class family

finally comes to a head when unexpected emotions are unleashed.

Original title: Gypo: 

Gypo (2005)

Genre: Drama, Family, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Jan Dunn

Scenario: Jan Dunn

2005 : UK

Set in a Fascistic future America, The Handmaid's Tale tells the story of Kate, a handmaid.

In this America, the religious right has taken over and gone hog-wild. Kate is a criminal,

guilty of the crime of trying to escape from the US, and is sentenced to become a Handmaid.

The job of a Handmaid is to bear the children of the man to whom she is assigned. After

ruthless group training by Aunt Lydia in the proper way to behave, Kate is assigned as

Handmaid to the Commander. Kate is attracted to Nick, the Commander's chauffeur. At the

same time, a resistance movement begins to challenge the regime.

Original title: Handmaid's Tale, The: 

Handmaid's Tale (1990), The

Genre: Drama, Romance, Sci-fi, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Volker Schlöndorff

Scenario: Margaret Atwood, Harold Pinter

1990 : USA

Hannah and Rachel grew up as little girls in the same small Midwest town, where traditional

gender expectations eventually challenge their deep love for one another. Hannah becomes

an adventurous, unapologetic lesbian and Rachel a strong but quiet homemaker. Weaving

back and forth between past and present, the film reveals how the women maintained their

love affair despite a marriage, a world war, infidelities, and family denial.

Original title: Hannah Free: 

Hannah Free (2009)

Genre: Drama, Female-friendship, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Wendy Jo Carlton

Scenario: Claudia Allen

2009 : USA

After three weeks of chatting with the thirty-two year old photographer Jeff Kohlver over the

Internet, fourteen year old Hayley Stark meets him in the Nighthawks coffee shop. Hayley

flirts with him in spite of the age difference and proposes to go to his house. Once there, she

prepares a screwdriver for them and Jeff passes out. When he awakes, he is tied up to a

chair, and Hayley accuses him of pedophilia. Jeff denies the accusation, and Hayley begins

to torture him in a cat and mouse game.

Original title: Hard Candy: 

Hard Candy (2005)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: David Slade

Scenario: Brian Nelson

2005 : USA
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Hard hitting documentary about an English girl trying to break into the American

pornography industry to support her daughter.
Original title: Hardcore: 

Hardcore (2001)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Stephen Walker

Scenario: 

2001 : UK

Leaving behind a hard life with their families, two young girls end up in a brothel, fall in love

and support one another against the adversities and violence of the night.
Original title: Hardcore: 

HardCore (Greece-2004)

Genre: Drama, Crime, Lesbian-interest, Violence-warning, Women's
interest
Director: Dennis Iliadis

Scenario: Dennis Iliadis, Aleka Laskou

2004 : GREECE

After running into something with her car, Vero experiences a particular psychological state.

She realizes she might have killed someone.
Original title: La mujer sin cabeza: 

Headless Woman (Argentina-2008), The

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Lucrecia Martel

Scenario: Lucrecia Martel

2008 : ARGENTINA, France, ITALY, Spain

A widow with a young daughter travels to a farm in Montana to manage the household of a

farmer. After a while the man and woman develop a relationship that leads to a marriage.

But life in the harsh place takes its toll.

Original title: Heartland: 

Heartland (1979)

Genre: Western, Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Richard Pearce

Scenario: Beth Ferris, William Kittredge

1979 : USA
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Sarah Ashburn, an FBI agent, is extremely ambitious and has her eye on a promotion, but

she doesn't get along with her co-workers. She is sent to Boston to uncover the identity of an

elusive drug lord, Mr. Larkin, by tracking down his proxy, Rojas, and is told that she'll have a

good shot at the promotion if she finds Larkin. When she arrives in Boston, she learns that

Larkin has been eliminating his competition and taking over their operations. She learns that

Rojas is in Boston PD custody and goes to see him to ask him what he knows about Larkin,

but is warned that the cop who arrested Rojas, Shannon Mullins, is very territorial, and she is

not exactly sociable. When the two meet they don't get along. When Mullins learns why

Ashburn is in Boston, she decides to find Larkin herself. Ashburn is told by her boss to work

with Mullins, but it won't be easy because Ashburn does things by the book while Mullins

does things her way.

Original title: Heat, The: 

Heat (2013), The

Genre: Action, Comedy, Crime, Women's interest
Director: Paul Feig

Scenario: Katie Dippold

2013 : USA

Based on the true story of Juliet Hulme and Pauline Parker, two close friends who share a

love of fantasy and literature, who conspire to kill Pauline's mother when she tries to end the

girls' intense and obsessive relationship.

Original title: Heavenly Creatures: 

Heavenly Creatures (1994)

Genre: Biography, Coming-of-age, Crime, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Thriller,
Women's interest
Director: Peter Jackson

Scenario: Fran Walsh, Peter Jackson

1994 : New Zealand, Germany

Helke Sander is a German feminist film director and writer. Sanders' work in cinema is very

closely linked to her political engagement as a feminist. In 1968, she co-founded the

Aktionsrat zu Befreiung der Frauen (Action Committee on the Liberation of Women). In

September 1968, she participated at the conference of the Socialist Students Association

(SDS). Her speech, in which she criticized her male colleagues for their sexist attitudes, was

yelled at.

 

Together with Claudia von Aleman, she organized the feminist film conference 'Erste

internationale Frauenfilmseminar' which took place in 1973 in Berlin. In 1974, she founded

Frauen und Film (journal), the first feminist European film journal, which she edited until

1981. Her film The All-Around Reduced Personality is among the most important German

Original title: HELKE SANDER Collection: 

Helke Sander (DVD-Box Collection)

Genre: Biography, Classic, Documentary, Drama, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

feminist films of the 1970s. Her 1992 film, BeFreier und BeFreite (Liberators Take Liberties), on rape committed by

soldiers of the Red Army was very controversial.

 : 

Set in Mississippi during the 1960s, Skeeter (Stone) is a southern society girl who returns

from college determined to become a writer, but turns her friends' lives -- and a Mississippi

town -- upside down when she decides to interview the black women who have spent their

lives taking care of prominent southern families. Aibileen (Davis), Skeeter's best friend's

housekeeper, is the first to open up -- to the dismay of her friends in the tight-knit black

community. Despite Skeeter's life-long friendships hanging in the balance, she and Aibileen

continue their collaboration and soon more women come forward to tell their stories -- and

as it turns out, they have a lot to say. Along the way, unlikely friendships are forged and a

new sisterhood emerges, but not before everyone in town has a thing or two to say

themselves when they become unwittingly -- and unwillingly -- caught up in the changing

times.

Original title: Help, The: 

Help (2011), The

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Tate Taylor

Scenario: Tate Taylor, Kathryn Stockett

2011 : USA, United Arab Emirates, INDIA
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The warriors depicted in the film have joined the exclusively female wing of the only armed

anti-ISIS force in the area - the Kurdish People's Protection Unit, otherwise known as YPJ.

They are drawn by a need to protect their families, their homeland, and their way of life. An

additional incentive comes in the form of a mandate set forth by the enemy which states that

any man killed by a woman will go to Hell.

Original title: Her War  Women Vs  ISIS: 

Her War:  Women Vs  ISIS

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: 

Scenario: 

 : 

A satirical picture of modern society narrated through the eyes of a young new graduate girl

in the precarious world of the modern workplace. Marta is a well- educated girl who finds

work in the call center of a company that sells a futuristic appliance. So she finds a new

world with fanatic sellers, corporate jingles, motivational dances, prize giving, competition,

ovations and penance. 

Original title: Tutta la vita daventi: 

Her Whole Life Ahead (Italy-2008)

Genre: Comedy, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Paolo Virz?

Scenario: Francesco Bruni, Paolo Virz?

2008 : ITALY

'Here I Am' is driven by three generations of Aboriginal women - Karen Lee Burden, her

mother Lois and her daughter Rosie. When Karen is released from prison, through a series

of chance encounters the women learn that freedom is hard to find when hearts are still

broken.

Original title: Here I Am: 

Here I  Am (2010)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Family, Women's interest
Director: Beck Cole

Scenario: Beck Cole

2010 : Australia

An official is sent from his home in Tehran to hear the final appeal of a woman sentenced to

death, a political prisoner. The official's wife of nearly 20 years, Fereshteh Samimi, writes

him a letter to read when he reaches the hotel - the story of her student days during the

revolution of 1978. We see the story in flashbacks as he reads: she leaves her province on

scholarship, joins a Communist youth group, avoids arrest, and comes under the sway of a

suave older man, Roozbeh Javid, a literary-magazine editor. As she tells her husband about

the hidden half of her life, Fereshteh asks that he listen to the woman facing execution, a

woman and therefore one of Iran's hidden half.

Original title: Nimeh-ye penhan: 

Hidden Half (Iran-2001), The

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Tahmineh Milani

Scenario: Tahmineh Milani

2001 : IRAN
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HIDE AND SEEK is a daring exploration into wild, uncharted territory, lesbian adolescence in

the 1960s. Lou is a twelve year old girl who daydreams in a tree house, tries not to watch a

sex education film, wins a rock throwing contest and is horrified to discover that her best

friend is taking an interest in earrings and boys. Interwoven with Lou's story are the mostly

hilarious, sometimes painful recollections of adult lesbians who try to figure out how they

ever got from there to here. HIDE AND SEEK is for every woman who's been to a slumber

party 

Original title: Hide and Seek (1996): 

Hide and Seek (1996)

Genre: Documentary, Coming-of-age, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Su Friedrich

Scenario: 

1996 : 

HONEY AND ASHES is about three women who live in a North African Islamic country. 

Each has a different life.  Leila is a headstrong, intelligent student.  Naima is a doctor with a

young daughter, and Amina is a housewife also with a daughter.Despite their differences,

they have something in common.  They are caught between the modern and traditional rules

for a woman because they live in a patriarchal society.Leila has to hide her feelings for her

true love from her strict father; Naima's family forces her into an unwanted arranged

marriage; and Amina's husband, a popular university professor, constantly abuses her.The

three storylines captivated me.  It is very raw, very real, and in many ways very sad.  Despite

the circumstances, the film also shows the strength of women.HONEY AND ASHES is a

striking view of the lives of some women.  It is a compelling film to watch.

Original title: Miel et cendres: 

Honey And Ashes (1996)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Nadia Fares

Scenario: Nadia Fares, Yves Kropf

1996 : SWITZERLAND, TUNISIA

Three women, Bridget, Liz and Jackie, embark on a plan to steal thousands of pounds of

banknotes that were due to be destroyed at the Bank of England's incinerating plant in

Essex. Fictionalised account of a real-life case.

Original title: Hot Money: 

Hot Money (TV 2001) 

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Terry Winsor

Scenario: Neil McKay, John Mister

2001 : UK

Meg, Pippa, and Hillary are sisters who grew up in Sorrento, a small seaside town in

Australia. Meg, who has lived in England for 10 years has just written a criticially acclaimed

novel which she claims is entirely fictional. The book causes a stir in Sorrento and in her

family when it is supected that the book is not as fictional as she claims.

Original title: Hotel Sorrento: 

Hotel Sorrento (1995)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Richard Franklin

Scenario: Peter Fitzpatrick, Richard Franklin

1995 : Australia, UK
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A drama set in the American South, where a precocious, troubled girl finds a safe haven in

the music and movement of Elvis Presley.
Original title: Hounddog: 

Hounddog (2007)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Music, Women's interest
Director: Deborah Kampmeier

Scenario: Deborah Kampmeier

2007 : USA

In 1951, Laura Brown, a pregnant housewife, is planning a party for her husband, but she

can't stop reading the novel 'Mrs. Dalloway'. Clarissa Vaughn, a modern woman living in

present times is throwing a party for her friend Richard, a famous author dying of AIDS.

These two stories are simultaneously linked to the work and life of Virginia Woolf, who's

writing the novel mentioned before.

Original title: Hours, The: 

Hours [2002], The

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Stephen Daldry

Scenario: Michael Cunningham, David Hare

2002 : USA, UK

?urea arrives at a town in the dunes of State of Maranh?o, Brazil, in 1910, having for female

company only her mother Maria. She is pregnant and wants a way out of that arid place. But

leaving is difficult and, somehow, she still hopes to find happiness there. The film follows

these two lives for three generations, including ?urea's daughter.

Original title: Casa de Areia: 

House of Sand (2005)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Andrucha Waddington

Scenario: Elena Soarez, Luiz Carlos Barreto

2005 : BRAZIL

Gina Gershon and Raquel Welch stars in this Lifetime Original Movie chronicling Donatella

Versace's (Gershon) inspiring triumph over tragedy. Based on Wall Street Journal reporter

Deborah Ball's widely-read book, the movie brings to light the story of Donatella, who,

following the brazen murder of her brother, world-renowned designer Gianni Versace.

Original title: House of Versace: 

House of Versace (2013)

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Sara Sugarman

Scenario: Deborah Ball, Rama Laurie Stagner

2013 : Canada
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In the Pacific Northwest during the 1950's, two young sisters whose mother has abandoned

them wind up living with their Aunt Sylvie, whose views of the world and its conventions don't

quite live up the most people's expectations.

Original title: Housekeeping: 

Housekeeping (1987)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Bill Forsyth

Scenario: Marilynne Robinson, Bill Forsyth

1987 : USA, Canada

In the late 1930s Nella Last,a housewife aged 49,living in Barrow-in-Furness on the North

West English coast,agrees to send details of her routine to the Mass observation project,a

non-governmental scheme designed to chronicle the lives of ordinary people. When war

comes Nella defies her over-protective husband to join the local Women's Voluntary Service.

Initially diffident she blossoms thanks to the dominant but kindly Mrs. Waite,and enjoys her

independence as a useful war worker. The film also shows her relationship with her two sons

as well as the effect of the war on the community and ends by explaining that Nella kept in

touch with the Mass Observation project until her death in 1968.

Original title: Housewife, 49: 

Housewife 49 (2006)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, War, Women's interest
Director: Gavin Millar

Scenario: Victoria Wood, Nella Last

2006 : UK

American teenager Elizabeth "Daisy" is sent by her estranged father away from New York to

the countryside of England to stay with her Aunt Penn. Her distant cousin Isaac welcomes

her at the airport and drives her home. She is introduced to her cousins, seventeen year-old

Eddie and young Piper and to their friend Joe. However Daisy is a resentful, needy of love

and aloof girl who believes that she is cursed and that bad things happen wherever she goes

since her mother died in her delivery. Aunt Penn is a busy woman who is studying the war

scenario in England, which is on alert due to an imminent terrorist attack, and needs to fly to

Geneva. However, the next morning, a nuclear bomb explodes in London and the authorities

of the United Kingdom declare a state of siege. Meanwhile Daisy and Eddie fall in love with

each other, but they are separated by the military, which sends girls to one camp and men to

another. Daisy and Eddie promise to meet each other again. In a country at war,

Original title: How I Live Now: 

How I Live Now (2013)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Romance, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Kevin Macdonald

Scenario: Jeremy Brock, Tony Grisoni

Daisy...

2013 : UK

In Marseille, the young Serbian-Albanian Adria Shala is an illegal immigrant traumatized by

her past. Every now and then Adria recalls her life in Kosovo, when she was saved from

rape by a deserter called Srdjan Vasiljevic in 1999. They move to Belgrade where Srdjan

becomes a gangster, dealing weapons and becoming an assassin. Adria learns how to

shoot and helps Srdjan with his work at first, becoming his mistress later.

Original title: Human Zoo: 

Human Zoo (Bosnia-France-2009)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Rie Rasmussen

Scenario: Rie Rasmussen

2009 : France
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The family of talented cook, Hassan Kadam, has a life filled with both culinary delights and

profound loss. Drifting through Europe after fleeing political violence in India that killed the

family restaurant business and their mother, the Kadams arrive in France. Once there, a

chance auto accident and the kindness of a young woman, Marguerite, in the village of

Saint-Antonin-Noble-Val inspires Papa Kadam to set up a Indian restaurant there.

Unfortunately, this puts the Kadams in direct competition with the snobbish Madame

Mallory's acclaimed haute cuisine establishment across the street where Marguerite also

works as a sous-chef. The resulting rivalry eventually escalates in personal intensity until it

goes too far. In response, there is a bridging of sides initiated by Hassan, Marguerite and

Madame Mallory herself, both professional and personal, that encourages an understanding

that will change both sides forever.

Original title: Hundred-Foot Journey, The: 

Hundred Foot Journey (2014), The

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Lasse Hallström

Scenario: Steven Knight, Richard C. Morais

2014 : INDIA, United Arab Emirates, USA

In this bittersweet slice of working class single New Jersey life, best friends Debby and Beth

(both pushing thirty) go looking for love in the wrong place - namely their favorite bar,

Oliver's. Rugged contractor Rick eyes Beth but ends up going home with the more assertive

Debby. Beth's style is further cramped by the responsibilities of single motherhood. As

Debby tries to parlay what was essentially a casual fling into possible marriage with an

indifferent Rick, her mother Virginia wonders if her affair with widower Nick is the real thing.

Rounding out the romantic possibilities is Bobby, the bartender who flirts with Beth. The

women clash as plans go awry, tragedy strikes, and hearts get broken. In the end, Debby,

Beth, and Virginia find, if not the relationships of their dreams, peace with each other and

within themselves.

Original title: Hysterical Blindness: 

Hysterical Blindness (2002)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Mira Nair

Scenario: Laura Cahill

2002 : USA

In Northern Norway during the 1860s, a little girl named Dina accidentally causes her

mother's death. Overcome with grief, her father refuses to raise her, leaving her in the care

of the household servants. Dina grows up wild and unmanageable, with her only friend being

the stable boy, Tomas. She summons her mother's ghost and develops a strange

fascination with death as well as a passion for living. Family friend Jacob encourages Dina's

father to hire Lorch, a tutor who introduces her to the cello. When Dina is old enough, she

marries Jacob and moves to Reinsnes, a port he runs with his mother, Karen, and his

stepsons Niels and Anders . Niels doesn't like Dina's wild ways, or the fact that she has

taken over accounting duties at Reinsnes. Dina's eccentric tendencies become even

stronger, eventually leading Jacob into an accident of his own and bringing Tomas back into

her life.

Original title: I Am Dina: 

I Am Dina (Norway-2002)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Ole Bornedal

Scenario: Ole Bornedal, Jonas Cornell

2002 : France, Germany, NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK

Based on the true story of Valerie Solanas who was a 60s radical preaching against men in

her "Scum" manifesto. She wrote a screenplay for a film that she wanted Andy Warhol to

produce, but he continued to ignore her. So she shot him. This is Valerie's story.

Original title: I Shot Andy Warhol: 

I Shot Andy Warhol (1996)

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Mary Harron

Scenario: Jeremiah Newton, Diane Tucker

1996 : USA
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The film follows Jennifer, a writer who is working on a new novel and needs to get out of the

city to finish it. She rents a riverside cabin in upstate New York to work on her novel,

attracting the attention of a number of rowdy male locals. They catch Jennifer one day and

strip her naked for the village idiot (Matthew) and rape her. Jennifer is later attacked and

raped a further two times by the four degenerates, and her novel is also destroyed. But

Jennifer recovers, and in her now-twisted, psychotic state, she begins to seek revenge on

the men.

Original title: Day of the Woman: 

I Spit On Your Grave (1978)

Genre: Horror, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Meir Zarchi

Scenario: Meir Zarchi

1978 : USA

A viceroy and an archbishop take their posts in Mexico. A local nun, Sor Juana In?s de la

Cruz (1651-1695), intrigues them. The viceroy and his wife find her brilliant and fascinating.

The prelate finds her a symbol of European laxity. He engineers the election of a new

abbess, severe and ascetic. The virreina visits Sor Juana often and inspires her to write

passionate poetry that the archbishop finds scandalous. The viceroy protects her. After he is

replaced and returns to Spain with his wife, Sor Juana faces envy and retribution. A bishop

betrays her, her confessor humbles her. Plague, a tribunal, and her confession as "the worst

of all" end the great poet's life.

Original title: Yo, la peor de todas: 

I, The Worst Of All (Argentina-1990)

Genre: Drama, History, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: María Luisa Bemberg

Scenario: María Luisa Bemberg, Antonio Larreta

1990 : ARGENTINA

Circa 1962. A novice nun is sent to visit an Aunt she never knew because she was an

orphan. 

 

Original title: Ida: 

Ida (2013)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Pawel Pawlikowski

Scenario: Pawel Pawlikowski, Rebecca Lenkiewicz

2013 : POLAND, DENMARK, France, UK

A trilogy of stories set in the same house, but with different occupants and spanning over 40

years, deals with various women and moral crisis over unexpected pregnancies and their

choice of abortion. In 1952, when abortion was illegal, a nurse deals with her unexpected

pregnancy and takes drastic measures to get one. In 1974 a family housewife with four

children discovers that she's pregnant and decides she can't handle another child to raise. In

1996, a pregnant college student decides on an abortion, but doesn't realize the means to

go through to get one.

Original title: If These Walls Could Talk: 

If these walls could talk (1996)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Cher, Nancy Savoca

Scenario: Pamela Wallace, Earl W. Wallace

1996 : USA
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Semi-follow up of the first "If These Walls Could Talk" with three segments set in the same

house, but with different occupants which spans nearly 40 years. While the first film delt with

women and the topic of abortion, this deals with women and the topic of lesbianism.

Original title: If These Walls Could Talk 2: 

If These Walls Could Talk 2 (2000)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Jane Anderson, Martha Coolidge

Scenario: Jane Anderson, Sylvia Sichel

2000 : USA

1921. In search of a new start and the American dream, Ewa Cybulska and her sister Magda

sail to New York from their native Poland. When they reach Ellis Island, doctors discover

that Magda is ill, and the two women are separated. Ewa is released onto the mean streets

of Manhattan while her sister is quarantined. Alone, with nowhere to turn and desperate to

reunite with Magda, she quickly falls prey to Bruno, a charming but wicked man who takes

her in and forces her into prostitution. And then one day, Ewa encounters Bruno's cousin,

the debonair magician Orlando. He sweeps Ewa off her feet and quickly becomes her only

chance to escape the nightmare in which she finds herself.

Original title: Immigrant, The: 

Immigrant (2014), The

Genre: Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: James Gray

Scenario: James Gray, Ric Menello

2013 : USA

Charlotte (Gainsbourg) is being raised without a mother. She is only 13 but ready to be an

adult. She meets an older boy and begins a relationship while teaching a young friend about

life and learning the ropes herself.

Original title: L'effrontée: 

Impudent Girl (L'Effrontee)1985

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Music, Romance, Women's
interest
Director: Claude Miller

Scenario: Claude Miller, Luc Béraud

1985 : France

Tale of a 15-year-old Australian girl who goes missing. Original title: In Her Skin: 

In Her Skin (2009)

Genre: Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Simone North

Scenario: Simone North

2009 : Australia
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Jo?o Canijo latest movie adapts a Greek tragedy "Ifig?nia en Aulis" to a provincial

Portuguese family that has to deal with the Russian Mafia after a deal went wrong. In a place

where everything is bought and sold even the youngest daughter may have to be offered for

prostitution to make up for a deal that went terribly wrong. "Noite Escura" deals with the

emotions of a small family that runs a provincial whorehouse, having to sell their youngest in

order to survive.

Original title: Noite Escura: 

In The Darkness of Night (Noite-Escura-2004)

Genre: Drama, Crime, Women's interest
Director: João Canijo

Scenario: João Canijo, Pierre Hodgson

2004 : PORTUGAL

Montevideo, Uruguay. In this comedic drama, Elisa, 27, dreams of opening her own

hairdressing salon in one of the rich districts of the Uruguayan capital. A bit of a rebel, one

day Elisa moves out of her mother's house with her two children and breaks up with Garcia,

her boss and lover who has infuriated her by not wanting to get married. So, in the space of

twenty-four hours, Elisa finds herself without a roof over her head, without a man, without a

job and without money. Her best friend Loulou finds her a job - in the brothel run by Dona

Jacqueline. And without really being aware of it, Elisa slides into prostitution, which leads her

to Barcelona. She falls in love, she is exploited, she gets involved in transvestite gang wars,

and meanwhile just dreams of earning enough money for her little beauty salon back home.

Original title: En la puta vida: 

In This Tricky Life (Uruguay-2001)

Genre: Comedy, Crime, Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Beatriz Flores Silva

Scenario: Beatriz Flores Silva, János Kovácsi

2001 : Uruguay, Cuba, Spain, Belgium, ARGENTINA

A mother's last wishes send twins Jeanne and Simon on a journey to the Middle East in

search of their tangled roots. Adapted from Wajdi Mouawad's acclaimed play, Incendies tells

the powerful and moving tale of two young adults' voyage to the core of deep-rooted hatred,

never-ending wars and enduring love.

Original title: Incendies: 

Incendies (2010) (French-Arabic)

Genre: Drama, Mystery, War, Women's interest
Director: Denis Villeneuve

Scenario: Valérie Beaugrand-Champagne, Wajdi Mouawad

2010 : Canada, France

Chloe is a young Canadian doctor who divides her time between Ramallah, where she works

with the Red Crescent, and Jerusalem, where she lives next door to her friend Ava, a young

Israeli soldier. Increasingly sensitive to the conflict, Chloe goes daily through the checkpoint

between the two cities to get to the refugee camp where she monitors the pregnancies of

young women. As she becomes friends with Rand, one of her patients, Chloe learns more

about life in the occupied territories and gets to spend some time with Rand's family. Torn

between the two sides of the conflict, Chloe tries as best she can to build bridges between

her friends but suffers from remaining a perpetual foreigner to both sides. Following up her

acclaimed debut-feature Le ring, filmmaker Anais Barbeau-Lavalette delivers with Inch'Allah

the moving tale a young woman's encounter with war and its everyday life. Avoiding any

political agenda, Chloe's story questions how one can internalize

Original title: Inch'Allah: 

Inch'Allah (2012)

Genre: Drama, War, Women's interest
Director: Anaïs Barbeau-Lavalette

Scenario: Anaïs Barbeau-Lavalette

a foreign conflict without ...

2012 : Canada, France
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The story of an immigrant woman struggling against old world traditions. Zouina leaves her

homeland with her three children to join her husband in France, where he's been living for

the past ten years. In a land and culture foreign to her, Zouina struggles against her

mother-in-law's tyrannical hand and her husband's distrustful bitterness in an attempt to

adjust to her life in exile.

Original title: Inch'Allah dimanche: 

Inch'Allah Dimanche (France-Algeria | 2001)

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Yamina Benguigui

Scenario: Yamina Benguigui

2001 : France, Algeria

INDIA's DAUGHTER is the story of the short life, and brutal gang rape and murder in Delhi

in December 2012 of an exceptional and inspiring young woman. The rape of the 23 year old

medical student by 6 men on a moving bus, and her death, sparked unprecedented protests

and riots throughout India and led to the first glimmers of a change of mindset. Interwoven

into the story line are the lives, values and mindsets of the rapists whom the film makers

have had exclusive and unprecedented access to interview before they hang. The film

examines the society and values which spawn such violent acts, and makes an optimistic

and impassioned plea for change.

Original title: India's Daughter: 

India's Daughter (2015)

Genre: Documentary, Crime, News, Women's interest
Director: Leslee Udwin

Scenario: Leslee Udwin

2015 : UK, INDIA

A look inside an offbeat boarding school for young girls. Original title: Innocence: 

Innocence (2004) 

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Indie, Mystery, Surrealism, Women's
interest
Director: Lucile Hadzihalilovic

Scenario: Lucile Hadzihalilovic, Frank Wedekind

2004 : Belgium, France, UK, JAPAN

Trapped in the slums, Insiang finds living with her disapproving, sharp-tongued mother,

Tonya, trying. Tonya, having long ago been abandoned by her husband, takes her bitterness

out on those around her. In a fit of anger, she finally throws out her husband's relatives who

have been living with her, but it's not for the sake of their not bringing in money anymore,

which it seems on the surface. She's making way for her boyfriend, Dado, to move in. Dado,

the town bully, is young enough to be her son, and this new living situation becomes the talk

of the town. It isn't long before he forces himself upon Insiang. Tonya is at first outraged but

soon takes Dado's side and blames her daughter for her own rape. Insiang leaves home to

seek support and solace from her ardent would-be boyfriend Bebot, but he proves to be

another Lothario as well. Forced to return home, Insiang turns this inescapable situation

upon itself to exact revenge.

Original title: Insiang: 

Insiang (Phillipines-1976)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Lino Brocka

Scenario: Mario O'Hara

1976 : Philippines
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Tonia goes out drinking. She wakes up in prison, not having a clue why she's there. She is

tortured to encourage her to confess to a crime she is not aware of.
Original title: Przesluchanie: 

Interrogation (Poland-1989)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, War, Women's interest
Director: Ryszard Bugajski

Scenario: Ryszard Bugajski, Janusz Dymek

1989 : POLAND

In the 1850s, Ellen Ternan is a minimally talented actress who catches the eye of the hailed

British author, Charles Dickens. Bored with his intellectually unstimulating wife, Dickens

takes the educated Ellen has his mistress with the cooperation of her mother. What follows

is a stormy relationship with this literary giant who provides her with a life few women of her

time can enjoy. Yet, Ellen is equally revolted by Charles' emotional cruelty and determination

to keep her secret. In that conflict, Ellen must judge her own role in her life and decide if the

price she pays is bearable.

Original title: Invisible Woman, The: 

Invisible Woman (2013), The

Genre: Biography, Drama, History, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Ralph Fiennes

Scenario: Abi Morgan, Claire Tomalin

2013 : UK

An arthouse movie from Austria, concerned with the global trafficking in women. The

women's stories are not retold by actresses, but by people who have a connection to events

and places in trafficking incidents: a border customs officer, a villager (neighbour), a

bar-tender in a brothel, a woman diplomat and a taxi driver.

Original title: Kurz davor ist es passiert: 

It Happened Just Before (Austria-2006)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Anja Salomonowitz

Scenario: Anja Salomonowitz

2006 : Austria

Anna is a young lesbian high school graduate who still lives with her parents, and works as a

receptionist in a plastic surgeon's office. She embarks on a wild ride when she hooks up with

a cadre of ultra-radical feminist lesbians hell-bent on raising hell. But things get even more

complicated when Anna falls in love with Sadie, the radical group's leader who's already

involved with an older woman named Courtney.

Original title: Itty Bitty Titty Committee: 

Itty Bitty Titty Committee (2007)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Jamie Babbit

Scenario: Jamie Babbit, Tina Mabry

2007 : USA
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Inspired by court transcripts and actual events, THE JAMMED is a social thriller about

trafficking and the sex slave trade in Melbourne. When a Chinese mother arrives in

Melbourne to find her missing daughter, she enlists the help of Ashley Hudson. Ashley

reluctantly agrees to help search, and is soon drawn into the dark underworld of this cultured

city as she tries to rescue three girls from a trafficking syndicate. As the story unravels the

sinister workings of illegal prostitution and governmental deportation is filled with twists and

surprises.

Original title: Jammed, The: 

Jammed (2007), The

Genre: Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Dee McLachlan

Scenario: Dee McLachlan

2007 : Australia

Jeanne Dielman, a lonely young widow, lives with her son Sylvain following an immutable

order: while the boy is in school, she cares for their apartment, does chores, and receives

clients in the afternoon.

Original title: Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles: 

Jeanne Dielman (France-1975)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Chantal Akerman

Scenario: Chantal Akerman

1975 : Belgium, France

Stewart Kane, an Irishman living in the Australian town of Jindabyne, is on a fishing trip in

isolated hill country with three other men when they discover the body of a murdered girl in

the river. Rather than return to the town immediately, they continue fishing and report their

gruesome find days later. Stewart's wife Claire is the last to find out. Deeply disturbed by her

husband's action, her faith in her relationship with Stewart is shaken to the core. She wants

to understand and tries to make things right. In her determination to help the victim's family

Claire sets herself not only against her own family and friends but also those of the dead girl.

Her marriage is taken to the brink and her peaceful life with Stewart and their young son

hangs in the balance. The story of a murder and a marriage - a film about the things that

haunt us.

Original title: Jindabyne: 

Jindabyne (2006)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Ray Lawrence

Scenario: Raymond Carver, Beatrix Christian

2006 : Australia

Jinx Sister is a story about Laura (Wiseman) who is convinced she is a jinx. People who get

close to her have a habit of dying. She thought fleeing to the other side of the world would

help. Instead, she developed a serious drink problem. Waking one night in an alley, with no

recollection of who she had sex with, Laura decides its time to face up to her past.

 

Laura returns to New Zealand and enters the unfamiliar Polynesian world her sister Marie

(Nash) inhabits. Here, money and appearance are not what count. With the help of Sam

(Rawiri), a Maori, who has had it tough but is far more together than Laura, and Hine (Heka),

a Polynesian single mum, Laura discovers that it is your connections with other people that

make life worth living. She reconnects with her sister and her husband Phil (Wallace), when

tragedy does strike, Laura rises to the occasion.

Original title: Jinx Sister: 

Jinx Sister (2008)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Athina Tsoulis

Scenario: Athina Tsoulis

 

Jinx Sister is a 'growing of age' story, a meditation on how the past

affects the present. It deals with sibling rivalry, loss, our need for intimacy and the stories we spin that imprison us if we

let them.

2008 : New Zealand
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The main character Joanna (Urszula Grabowska), waiting in vain for a letter from her

husband who is in an Oflag, gives shelter to a little Jewish girl whose mother was caught

during a round-up. Thus she becomes burdened with a secret she cannot reveal to anyone,

even to her relatives. Joanna knows that she cannot keep Rose with her as she is already

under observation, but she fails to find a hiding spot for Rose and is forced to become the

lover of a German officer in return for protection. Forced by necessity, she has to cooperate

with her enemies, becoming a traitor in the eyes of "her people". The final, symbolic image is

suggestive - in a tearful and religious manner - of the fact that sheltering little Roza was

Joanna's personal torture referring to Golgotha. However, the deeper meaning of that story

is perverse and bitter: hiding the child was even more dangerous because of Joanna's "own

people", mutually controlling the patriotic decency.

Original title: Joanna: 

Joanna (Poland-2010)

Genre: Drama, History, War, Women's interest
Director: Feliks Falk

Scenario: Feliks Falk

2010 : POLAND

Johnny Greyeyes (Gail Maurice) is a woman from a Native North American family, After her

abusive father was shot and killed, Johnny was found guilty of the crime and had to serve a

long sentence in a lock-up where most of the inmates literally fight for their lives. Behind

bars, Johnny makes friends with Lana, Johnny and Lana's relationship soon graduates from

friendship to love, but as she is released Johnny is torn between her dreams of life with Lana

and holding whats left of her family together. 

Original title: Johnny Greyeyes: 

Johnny Greyeyes (2000)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Jorge Manzano

Scenario: Riel Brown, Vince Manitowabi

2000 : Canada

A teenage orphan spends ten years traveling cross-country experiencing life, love and

heartbreak. Based on E.L. Doctorow's story, "Jolene: A Life."
Original title: Jolene: 

Jolene (2008)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Dan Ireland

Scenario: Dennis Yares, E.L. Doctorow

2008 : USA

Stephanie Komack was a high-class hooker and assassin for the Italian Mob. Now working

in London as a waitress, and a single mother to her seven year old daughter, the Mob track

Stephanie down and persuade her to do one last job. The hit goes wrong and Stephanie

soon realises the stark reality of her failure. They snatch her daughter as punishment, but

didn't figure on Stephanie's capacity for revenge! Inspired by true events, JOURNAL OF A

CONTRACT KILLER is the gripping story of a woman driven to turn on her paymasters with

devastating consequences.

Original title: Journal of a Contract Killer: 

Journal of Contract Killer (2008)

Genre: Action, Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Tony Maylam

Scenario: Tony Maylam

2008 : UK
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In Sancharram ("The Journey"), Kiran is mortified by her growing lesbian desire for the

effervescent Delilah, in an idyllic Indian village where arranged marriage is the only

acceptable form of coupling. 

Original title: Sancharram: 

Journey (2004), The

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Ligy J. Pullappally

Scenario: Ligy J. Pullappally

2004 : INDIA

In colonial Australia, daughter of a judge helps a group of female convicts living in inhuman

conditions escape. Aboriginal girl teaches them how to survive in the forest. One of them

gets raped and killed. The group seeks revenge.

Original title: Journey Among Women: 

Journey Among Women (1977)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Tom Cowan

Scenario: Tom Cowan, John Weiley

1977 : Australia

Based in Varanasi, Shivshankar Sahay lives a poor lifestyle along with his wife, Savitri, and

two daughters, Vibhavari and Subhavari. The family struggles and at times is even unable to

pay the electricity charges. They attempt in vain to rent their heritage yet dilapidated home to

a filmmaker. When Shivshankar's elder brother, Rajshankar, files a petition a court to take

over the house, he has a stroke and is hospitalized. Vibhavari tells the family that she has

managed to obtain a job in Mumbai and re-locates. She then regularly sends money and is

not only able to improve their lifestyle but also has Subhavari obtain a Masters Degree.

Subhavari completes her education and also re-locates to Mumbai, where she is reunited

with her sister. Subhavari then meets with Vivaan and both fall in love with other. Vibhavari

gets to meet Vivaan and approves of him, while Subhavari is introduced to Vivaan's

grandmother. A marriage is then planned in Varanasi, and it is only at the 11th hour that ...

Original title: Laaga Chunari Mein Daag: Journey of a Woman: 

Journey of a Woman (India-2007)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Pradeep Sarkar

Scenario: Pradeep Sarkar

2007 : INDIA

The upper-class owner of a gallery, Catherine Lelievre, hires the efficient and quiet maid

Sophie to work in the family manor in the French countryside. Her husband Georges

Lelievre, who is an opera lover, her daughter Melinda and her teenage son Gilles welcome

Sophie and appreciate her work. Sophie soon befriends the postmistress Jeanne, who is a

bad egg and encourages Sophie to rebel against her employers, but the maid stays

submissive. However, Sophie is ashamed of a secret and feels uncomfortable in many

situations, finding a way to hide her secret. When Georges tells Sophie that he does not

want Jeanne in his house, Sophie stands up to him. Melinda discovers her secret and

Sophie blackmails her, but Melinda tells her parents what happened. Georges fires Sophie

and she returns to the house later with Jeanne on the rampage.

Original title: La cérémonie: 

Judgement in Stone (1995)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Claude Chabrol

Scenario: Ruth Rendell, Claude Chabrol

1995 : France, Germany
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From "Pentimento," the memoirs of late playwright Lillian Hellman, JULIA covers those years

in the 1930s when Lillian attained fame with the production of her first play "The Children's

Hour" on Broadway. Not surprisingly, it centers on Lillian's relationship with her lifelong

friend, Julia. It is a relationship that goes beyond mere acquaintance and one for which the

word "love" seems appropriate. While Julia attends the University in Vienna, studying with

such luminaries as Sigmund Freud and Albert Einstein, Lillian suffers through revisions of

her play with her mentor and sometimes lover Dashiell Hammett at a New England beach

house. After becoming a celebrated playwright, Lillian is invited to a writers' conference in

Russia. Julia, having taken up the battle against fascism, enlists Lillian to smuggle money

through Nazi Germany which will assist in the Anti-Fascist cause. It is a dangerous mission

especially for a Jewish intellectual on her way to communist Russia.

Original title: Julia: 

Julia (1977)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Fred Zinnemann

Scenario: Lillian Hellman, Alvin Sargent

During a brief...

1977 : USA

Her new husband's behaviour convinces Julie Benton that his jealousy is dangerous, and

when he admits he killed her first husband she realises she has to get away. A long-time

friend helps all he can, but even in a town the size of San Francisco, Benton seems able to

track them down. The police can do nothing despite a death threat, so the next move is up to

Julie.

Original title: Julie: 

Julie (1956)

Genre: Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Andrew L. Stone

Scenario: Andrew L. Stone

1956 : USA

A New Jersey housewife is dissatisfied with her everyday life because she is smarter than

she or anyone else knows. While taking a computer class, Julie discovers her abilities and

finds the courage to make dramatic life changes. This is a story of realizing one's potential

and being willing to turn one's life upside down to take a chance on finding happiness.

Claire, Julie's best friend, goes along with Julie's secret quest and eventually moves in with

her. Both women are on a search to realize their dreams and come to terms with their love

for each other.

Original title: Julie Johnson: 

Julie Johnson (2001)

Genre: Drama, Female-friendship, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's
interest
Director: Bob Gosse

Scenario: Wendy Hammond, Bob Gosse

2001 : USA

Chantel Mitchell (Ariyan Johnson), a hip, articulate, black high-school girl in Brooklyn, is

determined not to become "just another girl on the IRT" (the IRT is one of NYC's subway

lines). She dreams of medical school, a family, and an escape from the generational poverty

and street-corner life her friends seem to have accepted as their lot. But personal and sexual

challenges confront Chantel on her way to fulfilling these dreams.

Original title: Just Another Girl on the I.R.T.: 

Just Another Girl on the I.R.T. (1992)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Leslie Harris

Scenario: Leslie Harris

1992 : USA
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Mona (Golshifteh Farahani), 26, an immigrant from North Africa, runs her in-laws' mini

market in Chicago. She's married to Mourad, a man who can't stand up to his authoritarian

mother. Mona is harassed by her mother-in-law because after five years of marriage, she

hasn't been able to get pregnant, something that's considered a shame and a taboo in her

culture. Marilyn (Sienna Miller), 29, is a receptionist at a computer repair company. Her

marriage with Harvey is on the ropes. The only thing in her life that makes her happy is her

belly dance class, a passion shared by Mona. Dancing at family gatherings lifts her spirits up

and makes her forget the misery of her daily life. Marilyn shops at Mona's mini-market.

They've become friends. One morning, Mona's mother-in-law is found dead in her bed. Mona

realizes that she mixed the wrong dose while preparing her medicine. Realizing that she

might be accused of murder, Mona runs away and flees Chicago by bus. Marilyn loses

Original title: Just Like a Woman: 

Just Like A Woman (2012)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Rachid Bouchareb

Scenario: Joelle Touma, Marion Doussot

her job because of ...

2012 : UK, USA, France

The year 2000 approaches in Jerusalem's Orthodox Mea Shearim quarter, where the women

work, keep house, and have children so the men can study the Torah and the Talmud. Rivka

is happily and passionately married to Meir, but they remain childless. The yeshiva's rabbi,

who is Meir's father, wants Meir to divorce Rivka: "a barren woman is no woman." Rivka's

sister, Malka, is in love with Yakov, a Jew shunned by the yeshiva as too secular. The rabbi

arranges Malka's marriage to Yossef, whose agitation when fulfilling religious duties

approaches the grotesque. Can the sisters sort out their hearts' desires within this

patriarchal world? If not, have they any other options?

Original title: Kadosh: 

Kadosh (Israel-1999)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Amos Gitai

Scenario: Eliette Abecassis, Amos Gitai

1999 : ISRAEL, France

Momoko Ryugasaki is the daughter of a smalltime gangster that forges Versace brand and a

lowlife woman. Momoko is smitten by the Rococo period and dresses in a Lolita style, with

frilly dresses and embroidery bonnet. She is raised by her father since her mother divorced

him to marry her gynecologist, and he has taught her how to perfectly embroider. When Mr.

Ryugasaki includes the Universal Studios brand in his products, he is forced to move to the

rural Shimotsuma with Momoko to live in the house of her grandmother. Momoko decides to

sell her collection of forged Versace and Universal Studios to make money to buy her

expensive clothing. The rebel "yanki" Ichigo Shirayuri visits Momoko to buy clothes and soon

they begin the most unlikely friendship.

Original title: Shimotsuma monogatari: 

Kamikaze Girls (Japan-2004)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Tetsuya Nakashima

Scenario: Nobara Takemoto, Tetsuya Nakashima

2004 : JAPAN

Nafas is a reporter who was born in Afghanistan, but fled with her family to Canada when

she was a child. However, her sister wasn't so lucky; she lost her legs to a land mine while

young, and when Nafas and her family left the country, her sister was accidentally left

behind. Nafas receives a letter from her sister announcing that she's decided to commit

suicide during the final eclipse before the dawn of the 21st century; desperate to spare her

sister's life, Nafas makes haste to Afghanistan, where she joins a caravan of refugees who,

for a variety of reasons, are returning to the war-torn nation. As Nafas searches for her

sister, she soon gets a clear and disturbing portrait of the toll the Taliban regime has taken

upon its people.

Original title: Safar e Ghandehar: 

Kandahar (Afghan-2001)

Genre: Biography, Drama, War, Women's interest
Director: Mohsen Makhmalbaf

Scenario: Mohsen Makhmalbaf

2001 : France, IRAN
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True story about a woman who falls in love with a violent rapist and murderer. Karla

Homolka marries Paul Bernardo despite already having aided him in the rape and murder of

her younger sister. Through their marriage he brags to her about other rapes he commits

and involves Karla herself in the sexual assault and murder of two other female victims. Told

from Karla's point of view.

Original title: Karla: 

Karla (2006)

Genre: Crime, Biography, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Joel Bender

Scenario: Michael D. Sellers, Manette Rosen

2006 : USA

The young girl Keetje moves to Amsterdam in 1881 with her impoverished family, and is led

into prostitution in order to survive. In the process she sees the corrupting influence of

money.

Original title: Keetje Tippel: 

Katie Tippel (Netherlands-1975)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest
Director: Paul Verhoeven

Scenario: Gerard Soeteman, Neel Doff

1975 : NETHERLANDS

Florence, a young irresponsible mother & and her precocious daughter, Eugenia, have an

unusual relationship. The roles between the two are reversed. Florence is totally inept at

caring for a daughter, whereas Eugenia, only 10 years old, shows maturity and responsibility

far beyond what her age might lead you to suppose.

Original title: Las mantenidas sin sueños: 

Kept and Dreamless (Argentina-2005)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Martín De Salvo, Vera Fogwill

Scenario: Martín De Salvo, Vera Fogwill

2005 : ARGENTINA, France, NETHERLANDS, Spain

The lead character, called 'The Bride,' was a member of the Deadly Viper Assassination

Squad, led by her lover 'Bill.' Upon realizing she was pregnant with Bill's child, 'The Bride'

decided to escape her life as a killer. She fled to Texas, met a young man, who, on the day

of their wedding rehearsal was gunned down by an angry and jealous Bill (with the

assistance of the Deadly Viper Assassination Squad). Four years later, 'The Bride' wakes

from a coma, and discovers her baby is gone. She, then, decides to seek revenge upon the

five people who destroyed her life and killed her baby. The saga of Kill Bill Volume I begins.

Original title: Kill Bill: Vol. 1: 

Kill Bill Vol 1 (2003)

Genre: Action, Comedy, Women's interest
Director: Quentin Tarantino

Scenario: Quentin Tarantino

2003 : USA
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The murderous Bride is back and she is still continuing her vengeance quest against her

ex-boss, Bill, and taking aim at Bill's younger brother Budd and Elle Driver, the only survivors

from the squad of assassins who betrayed her four years earlier. It's all leading up to the

ultimate confrontation with Bill, the Bride's former master and the man who ordered her

execution!

Original title: Kill Bill: Vol. 2: 

Kill Bill Vol 2 (2004)

Genre: Action, Comedy, Crime, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Quentin Tarantino

Scenario: Quentin Tarantino

2004 : USA

Jean Kilbourne's pioneering work helped develop and popularize the study of gender

representation in advertising. Her award-winning Killing us Softly films have influenced

millions of college and high school students across two generations and on an international

scale. In this important new film, Kilbourne reviews if and how the image of women in

advertising has changed over the last 20 years. With wit and warmth, Kilbourne uses over

160 ads and TV commercials to critique advertising's image of women. By fostering creative

and productive dialogue, she invites viewers to look at familiar images in a new way, that

moves and empowers them to take action.

Original title: Killing Us Softly 3: 

Killing Us Softly 3 (1999)

Genre: Documentary, Short, Women's interest
Director: Sut Jhally

Scenario: 

1999 : USA

To escape the Chinese Civil War in the 1950s, Kuei-mei flees on her own to Taiwan. She

marries an alcoholic widower, takes a job as a waitress and overcomes all kinds of setbacks,

such as a cruel boss and uncontrollable step-children. Her life over 3 decades is followed

and exemplifies experiences of the mainlanders who leave for Taiwan and illustrates

socio-economic developments in Taiwan

Original title: Wo zhe yang guo le yi sheng: 

Kuei-Mei, a Woman (1985)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest
Director: Yi Chang

Scenario: Yi Chang, Sa Hsiao

1985 : Taiwan

Various types of women, including prostitutes and vagrants, are interviewed as they hang

out or seek refuge in a ladies' room beside a park in Teheran.
Original title: Zananeh: 

Ladies (Room) 2003, The

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Mahnaz Afzali

Scenario: 

2003 : IRAN
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Joan Taylor is a Los Angeles policewoman whom gets gang-raped by a trio of burglars in her

own house. When the three rapists get caught, go to trial, and get away with through a legal

technicality, Joan takes up going to womens support meetings where she forms an alliance

with a resident doctor Constance Lewis whose daughter was raped and killed by a sex

offender, as well as a few other rape victims, in which Joan takes charge of the group in

leading them out to abduct and surgically castrate various men whom have committed rape

and got away with it. But each of the ladies personal problems soon get in the way.

Original title: Ladies Club, The: 

Ladies Club (1986), The

Genre: Drama, Crime, Women's interest
Director: Janet Greek

Scenario: Casey Bishop, Betty Black

1986 : USA

This Ken Loach docu-drama relates the story of a British woman's fight with Social Services

over the care of her children. Maggie has a history of bouncing from one abusive relationship

to another. She has four children, of four different fathers, who came to the attention of

Social Services when they were injured in a fire. Subsequently, Maggie was found to be an

"unfit mother" and her children were removed from her care. She finally meets the man of

her dreams, a Paraguayan expatriate, and they start a family together. Unfortunately, Social

Services seems unwilling to accept that her life has changed and rends them from their new

children. She and Jorge together, and separately, fight Social Services, Immigration, and

other government bureaucrats in a desperate battle to make their family whole again.

Original title: Ladybird Ladybird: 

Ladybird Ladybird (1994)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Ken Loach

Scenario: Rona Munro

1994 : UK

Vaidehi (Manisha Koirala) gets married to Raghuvir (Jackie Shroff), an NRI. Suffering the

agony of an unhappy marriage, she decides to run away from him when she learns that she

is pregnant and he wants to take the child away from her. In her pursuit for freedom, she

meets Mythili (Mahima Chaudhury) a bride-to-be, Janaki (Madhuri Dixit) a theatre artist and

Ramdulari (Rekha) a village midwife - all of whom are victims of male chauvinism. They

however refuse to be put down and fight for their rights.

Original title: Lajja: 

Lajja (2001)

Genre: Drama, Crime, Musical, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Rajkumar Santoshi

Scenario: Ranjit Kapoor, Ashok Rawat

2001 : INDIA

Mary Crow Dog, daughter of a desperately poor Indian family in South Dakota, is swept up in

the protests of the 1960s and becomes sensitized to the injustices that society inflicts on her

people. She aids the Lakota in their struggle for their rights: a struggle that culminates in an

armed standoff with US government forces at the site of an 1890 massacre.

Original title: Lakota Woman: Siege at Wounded Knee: 

Lakota Woman (1994)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest
Director: Frank Pierson

Scenario: Mary Crow Dog, Richard Erdoes

1994 : USA
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Trust. A dead body in bracken. A cop cheats on his unhappy wife who, in secret, sees a

psychiatrist whose own marriage is corroded by grief: she thinks her husband is having an

affair with a gay patient of hers. The cop's lover, Jane, is recently separated, and her

neighbors - a couple with children - include a muscular unemployed man. Late one night, the

doctor skids off a back road, finds a call box, and tries in vain to reach her husband. She

sees headlights and flags down the driver. Later that night, Jane sees her neighbor park his

truck and throw something into the lantana in a vacant lot. It's a woman's shoe. Unraveling

the mystery lays bare five couples.

Original title: Lantana: 

Lantana (2001)

Genre: Drama, Crime, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Ray Lawrence

Scenario: Andrew Bovell

2001 : Australia

Vicki returns to her elder sister Beth's house in Australia after an affair in Italy. Beth, with a

teenage daughter, has become involved in something of a marriage of convenience with

Frenchman J.P., and her rather prickly houseproud ways are causing frictions

counterpointed by Vicki's more laid-back and indolent air. When Beth goes off on vacation to

the outback alone with her cantankerous father to see if they can finally get to know each

other, relationships in the household start to shift.

Original title: Last Days of Chez Nous, The: 

Last Days of Chez Nous (1992)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Gillian Armstrong

Scenario: Helen Garner

1992 : Australia

During World War II when all the men are fighting the war, most of the jobs that were left

vacant because of their absence were filled in by women. The owners of the baseball teams,

not wanting baseball to be dormant indefinitely, decide to form teams with women. So scouts

are sent all over the country to find women players. One of the scouts, passes through

Oregon and finds a woman named Dottie Hinson, who is incredible. He approaches her and

asks her to try out but she's not interested. However, her sister, Kit who wants to get out of

Oregon, offers to go. But he agrees only if she can get her sister to go. When they try out,

they're chosen and are on the same team. Jimmy Dugan, a former player, who's now a

drunk, is the team manager. But he doesn't feel as if it's a real job so he drinks and is not

exactly doing his job. So Dottie steps up. After a few months when it appears the girls are

not garnering any attention, the league is facing closure till Dottie does something that ...

Original title: League of Their Own, A: 

League of their Own (1992), A

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Sport, Women's interest
Director: Penny Marshall

Scenario: Kim Wilson, Kelly Candaele

1992 : USA

A female buddy picture whose initial run was handicapped by being released after "Thelma

and Louise." The film chronicles Marianne and Darly's cross country adventure, the

hardships and characters they encounter. Where "Thelma and Louise" was about keeping

control until the very end, "Leaving Normal" is about knowing when to stop.

Original title: Leaving Normal: 

Leaving Normal (1992)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Edward Zwick

Scenario: Ed Solomon

1992 : USA
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Elizabeth Montgomery stars as Lizzie Borden, a 19th-century Massachusetts woman, who is

put on trial for the brutal slaughter of her father and step-mother in the family mansion. She

is accused of hacking up her parents with an ax after carefully removing her clothes to avoid

bloodstains. Based on fact and considered shocking at the time for a TV-movie.

Original title: Legend of Lizzie Borden, The: 

Legend of Lizzie Borden (1975), The

Genre: Drama, Crime, History, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Paul Wendkos

Scenario: William Bast

1975 : USA

Salma Zidane, a widow, lives simply from her grove of lemon trees in the West Bank's

occupied territory. The Israeli defense minister and his wife move next door; the Secret

Service orders the trees removed for security. The stoic Salma seeks assistance from the

Palestinian Authority (useless), Israeli army (dismissive), and a young attorney, Ziad Daud,

who takes the case; this older client attracts him. While the courts deliberate, the Israelis

fence her trees and prohibit her from entering the grove. As the trees wither, the defense

minister's wife and, separately, an Israeli journalist, look on Salma with sympathy. In this

allegory, does David stand a chance against Goliath?

Original title: Etz Limon: 

Lemon Tree (Israel-2008)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Eran Riklis

Scenario: Suha Arraf, Eran Riklis

2008 : Germany, France, ISRAEL

Julia, a 25 year-old university student, two weeks pregnant, with no criminal record, is sent

to prison. Julia murdered the father of her child. This story addresses maternity, jail and

Justice; confinement, guilt and solitude; but above all it deals with Julia and her son, Tomas,

born inside an Argentinean prison.

Original title: Leonera: 

Leonera (Argentina-2008)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Pablo Trapero

Scenario: Alejandro Fadel, Martín Mauregui

2008 : Spain, ARGENTINA, SOUTH KOREA, BRAZIL

"The Ultimate Lesbian Short Film Festival" featuring 10 short films full of intrigue, fantasy,

suspense, romance/  Short films include: 

Dani & Alice, A Woman Reported, Frozen Smile, Everything Good, Saint Henry, Blow,

Transit, Half Laughing, Tina Paulina: Living on Hope Street and The Black Plum.

Original title: Ultimate Lesbian Short Film Festival: 

Lesbian Short Film Festival (2006)

Genre: Women's interest, Lesbian-interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2006 : 
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Lianna and her husband Dick have been married for a few years but the marriage isn't a

happy one, since Dick treats her with arrogance. One day Lianna falls in love - with Ruth, a

teacher. The people who know them act different: her husband with feelings of sexual

betrayal, her children with curiosity and Lianna's friends with ambivalence.

Original title: Lianna: 

Lianna (1983)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: John Sayles

Scenario: John Sayles

1983 : USA

Ruth has everything. A large, warty body, a standard house in the suburbs, two whiney

children, a dog, a cat and a guinea pig. She also has Bobo, her unfaithful accountant

husband who resents her very existence. Bobo wants, and is wanted by, Mary Fisher. Mary

Fisher lives in a lighthouse by the sea and writes about love. When Bobo leaves Ruth for the

novelist, she decides that Mary Fisher doesn't know the first thing about love. Ruth intends

to teach her.

Original title: Life and Loves of a She-Devil, The: 

Life and Loves of a She-Devil (1986), The

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

1986 : UK

For forty years Lilian Singer has been locked up in a 'loony bin' by her father. Her release is

eventually secured by her eccentric Aunt Kitty and her brother, John. Lilian starts to carve

out a place for herself. As she explores Sydney and the people who live and work around her

she sees others looking for love. Lilian shows us it is never too late to change your life and

that even unusual choices can bring contentment.

Original title: Lilian's Story: 

Lilian's Story (1996)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Jerzy Domaradzki

Scenario: Steve Wright, Kate Grenville

1996 : Australia

 Original title: Lilith Fair: A Celebration of Women in Music: 

Lilith Fair: A Celebration of Women in Music

Genre: Documentary, Music, Women's interest
Director: Buffy Childerhose, Alex Jamison

Scenario: 

1997 : USA
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While waiting for her mothers reply to take her to the USA, Lilya idles the time away

smoking, drinking and having fun with her, too, outcast friend Volodya. In time, the chance of

a new life becomes non-existent; her life is going nowhere. Meeting a young man, she then

finds a plane ticket in her hand and a new life in Sweden: a job, an apartment and prospects.

All is not what it seems. There shall be work, there shall be housing and there shall be no

escape. This is the stark, frank and disturbing vision of the life of a young victim of the

underground sex trade and in all its tone of realism of abject poverty, despicable actions and

of wanting to show that dreaming of a better life is not a crime but that life can shatter the

illusion of a happy ending.

Original title: Lilja 4-ever: 

Lilya 4-Ever (2002)

Genre: Crime, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Lukas Moodysson

Scenario: Lukas Moodysson

2002 : SWEDEN/DENMARK/RUSSIA

A music group of girls need to learn to play a song before the school festival. Original title: Linda Linda Linda: 

Linda, Linda, Linda (Japan-2005)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Music, Women's interest
Director: Nobuhiro Yamashita

Scenario: Kôsuke Mukai, Wakako Miyashita

2005 : JAPAN

In Sydney, Tracey Heart is a thirty-two years old manager of a video shop ex-addicted in

heroin and clean for four years. She is trying to raise forty thousand dollars to buy a shop for

computer games on the next door of the rental and become partner of her boss, but based

on her negative records, the banks deny the loan. Tracey takes care of her junkie stepfather

Lionel Dawson, unsuccessfully trying to make him quit his heroin habit. When her former

boy-friend Jonny returns from Vancouver, Tracey's mother Janelle fears a fall of Tracey,

while she blames Jonny for the car accident where her son Ray lost one leg. When Ray and

Jonny associate to Moss, the assistant of the retired criminal boss Bradley 'The Jockey'

Thompson, in drug dealing, Tracey is convinced by Jonny to join them and raise the

necessary money for her business along the weekend.

Original title: Little Fish: 

Little Fish (2005)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Rowan Woods

Scenario: Jacquelin Perske

2005 : Australia

Lotte is a soldier recently back from war. She drinks, and her apartment is a mess. When

her father comes to see her he offers her a job. He turns out to make his living by offering

the services of African prostitutes to those who want to buy. Lotte starts driving his girlfriend

and main attraction Lily around town for house calls. Lotte determines that Lily needs her

help.

Original title: Lille soldat: 

Little Soldier (2008)

Genre: Drama, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Annette K. Olesen

Scenario: Kim Fupz Aakeson

2008 : DENMARK
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In the midst of an Australian summer, we meet three sisters. Nina is widowed with two

young children. Anna is an aspiring actress unhappily married to a filmmaker. Christine is a

med student who is yet to fully come to terms with her sexuality. When their mother Susan's

breast cancer returns, the family is faced with choices and the reality of their last Christmas

together. Simple and sincere, Little Sparrows celebrates life and the unconditional love of a

mother.

Original title: Little Sparrows: 

Little Sparrows (2010)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Yu-Hsiu Camille Chen

Scenario: Yu-Hsiu Camille Chen

2010 : Australia

With their father away fighting in the Civil War, Jo, Meg, Beth and Amy grow up with their

mother in somewhat reduced circumstances. They are a close family who inevitably have

their squabbles and tragedies. But the bond holds even when, later, men friends start to

become a part of the household.

Original title: Little Women: 

Little Women (1994)

Genre: Drama, History, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Gillian Armstrong

Scenario: Louisa May Alcott, Robin Swicord

1994 : USA, Canada

Late in 2001, tough economic times in Buenos Aires mean that Beba, a slim, blond, and

privileged divorc?e, has no money to pay Dora, a doughy, nearly-silent maid who has lived

with her for almost 30 years. Dora breaths in her dignity and resigns. She wants to finish

work on her own house, with her less than reliable mate, Miguel. She also looks for a new

job. Beba asks her ex-husband for financial help. He demurs. Can Beba adjust to new

realities, find a way to pay Dora, and honor her lifetime of service, and can either make a life

without the other? Does sisterhood cross class lines?

Original title: Cama adentro: 

Live-In Maid (Argentina-2004)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Jorge Gaggero

Scenario: Jorge Gaggero

2004 : Spain, ARGENTINA

It's 3:07am and two girls burst into a run down London toilet. Joanne is crying her eyes out

and her clothing is ripped. Kelly's face is bruised and starting to swell. Duncan Allen lies in

his bathroom bleeding to death. Duncan's son, Stuart, has found his father and wants

answers. Derek, Kelly's pimp, needs to find Kelly or it will be him who pays. Kelly and

Joanne need to get through the next 24 hours alive...

Original title: London to Brighton: 

London To Brighton [2006] 

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Paul Andrew Williams

Scenario: Paul Andrew Williams

2006 : UK
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Theresa is a successful teacher of deaf children during the day but after a short unhappy

affair starts to spend her nights cruising bars. Her craving first for sex but later also for drugs

leads into increasingly demeaning and dangerous situations completely at odds with her

daytime commitment to her children.

Original title: Looking for Mr. Goodbar: 

Looking For Mr Goodbar (1977)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Richard Brooks

Scenario: Judith Rossner, Richard Brooks

1977 : USA

Lin Dong and Wang Mei are a childless couple in Beijing, wealthy, approaching middle age.

Lin owns a foot-massage parlor. One afternoon he rapes one of his workers, Liu Pingguo,

who has nearly passed out from drinking alcohol with a friend. Part of the assault is

witnessed by Liu's husband, An Kun, a window washer. He's angry with the boss and with

his wife, and he seeks compensation. Lin's wife counsels him and joins in revenge. Then,

Liu realizes she's pregnant and a set of emotional calculations ensues: Lin wants to buy the

child, Wang agrees but has conditions, An Kun goes back and forth and barely contains his

anger; Liu withdraws. The baby comes. Can anything be sorted out?

Original title: Ping guo: 

Lost In Beijing (China-2007)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Yu Li

Scenario: Li Fang, Yu Li

2007 : CHINA

Ping leaves her family and boyfriend in Penang to journey to Kuala Lumpur to work with her

aunt at the family's restaurant. There shemeets bad-boy John, and her head is turned by the

idea of an exciting big city romance.

Original title: Love Conquers All: 

Love Conquers All (2006)

Genre: Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Chui Mui Tan

Scenario: Chui Mui Tan

2006 : NETHERLANDS, Malaysia

Lily and her three youngest children join her husband David Sutton, a doctor in an isolated

northern Alberta town. Their eleven-year-old son arrives later from boarding school. David

conceals a dark secret which caused the family to leave England without telling anybody.

They befriend a neighbor Rosanne, who throws out her boyfriend after he beats her up in a

bar. Lily, who is very English and out of place in the town, hires the half-Native Rosanne as a

housekeeper, and eventually the two women become good friends, until the secret emerges

again.

Original title: Loyalties: 

Loyalties (1987)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Anne Wheeler

Scenario: Sharon Riis

1987 : Canada, UK
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This slice of life film is about the struggles of a teenage girl named Maggie to reach some

kind of equilibrium in her life is both beautiful and thoughtful. It follows Maggie's progress

through the course of perhaps several weeks of her teenage existence, desperately trying to

take care of her baby Lucy, balance her relationship with her mother, while trying attain

some sort of normal teenage/adult social life. The real star of this film is Kim Schnitzer, who

plays her role as Maggie so naturally that you fall effortlessly into the reality of her character.

She is the central focus of the film and camera, and she is well up to the role, as well as

Gordon Schmidt who plays her boyfriend equally naturally.The sparse dialogue is very

realistic, there is no witty impossibly perfect dialogue nor are there any special effects, just

Maggie left to make her own mistakes, missteps, and misjudgments. The kind that are

typical of a real girl in her situation, and not some Hollywood scriptwriter's approximation of

Original title: Lucy: 

Lucy (2006)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Henner Winckler

Scenario: Stefan Kriekhaus, Henner Winckler

what might be imagined as the challenges of a teenager. It is through the choices Maggie makes and her struggles that

the real strength of her character and desperation are revealed. I highly recommend watching this if you enjoy slice of life

films. People used to fast paced action films will complain that it is too slow moving, but if you can sit back and let the

story unfold like real life does, then you will find the heart of this movie and be moved by it. Director Henner Winckler

overcomes what must have amounted to a modest budget by using completely natural settings and by keeping the

camera firmly focused on the highly expressive face of Kim Schnitzer. I give this film 10 of 10 in this genre of film.

2006 : Germany

A long weekend brings four women together in the countryside. Virtual strangers, the women

are forced to navigate the depths of social interaction. On the surface all seems placid. But

the atmosphere of calm is a facade.

Original title: Lying: 

Lying (2006)

Genre: Drama, Indie, Women's interest
Director: M. Blash

Scenario: M. Blash

2006 : USA

A COLLECTION OF FILMS ON DVD EXPLORING WOMEN, CULTURE, SCIENCE &

MYTH BY LYNNE SACHS vol.1

his DVD collection presents two of Lynne Sachs’ earlier films with several more recent

media works.

BIOGRAPHY OF LILITH updates the creation myth by telling the story of the first woman

and for some, the first feminist. In conjunction with the film, the DVD offers a personal

introduction to Jewish Kabbala.

 

THE HOUSE OF SCIENCE: A MUSEUM OF FALSE FACTS investigates science and art’s

representation of women in our society using home movies, collage, found footage and

personal remembrances.

Original title: Lynne Sachs: A Collection of Films : 

Lynne Sachs: Collection of Films (2005)

Genre: Short, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Lynne Sachs

Scenario: 

2005 : 
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The Maasai, a prosperous society of animal herders whose sustenence and wealth is their

cattle, live primarily in the Rift Valley between Kenya and Tanzania. Women tend the cattle,

bring up the children, clean mud from the village when it rains, and belong to a man's estate.

This film highlights the Maasai female's rights of passage from childhood to old age, and her

lot in life as she is tied to the fortunes of not only husbands but sons as well.

Original title: Maasai Women: 

Maasai Women (1980)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Documentary Educational Resources

Scenario: Documentary Educational Resources

1980 : USA

On the women's ship Orlando the flags of attack, leather, weapons, lesbian love and death

are raised with a beauty which dispenses with a total domination of the viewer's gaze.  Long

considered a classic of feminist film-making. I just found it surreal and weird. Perhaps it

makes sense in German. 

 

Original title: Madame X - Eine absolute Herrscherin: 

Madame X - An Absolute Ruler (Germany-1978)

Genre: Fantasy, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Tabea Blumenschein, Ulrike Ottinger

Scenario: Ulrike Ottinger

1978 : Germany, West Germany

In 1968, the Ford auto factory in Dagenham was one of the largest single private employers

in the United Kingdom. In addition to the thousands of male employees, there are also 187

underpaid women machinists who primarily assemble the car seat upholstery in poor

working conditions. Dissatisfied, the women, represented by the shop steward and Rita

O'Grady, work with union rep Albert Passingham for a better deal. However, Rita learns that

there is a larger issue in this dispute considering that women are paid an appalling fraction of

the men's wages for the same work across the board on the sole basis of their sex. Refusing

to tolerate this inequality any longer, O'Grady leads a strike by her fellow machinists for

equal pay for equal work. What follows would test the patience of all involved in a grinding

labour and political struggle that ultimately would advance the cause of women's rights

around the world.

Original title: Made in Dagenham: 

Made in Dagenham (2010) 

Genre: Biography, Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Nigel Cole

Scenario: William Ivory

2010 : UK

Madeinusa is a girl aged 14 with a sweet Indian face who lives in an isolated village in the

Cordillera Blanca Mountain range of Peru. This strange place is characterized by its religious

fervor. From Good Friday at three o'clock in the afternoon (the time of day when Christ died

on the cross) to Easter Sunday, the whole village can do whatever it feels like. During the

two holy days sin does not exist: God is dead and can't see what is happening. Everything is

accepted and allowed, without remorse. Year after year, Madeinusa and her sister Chale,

and her father Don Cayo, the Mayor and local big shot, maintain this tradition without

questioning it. However, everything changes with the arrival in the village of Salvador, a

young geologist from Lima, who will unknowingly change the destiny of the girl.

Original title: Madeinusa: 

Madeinusa (Peru-2006)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Surrealism, Violence-warning, Women's
interest
Director: Claudia Llosa

Scenario: Claudia Llosa

2006 : Spain, PERU
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Feminist-classic. Accused of murdering a john, prostitute Ida is hurled into a psychic vortex

where incarceration, therapy and religion are employed to reveal her to herself but fall far

short of the mark. Only solidarity with her friend Claire offers solace, as the two recite the

essential details of the situation of women, to be both used and punished by men,

masterfully revealing the film’s radical thesis with arresting candor. 

Original title: Magdalena Viraga: 

Magdalena Viraga (1986)

Genre: Women's interest, Drama, Lesbian-interest
Director: Nina Menkes

Scenario: 

1986 : USA

A film version of Genet's play. Two maids, Solange and Claire, hate their employers and,

while they are out, take turns at dressing up as Madame and insulting her.
Original title: Maids, The: 

Maids (1975), The

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Christopher Miles

Scenario: Robert Enders, Jean Genet

1975 : UK, USA

Two sisters, Amanda, 11, and Laurel, 16, run away from their different adopted parents,

sleeping in model homes, or wherever they can. But when Laurel becomes pregnant, they

find they can't make it through this crisis on their own. With nowhere else to turn, they

decide to kidnap Elaine, a clerk in a baby supply store. But Elaine seems to need Manny

and Lo just as much as they need her.

Original title: Manny & Lo: 

Manny & Lo (1996)

Genre: Comedy, Biography, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Lisa Krueger

Scenario: Lisa Krueger

1996 : USA

School nurse Alice Goodwin lives with her husband and two daughters on a dairy farm in a

small Wisconsin community. After an accident on her property involving a friend's child, the

town turns against her and Alice finds herself fighting charges of child abuse.

Original title: Map of the World, A: 

Map of the World (1999), A

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Scott Elliott

Scenario: Jane Hamilton, Peter Hedges

1999 : USA, Germany
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Germany, 1968: The priest's daughters Marianna and Juliane both fight for changes in

society, like making abortion legal. However their means are totally different: while Juliane's

committed as a reporter, her sister joins a terroristic organization. After she's caught by the

police and put into isolation jail, Juliane remains as her last connection to the rest of the

world. Although she doesn't accept her sister's arguments and her boyfriend Wolfgang

doesn't want her to, Juliane keeps on helping her sister. She begins to question the way her

sister is treated.

Original title: Die bleierne Zeit: 

Mariane and Juliane (Germany-1981)

Genre: Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Margarethe von Trotta

Scenario: Margarethe von Trotta

1981 : Germany, West Germany

Agnes returns to her hometown in Nova Scotia to reunite with her estranged sisters and care

for her dying mother. As they tend to their mother, family secrets emerge and disrupt the

sisters' fragile dynamic.

Original title: Marion Bridge: 

Marion Bridge (2002) 

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Wiebke von Carolsfeld

Scenario: Daniel MacIvor

2002 : Canada

Martha has run away from an abusive hippie-like cult where she was living as Marcy May for

two years. She turns to her sister and brother-in-law who take her in and want to help her.

The problem is Martha is having a hard time separating dreams from reality and when

haunting memories of her past keep resurfacing, she may need more help than anyone is

able to give her.

Original title: Martha Marcy May Marlene: 

Martha Marcy May Marlene (2011)

Genre: Drama, Indie, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Sean Durkin

Scenario: Sean Durkin

2011 : USA

Iris has a dead-end job in a match-factory, lives with her dour and forbidding parents, and

her social life is a disaster. But when she is made pregnant after a one-night stand by a man

who thought she was a prostitute, she decides that enough is enough and plans her

revenge...

Original title: Tulitikkutehtaan tyttö: 

Match Factory Girl (Finland-1990)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Aki Kaurismäki

Scenario: Aki Kaurismäki

1990 : FINLAND, SWEDEN
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11-part Miniseries, made in Belgium concerning prostitution trafficking between east and

west European countries. 
Original title: Matroesjka's: 

Matrioshki 1 - Russian Dolls (2005)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2005 : Belgium

After the events in the first series Ray and Eddy (pimps) are released from jail after 3 years

and discover that the thrid who got away, Jan, ran off with all their money and is running an

operation in Thailand. From Thailand he's also exporting girls to Belgium. 

Original title: Matroesjka's 2: 

Matrioshki 2 - Three Years Later (2008)

Genre: Drama, Crime, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2008 : BELGIUM/EUROPE

In an imagined near future where there are virtually no women, a high-caste village man

pays dearly for a wife for his five adult sons. It's the first wedding in the village in 15 years.

The bride is Kalki, who puts her faith in the youngest son (the only family member who is not

a brute), then in her father, and then in a servant lad. Her desperation worsens as family and

village turn against her. 

Original title: Matrubhoomi: A Nation Without Women: 

Matrubhoomi: A Nation Without Women (2003) 

Genre: Drama, Science fiction, Women's interest
Director: Manish Jha

Scenario: Manish Jha

2003 : France, INDIA

'D' is a chronicler of a society in chaos, who looks down on the marauding gangs, and

rubbish-strewn streets from the fortress prison of her flat. Buffeted by inner dreams and

longings, D finds an alternative world by stepping through the wall of her flat, like Alice

through the Looking Glass. Here it is Victorian England, the bosom of an unsettled family,

harbingers, perhaps, of the decay to come. She flits between the two sides of her double life,

always observing, never participating, and watches as her prot?g?, Emily, becomes involved

with vagrants' leader Gerald and their efforts to control the violent scavengers fail.

Original title: Memoirs of a Survivor: 

Memoirs of a Survivor (1981)

Genre: Sci-fi, Women's interest
Director: David Gladwell

Scenario: Kerry Crabbe, David Gladwell

1981 : UK
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The Moochmore girls are certain they all suffer from some kind of undiagnosed mental

illness - because if they're not crazy then they're just unpopular. Their mother Shirley -

unable to cope with her demanding daughters and unsupported by her philandering politician

husband, Barry - suffers a nervous breakdown. After Barry commits his wife to a mental

hospital (telling his constituents that "she's on holiday") he finds himself alone with 5 teenage

girls he barely knows. Desperate, he impulsively picks up a hitchhiker named Shaz and

installs her in his home as nanny to his daughters.

Original title: Mental: 

Mental (2012-Australia) 

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: P.J. Hogan

Scenario: P.J. Hogan

2012 : Australia, USA

Two young women from very different backgrounds journey into the countryside seeking

respite from unsatisfactory lives and relationships, but ultimately find that there is no way

back to the world they once knew.  Long considered the inspiration for "Thelma and Louise". 

Original title: Messidor: 

Messidor (Switz-1979)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Alain Tanner

Scenario: Alain Tanner

1979 : France, SWITZERLAND

Spirit Lake is unusually deep. No diver has ever managed to find the bottom, though many

have tried. When Dr. Amelia Brooks disappears during a deep-water dive, her three

daughters travel home to settle her affairs. They find themselves unable to let go of their

mother and become drawn into the mysteries of the lake.

Original title: Midnight Swim, The: 

Midnight Swim (2014), The

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Sarah Adina Smith

Scenario: Sarah Adina Smith

2014 : USA

A series showcasing documentaries on American history. This episode dramatises the

diaries of an 18th century midwife. 
Original title: Midwife's Tale, A: 

Midwife's Tale, (1998) A

Genre: Documentary, History, Women's interest
Director: Megan Siler

Scenario: Megan Siler

1998 : USA
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Fausta is suffering from a rare disease called the Milk of Sorrow, which is transmitted

through the breast milk of pregnant women who were abused or raped during or soon after

pregnancy. While living in constant fear and confusion due to this disease, she must face

the sudden death of her mother. She chooses to take drastic measures to not follow in her

mother's footsteps.

Original title: La teta asustada: 

Milk Of Sorrow (Argentina-2009)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Music, War, Women's interest
Director: Claudia Llosa

Scenario: Claudia Llosa

2009 : Spain, PERU

Based on the bestseller by Marion Zimmer Bradley It tells the story of the women behind

King Arthur; including his mother, Igraine; his half-sister, Morgaine; his aunt Viviane, the

Lady of the Lake; and his wife, Gwenwyfar.

Original title: Mists of Avalon, The: 

Mists of Avalon (2001), The

Genre: Drama, Fantasy, Women's interest
Director: Uli Edel

Scenario: Marion Zimmer Bradley, Gavin Scott

2001 : Germany, USA, CZECH REPUBLIC

On November 4, 1970 on The CBS Evening News, Walter Cronkite reported on a true,

horrific story that was about to rock the country. A 13-year-old girl was discovered in the

small Los Angeles suburb of Arcadia who was still in diapers, barely able to walk and unable

to speak. Kept in severe isolation by her parents with virtually no human contact for more

than 10 years, she was confined to her bedroom, tied to her potty-chair and left to fend for

herself. As Cronkite noted, it was one of the most horrendous cases of child abuse ever to

surface. Much like an animal, the girl spat, sniffed and clawed. She had none of the traits or

characteristics of conventional human behavior, nor could she comprehend such modern

societal conveniences as silverware or bathroom etiquette. Her emotional development was

practically non-existent, and she could not speak. With this heartbreaking story, the world

was being introduced to a fragile, beautiful teenager who seemed and behaved like an

Original title: Mockingbird Don't Sing: 

Mockingbird Don't Sing (2001)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Harry Bromley Davenport

Scenario: Daryl Haney

infant, or ...

2001 : USA

A frank portrayal of a year in the life of a divorced mother living in Melbourne, trying to cope

with her daughter and her own relationship with a drug addict while trying to get into the

music business.

Original title: Monkey Grip: 

Monkey Grip (1982)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Ken Cameron

Scenario: Ken Cameron, Helen Garner

1982 : Australia
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The true story of serial killer Aileen Wuernos who was convicted of luring men to their death

and eventually executed in 2002. In 1989, she was working as a prostitute and finally makes

a friend when she meets and begins a relationship with a young woman, Selby. Determined

to straighten out her life, she tries to find legitimate work but with little education and limited

social skills, she fails at every turn. She starts working as a hooker hitching rides along the

local interstate highway and after robbing a few clients has an encounter with a vicious client

whom she kills in self-defense. After that however she just takes to killing clients taking their

money and car. Once arrested she claims self-defense but is eventually convicted.

Original title: Monster: 

Monster (2003)

Genre: Biography, Crime, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Patty Jenkins

Scenario: Patty Jenkins

2003 : USA

Claire is a tough gang member that has to find the Boss' mistress, Kitty, who ran away from

him. She is accompanied by Boss' trigger-happy son Jimmy. Claire's colleague gangster

Nick is terminally ill and cancer starts to take over him.

Original title: Montana: 

Montana (1998)

Genre: Action, Comedy, Crime, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Jennifer Leitzes

Scenario: Erich Hoeber, Jon Hoeber

1998 : USA

In an African village this is the day when six 4-9-year-old girls are to be 'cut' (the act of

female genital mutilation) All children know that the operation is horrible torture and

sometimes lethal, and all adults know that some cut women can only give birth by

Caesarean section. Two of the girls have drowned themselves in the well to escape the

operation. The four other girls seek "magical protection" (moolaad?) by a woman (Colle) who

seven years before refused to have her daughter circumcised. Moolaad? is indicated by a

coloured rope. But no one would dare step over and fetch the children. Moolaad? can only

be revoked by Colle herself. Her husband's relatives persuade him to whip her in public into

revoking. Opposite groups of women shout to her to revoke or to be steadfast, but no

woman interferes. When Colle is at the wedge of fainting, the merchant takes action and

stops the maltreatment. Therefore he is hunted out of the village and, when out of sight,

Original title: Moolaadé: 

Moolaade (Africa-2004)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Ousmane Sembene

Scenario: Ousmane Sembene

murdered.

2004 : Senegal, France, Burkina Faso, Cameroon,
Morocco, TUNISIA

Following her boyfriend's suicide, supermarket clerk Morvern Callar passes off his

unpublished novel as her own. With the money her boyfriend left for his funeral, she leaves

Scotland for Ibiza where she travels with her closest friend. The journey prompts a series of

internal and external transformations for Morvern-- ones which bring to light her experiences

of grief, memory, freedom, and desire.

Original title: Morvern Callar: 

Morvern Callar (2002)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Lynne Ramsay

Scenario: Liana Dognini, Lynne Ramsay

2002 : UK, Canada
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Based on the true story of Franca Viola and Filippo Melodia. In Sicily, as a Mafia boss

leaves for prison, he advises Vito, a young man who's his potential successor, to marry a

virtuous and poor woman. Vito's eye settles on Francesca, only 15, but lovely and

self-possessed. Among her virtues are high self worth and forthright speech, so although

she falls in love with Vito, she won't bow down to him. Believing he's losing face, he has his

boys kidnap her and he rapes her. Then, he tells her he'll still marry her. Instead, she files

charges. Her parents, brother, and neighbors refuse to support her. 

Original title: La moglie più bella: 

Most Beautiful Wife (1970), The

Genre: Crime, Biography, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Damiano Damiani

Scenario: Damiano Damiani

1970 : ITALY

Almost forty years ago, a young girl of fourteen has sex, gets pregnant, and gives her baby

up for adoption. Fast-forwarding to the present day, we meet three very different women,

each of whom struggles to maintain control of their lives. There's Elizabeth, a smart and

successful lawyer who uses her body to her advantage. Any time she feels that she doesn't

have the upper hand, and cannot control the situation, she uses her sex appeal - whether

that be starting a romance with her boss when she suspects he is trying to start one himself,

or finding some way to control her overly friendly neighbor and husband. Karen, meanwhile,

is a bitter health care professional who obviously has a lot of heart but never shows it. She

gave up a daughter at the age of fourteen (wonderfully shown rather than told, she is the

young girl and mother of Elizabeth), and has never gotten over it - her bitterness inspiring

her to lash out at everyone around her - even the gentle man at work who is undeniably ...

Original title: Mother and Child: 

Mother and Child (2010) 

Genre: Drama, Biography, Indie, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Rodrigo García

Scenario: Rodrigo García

2009 : USA, Spain

Denni Mobama, owner and chef of a small African restaurant in Brooklyn, has worked six

years to bring his fiance Janet Matashane to New York, where he lives with his mother, Ma

Denni, and brother Pete. Eager to uphold their Basotho culture, Denni and Janet have a

traditional Basotho wedding culminating in a ceremony where Janet is named for her

yet-to-be-conceived son, George. 

When she is unable to conceive George and is confronted by Ma Denni's ultimatum:

according to custom, she must give her husband consent to take another woman. Torn

between her Basotho culture and new life in America, Ma George desperately struggles to

save her marriage, stopping at no cost to give Denni his much awaited son.

Original title: Mother of George: 

Mother Of George (2013)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Andrew Dosunmu

Scenario: 

2013 : Nigeria, USA

Toots and May's marriage is one of Toots being dependent on his wife. Shortly after Toots

and May arrive in London to visit with their grown children Bobby and Paula and their

respective children, Toots falls ill and dies. Toots' death brings to the surface the underlying

strain that has always existed between May and both of her two children, and the unhappy

lives they have all led. Now specifically with Paula, May is disapproving of her relationship

with a construction worker named Darren. Not only does May think his occupation makes

him beneath Paula, he's also a married man. Darren is in an unsatisfying marriage but

doesn't want to leave it if only because of his son. Even after May gets to know and like

Darren, she still encourages Paula to break up with him. The issue is is that May herself has

fallen in love with Darren, the two who begin a sexual relationship. What will ultimately

happen between May and Darren also depends on Darren, who is floundering in his own life

Original title: Mother, The: 

Mother, The (2003)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Roger Michell

Scenario: Hanif Kureishi

and ...

2003 : UK
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Beginning in 1763, the film follows the Mozart family's exhausting life on the road, traveling

by coach from one royal court to the next, where the nobility marvel at young Wolfgang's

prodigious talent. But accomplished singer, harpsichordist, violinist Nannerl, Wolfgang's

elder by five years, first held forth as the family's infant prodigy. At the film begins, she is still

performing, though overshadowed and sidelined as accompanist by Wolfgang's growing

fame. Her father bows to social strictures "for her own good," refusing to let her continue with

the violin or compose, while privately conceding Nannerl's talent to his wife. No longer a

precocious tot, Nannerl chafes at the limitations imposed by her gender and frets about her

prospects.

Original title: Nannerl, la soeur de Mozart: 

Mozart's Sister (2010) 

Genre: Biography, Drama, History, Music, Romance, Women's interest
Director: René Féret

Scenario: René Féret

2010 : France

A timid and mute woman gets raped twice coming home from work and decides to take

matters into her own hands. She dresses suggestively and roams the streets alone,

wreaking vengeance upon anyone who tries to take advantage of her. Eventually, her secret

life spills over into her regular life in the fashion industry.

Original title: Ms .45: 

Ms.45
  (1981)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Abel Ferrara

Scenario: Nicholas St. John

1981 : USA

On February 2nd 1933, in the town of Le Mans, in the West of France, two sisters, Christine

Papin, 27, and her younger sister L?a Papin, 21, brutally killed their employer Mrs. Ancelin

and her daughter Genevi?ve. Why did they commit this horrifying murder? As a result of an

unhappy childhood? Because they could no longer stand being commanded and exploited

by arrogant bourgeois employers? Because their incestuous relationship had been exposed?

The film tries to answer these questions and make us understand why and how the two

sisters turned from meek sheep to bloody monsters.

Original title: Les blessures assassines: 

Murderous Maids (France)-(2000)

Genre: Biography, Crime, Drama, History, Lesbian-interest, Women's
interest
Director: Jean-Pierre Denis

Scenario: Jean-Pierre Denis, Paulette Houdyer

2000 : France

Muriel finds life in Porpoise Spit, Australia dull and spends her days alone in her room

listening to Abba music and dreaming of her wedding day. Slight problem, Muriel has never

had a date. Then she steals some money to go on a tropical vacation, meets a wacky friend,

changes her name to Mariel, and turns her world upside down.

Original title: Muriel's Wedding: 

Muriel's Wedding (1994)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: P.J. Hogan

Scenario: P.J. Hogan

1994 : Australia
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First in the 'Mumuring' series of documentaries, following the lives of WW2 survivors of

South Korean 'comfort women'. 
Original title: Najeun moksori: 

Murmuring I (1995)

Genre: Documentary, War, Women's interest
Director: Young-Joo Byun

Scenario: 

1995 : SOUTH KOREA

Second in the Murmuring Series, about the thousands of South Korean girls forced into

wartime into sexual slavery. Known as "comfort woman," they were abducted as teenagers

and shipped off to the front to service. In 1991, some of them began testifying about their

experiences. A "sharing house" was then established for former comfort women and

provided the setting for Habitual Sadness, a documentary showing the enduring wounds but

strong spirit of these women.

Original title: Habitual Sadness: 

Murmuring II: Habitual Sadness (Korea-1997)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

1997 : KOREA

Third in the 'Mumuring' series of documentaries, following the lives of WW2 survivors of

South Korean 'comfort women'. 
Original title: Sumgyeol - Najeun moksori 3: 

Murmuring III:  My Own Breathing (Korea-1999)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Young-Joo Byun

Scenario: 

1999 : SOUTH KOREA

Mousie and Sad Girl are childhood best friends in a contemporary Los Angeles poor

Hispanic neighborhood. But when Sad Girl becomes pregnant by Mousie's boyfriend, a drug

dealer named Ernesto, the two become bitter enemies. While their dispute escalates

towards violence, the violence of the world around them soon also impacts their lives.

Original title: Mi vida loca: 

My Crazy Life (1993)

Genre: Crime, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Allison Anders

Scenario: Allison Anders

1993 : USA, UK
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Margherita, a director in the middle of an existential crisis, has to deal with the inevitable and

still unacceptable loss of her mother.
Original title: Mia madre: 

My Mother [Mia madre] 2015 

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Nanni Moretti

Scenario: Nanni Moretti, Valia Santella

2015 : ITALY, France

Marzieh is a young female actress living in Tehran. The authorities ban her theatre work and,

like all young people in Iran, she is forced to lead a secret life in order to express herself

artistically. At an underground rave, she meets Iranian born Saman, now an Australian

citizen, who offers her a way out of her country and the possibility of living without fear.

Original title: My Tehran for Sale: 

My Tehran for Sale (2009)

Genre: Drama, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Granaz Moussavi

Scenario: Granaz Moussavi

2009 : Australia, IRAN

Two women living with some persistent post-traumatic stigma, unexplained, in a waiting that

never ends. Something to do with the mother's unique, uncommunicable anguish over a very

bad, violent, abnormal daughter. We never learn what she did or see her misbehave, we

imagine the worst and her most innocent behavior seems unnerving, suggestive of evil. A

double anguish, also having to do with a pair of depraved teenage boy killers on the loose in

the neighborhood. Did they kill someone in the family? Or are they perhaps family

members? Do the two women know something about these boys that the police don't? A

numbed mood with its own rapturous nuances, separates them from the street world in front

of the house, and the equally claustrophobic garden world in back of the house, the

absolutely still house. 

Original title: Nathalie Granger: 

Nathalie Granger (France-1972)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Marguerite Duras

Scenario: Marguerite Duras

1972 : France

Nell is a girl who's been brought up in an isolated world. The only people she knew were her

mother and twin sister. They lived together in a cottage in the forest. Nobody has ever met

Nell. After her mother's death, she's discovered by the local doctor Jerome. He's fascinated

by her, since she speaks a mangled language, developed by her sister and herself growing

up, "twin speak" if you will. But Paula, a psychology student, wants her observed in a

laboratory. The judge decides they get three months to observe her in the forest, after which

he'll decide about Nell's future.

Original title: Nell: 

Nell (1994)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Michael Apted

Scenario: Mark Handley, William Nicholson

1994 : USA
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Cabiria is a wide-eyed waif, a streetwalker living in a poor section of Rome where she owns

her little house, has a bank account, and dreams of a miracle. We follow her nights (and

days): a boyfriend steals 40,000 lire from her and nearly drowns her, a movie star on the Via

Veneto takes her home with him, at a local shrine she seeks the Madonna's intercession,

then she meets an accountant who's seen her, hypnotized on a vaudeville stage, acting out

her heart's longings. He courts her. Is it fate that led to their meeting? Is this finally a man

who appreciates her for who she is?

Original title: notti di Cabiria, Le: 

Nights of Cabiria (1957)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Federico Fellini

Scenario: Federico Fellini, Ennio Flaiano

1957 : ITALY, France

Nikita est tr?s jeune, elle a vingt ans, mais elle a emprunt? une mauvaise voie. Pendant un

hold-up avec sa bande, elle tue un policier et est condamn?e ? la prison ? vie. Les services

secrets, par contre, lui offrent une voie de sortie : devenir un agent sp?cial, pr?t ? tout, ? leur

service. Nikita accepte et commence ainsi un apprentissage tr?s dur qui concerne non

seulement les diff?rents modes de tuer, de prendre la fuite ou de faire face ? des situations

impr?vues, mais aussi la mani?re de se comporter en femme qui a de la classe, capable de

se conduire avec aisance dans tous les milieux. Sous la conduite de Bob, Nikita arrive ?

freiner son caract?re rebelle et ? surmonter la terrible ?preuve finale. Elle semble ?tre

devenue une personne diff?rente et tombe amoureuse. Mais faut-il faire confiance aux

services secrets ?

Original title: Nikita: 

Nikita (La Femme Nikita) (1990)

Genre: Action, Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Luc Besson

Scenario: Luc Besson

1990 : France, ITALY

Captives of the very relationships that define and sustain them, nine women resiliently meet

the travails and disappointments of life.
Original title: Nine Lives: 

Nine Lives (2005)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Rodrigo García

Scenario: Rodrigo García

2005 : USA

Thirteen-year-old Kerry is repeatedly sexually abused by several adults, including at one

point her mother. Her father sets her up as a prostitute. Kerry finally calls Childline and is put

in a safe house, where she tries to come to terms with what has been done to her. Based on

a true story, with the names changed to protect the real Kerry's identity.

Original title: No Child of Mine: 

No Child of Mine (1997)

Genre: Crime, Biography, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Peter Kosminsky

Scenario: Guy Hibbert

1997 : UK
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Vietnam. 1989. Fourteen years after the end of the war. When Irish woman Christina Noble

flies into Ho Chi Minh City (formerly Saigon) she leaves behind an extraordinary life story.

But the best is yet to come. Christina lands in a country "that she wouldn't be able to show

you on a map". With a few dollars, a dream and her own hard-won courage, she is about to

change everything. For hundreds of thousands of people. Forever. NOBLE is the

inspirational true story of a woman who believes that it only takes one person to make a

difference. And of how she is proved right.

Original title: Noble: 

Noble (2014) 

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Stephen Bradley

Scenario: Stephen Bradley

2014 : UK, Vietnam

Cs?re, the seven-year-old orphan, is maltreated by her foster-parents. They punish her

severely for every tiny mistake she makes. Cs?re runs away and an other family adopt her,

nevertheless she is abused more than ever before.

Original title: Árvácska: 

Nobody's Daughter (Hungary-1976)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: László Ranódy, Gyula Mészáros

Scenario: Judit Elek, Zsigmond Móricz

1976 : HUNGARY

An accidental meeting between a French woman who goes to South America to adopt a

baby and an Argentinian woman who with her small son leaves their hopeless village in

search for a better life, changes both of their lives forever.

Original title: Nordeste: 

Nordeste (Northeast - Argentina - 2005)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Juan Solanas

Scenario: Eduardo Berti, Juan Solanas

2005 : France, Spain, Belgium, ARGENTINA

Vienna, 1995. Jasmin, Tamara, Valentin, Senad and Roman live near the northern border of

Austria. Their lives repeatedly intersect and drift apart. The characters involved are young

migrants from the former Yugoslavia, Romania, Poland and Austria itself. Strangers in a

strange land, they feel a sense of loss in their new, temporary environment. The five-some

meet and get close to each other, hopelessly clinging to friendships and relationships with

no future. They frequent caf?s and train stations dreaming of a better tomorrow. Often, they

just fall back on the prospect of short-term affection in yet another doomed romantic or

sexual encounter. Trying hard to suppress the memories of war and alienation, they try to

find moral strength and warmth through one another.

Original title: Nordrand: 

Nordrand (Austria-1999)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Barbara Albert

Scenario: Barbara Albert

1999 : Austria, Germany, SWITZERLAND
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Norma Rae is a southern textile worker employed in a factory with intolerable working

conditions. This concern about the situation gives her the gumption to be the key associate

to a visiting labor union organizer. Together, they undertake the difficult, and possibly

dangerous, struggle to unionize her factory.

Original title: Norma Rae: 

Norma Rae (1979) 

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest
Director: Martin Ritt

Scenario: Irving Ravetch, Harriet Frank Jr.

1979 : USA

A semi-fictionalized account of a long legal battle of group of women miners who endured a

hostile work environment and numerous and continuous insults and unwanted touching

when they became the first women to go work at the Eveleth Mines in Minnesota.

Original title: North Country: 

North Country (2005)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Niki Caro

Scenario: Michael Seitzman, Clara Bingham

2005 : USA

When Catherine Morland is given the opportunity to stay with the childless Allen family in

Bath, she is hoping for an adventure of the type she has been reading in novels. Soon

introduced to society, she meets Isabella Thorpe and her brother John, a good friend of her

own brother, James. She also meets Henry Tilney, a handsome young man from a good

family and his sister, Eleanor. Invited to visit the Tilney estate, Northanger Abbey, she has

thoughts of romance but soon learns that status, class and money are all equally important

when it comes to matters of the heart.

Original title: Northanger Abbey: 

Northanger Abbey (2007)

Genre: Drama, History, Romance, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Jon Jones

Scenario: Andrew Davies, Jane Austen

2007 : UK, USA, Ireland

This documentary is an examination of the pornography industry such as in strip shows, sex

shows, film and magazines. Furthermore, the film explores how a large portion of it takes a

denigrating view of women, leading up to depictions of sexual violence for titillation.

Original title: Not a Love Story: A Film About Pornography: 

Not a Love Story: (1981) A Film About Pornography

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Bonnie Sherr Klein

Scenario: Andrée Klein, Bonnie Sherr Klein

1981 : Canada
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"Moody" is an Iranian doctor living in America with his American wife Betty and their child

Mahtob. Wanting to see his homeland again, he convinces his wife to take a short holiday

there with him and Mahtob. Betty is reluctant, as Iran is not a pleasant place, especially if

you are American and female. Upon arrival in Iran, it appears that her worst fears are

realized: Moody declares that they will be living there from now on. Betty is determined to

escape from Iran, but taking her daughter with her presents a larger problem.

Original title: Not Without My Daughter: 

Not Without My Daughter (1991)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Brian Gilbert

Scenario: Betty Mahmoody, William Hoffer

1991 : USA

November Moon is the story of two women in nazi-occupied France. November Messing is

jewish, and from Germany. She has come to France to escape the Reich. F?rial is french,

and soon after meeting each other, the two women fall in love. Unfortunately, November's

safety in France is short-lived. Not long after meeting F?rial, the germans invade, and she

must go into hiding in southern France. Discovered, she must escape brutal torture by the

germans to make her way to F?rial in Paris, and together the two of them (along with F?rial's

mother) must use all their ingenuity to stay alive.

Original title: Novembermond: 

November Moon (1985)

Genre: Drama, History, Lesbian-interest, Romance, War, Women's interest
Director: Alexandra von Grote

Scenario: Alexandra von Grote

1985 : West Germany, France

Roberta, Teeny, Samantha and Chrissy have been busy growing up, but they always

remembered the promise they made to be there for each other. Now they're together again

to relive the greatest summer of their lives.

Original title: Now and Then: 

Now and Then (1995)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Lesli Linka Glatter

Scenario: I. Marlene King

1995 : USA

For aspiring comedian Donna Stern, everyday life as a female twenty-something provides

ample material for her relatable brand of humor. On stage, Donna is unapologetically herself,

joking about topics as intimate as her sex life and as crude as her day-old underwear. But

when Donna winds up unexpectedly pregnant after a one-night stand, she is forced to face

the uncomfortable realities of independent womanhood for the first time. 

Original title: Obvious Child: 

Obvious Child (2014) 

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Gillian Robespierre

Scenario: Gillian Robespierre, Karen Maine

2014 : USA
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A mother and her daughter confront the intimidation of teen peer pressure and the

emotionally brutalizing social rituals of high school. A well-adjusted teenager becomes

depressed when she's ostracized by her friends at school. Her mother must help her

daughter regain her confidence.

Original title: Odd Girl Out: 

Odd Girl Out (2005)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Tom McLoughlin

Scenario: Rachel Simmons, Matthew McDuffie

2005 : USA

"Offside" is about a group of Iranian girls who attempts to enter Tehran's Azadi Stadium

dressed as boys in order to watch a big football match but some get caught and arrested.

After the establishment of the Islamic Republic in Iran, women are not allowed to enter the

stadiums.

Original title: Offside: 

Offside (2006)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Sport, Women's interest
Director: Jafar Panahi

Scenario: Jafar Panahi, Shadmehr Rastin

2006 : IRAN

Follows the choices made by three young women - one a drug dealer, one an addict, one a

pregnant teen - in Jersey City.
Original title: On the Outs: 

On the Outs (2004) 

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Lori Silverbush, Michael Skolnik

Scenario: Lori Silverbush

2004 : USA

Set in urban Auckland (New Zealand) this movie tells the story of the Heke family. Jake

Heke is a violent man who beats his wife frequently when drunk, and yet obviously loves

both her and his family. The movie follows a period of several weeks in the family's life

showing Jake's frequent outburst of violence and the effect that this has on his family. The

youngest son is in trouble with the police and may be put into a foster home while the elder

son is about to join a street gang. Jake's daughter has her own serious problems which are

a key element in the plot.

Original title: Once Were Warriors: 

Once Were Warriors (1994)

Genre: Drama, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Lee Tamahori

Scenario: Riwia Brown, Alan Duff

1994 : New Zealand
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The intertwined lives of 2 women in 1970's France, set against the progress of the women's

movement in which Agnes Varda was involved. Pomme and Suzanne meet when Pomme

helps Suzanne obtain an abortion after a third pregnancy which she cannot afford. They lose

contact but meet again ten years later. Pomme has become an unconventional singer,

Suzanne a serious community worker - despite the contrast they remain friends and share in

the various dramas of each others' lives, in the process affirming their different female

identities.

Original title: L'une chante, l'autre pas: 

One Sings, the Other Doesn't (1977)

Genre: Drama, Female-friendship, Women's interest
Director: Agnès Varda

Scenario: Agnès Varda

1977 : France

In New York, the competent creative director of Birk Advertising Eddie Shneider is living a

successful moment of his professional life and is engaged and has just proposed Judy Birk,

the daughter of the owner of the company where he works. Eddie is also a wolf and very

successful with many women, and is having an affair with a neighbor of the street where he

lives with Judy. When he gets the account of the greatest American airline for his company,

he is promoted to partner and he celebrates with his assistant and friend Angelina Sable in a

lunch party in a restaurant. After hours, when they are in the garage, Angeline notes that she

had forgotten her car keys in the office, and when she returns, she is violently raped by the

despicable brother of Judy, Anthony Birk. On the next morning, when Eddie arrives in the

garage, he finds the traumatized Angeline on the floor and he takes her to a hospital. He

returns to the company and Anthony blackmails Eddie with pictures of his many ...

Original title: One Way: 

One Way (2006)

Genre: Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Reto Salimbeni

Scenario: Reto Salimbeni

2006 : Germany

Ophelia is a bimbo living with her father and brother in the L.A. Valley. Her Dad expects

nothing from her, except to clean the house. Her boyfriend Hamilton seems supportive, but

Ophelia experiences troubling nightmares. In them, she reenacts scenes from her favorite

film, TITANIC...but Hamilton is encouraging her to jump off the railing ("Go ahead, the

water's warm!") and pushing her off the driftwood. Ophelia, like her Shakespearean

namesake, can't swim and has a pathological fear of water after her mother drowns . One

day, Ophelia's brother Larry brings home a broomstick he stole from "some witch." The

family is startled when a real witch shows up on their doorstep demanding the broom, which

Ophelia has broken. A new magic broomstick from Denmark costs $7,500. The witch

demands either Dad sell his beloved pickup truck, or hand over his daughter. For Dad, it's no

contest, and the witch takes Ophelia away on an upright vacuum cleaner into the night. 

Original title: Ophelia Learns to Swim: 

Ophelia Learns to Swim 

Genre: Comedy, Women's interest
Director: Jurgen Vsych

Scenario: Jurgen Vsych

2000 : USA

A drug-addicted doctor (Thomsen) who works in an asylum discovers that one of his patients

(Stubo) is a gifted writer.
Original title: Ópium: Egy elmebeteg nö naplója: 

Opium: Diary of a Madwoman (Hungary-2007)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Indie, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: János Szász

Scenario: Géza Csáth, András Szekér

2007 : HUNGARY, Germany, USA
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Or shoulders a lot: she's 17 or 18, a student, works evenings at a restaurant, recycles cans

and bottles for cash, and tries to keep her mother Ruthie from returning to streetwalking in

Tel Aviv. Ruthie calls Or "my treasure," but Ruthie is a burden. She's just out of hospital,

weak, and Or has found her a job as a house cleaner. The call of the quick money on the

street is tough for Ruthie to ignore. Or's emotions roil further when the mother of the youth

she's in love with comes to the flat to warn her off. With love fading and Ruthie perhaps

beyond help, Or's choices narrow.

Original title: Or: 

Or (My Treasure) 2004

Genre: Drama, Biography, Coming-of-age, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Keren Yedaya

Scenario: Sari Ezouz, Keren Yedaya

2004 : France, ISRAEL

Jessica's extraordinarily strong will and heart enables her to rebel against her fanatical,

cult-like upbringing. From seven to seventeen Jess is brainwashed to be one of the 'saved',

to devote her life to Jesus, to follow the discriminatory teachings of Pastor Finch and his

understanding of Revelations. As her warm personality dictates she succeeds in fitting into

this regime and spreads the word of Jesus in a fairly content manner. But when her

friendship with Melanie develops into something a little more 'unnatural' she easily realizes

the error of the Pastors teachings. The girls are subjected to terrible treatment to convince

them to repent.

Original title: Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit: 

Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit (TV series-1989)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

1989 : UK

The Taliban are ruling Afghanistan, they being a repressive regime especially for women,

who, among other things, are not allowed to work. This situation is especially difficult for one

family consisting solely of three women representing three successive generations. All the

males in their family have died in various Afghani wars. The mother had been working as a

nurse in a hospital, but regardless of she not being allowed to work, the Taliban has cut off

funding to the hospital. The mother and grandmother make what they feel is the only

decision they can to survive: they will have the preteen daughter masquerade as a boy so

that she can get a job to support the family. The daughter, feeling powerless, agrees despite

being scared as if the Taliban discover her masquerade, she is certain they will kill her.

Partly as a symbolic measure, the daughter plants a lock of her now cut hair in a pot so that

her lost femininity can flourish. The only people outside the family who know of the ...

Original title: Osama: 

Osama (2003)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Siddiq Barmak

Scenario: Siddiq Barmak

2003 : Afghanistan, Ireland, JAPAN

Focusing on the bonding between three female (an African American female, a half African

American half Latino American female, and a Latino American female) high school members

of Brooklyn's "Jackie Robinson Steppers Marching Band" and the choices the girls face once

their school closes down because of the need for asbestos removal. This film is about a host

of topics, not least of which is the hard-work involved in maintaining friendships.

Original title: Our Song: 

Our Song (2000)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Jim McKay

Scenario: Jim McKay

2000 : USA
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Two middle-aged, lesbian couples accidentally kill a younger lesbian and hide the body,

without reporting it to the authorities. Their guilt and long-kept, dark secret comes back to

haunt them, as an unexpected stranger shows up in their lives, bringing tension and discord.

Little do they know that this mysterious stranger has a plan which includes all four of them.

Original title: Owls, The: 

Owls (2010), The

Genre: Crime, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Music, Mystery, Thriller, Women's
interest
Director: Cheryl Dunye

Scenario: Cheryl Dunye, Sarah Schulman

2010 : USA

A controversial film about the end of the old pagan world in central Europe, THE PAGAN

QUEEN is based on the Czech legend of Libuse, the Slavic queen of 8th century Bohemia.

Gifted with supernatural powers, a visionary and a seer, this extraordinary woman was able

to see the future and in a turbulent time of cultural change founded the modern city of

Prague. Libuse ruled as a woman over the tribes of the region with her two beautiful sisters

Kazi and Teta and an army of women under the command of her best friend, the Amazon

Vlasta. When the peaceful community of farmers is under attack by raiders and split into

different parties of power hungry landowners, Libuse is forced into marriage by her own

people. Desperate she elects her long time lover, the charismatic ploughman Premysl, to

become her husband and king. Soon Premyl takes over the new kingdom and rules with an

iron fist, enslaving the formerly free farmers. But Libuse's friend Vlasta, who is secretly in

Original title: Pagan Queen, The: 

Pagan Queen, (2009) The

Genre: Fantasy, Adventure, Drama, History, Indie, Lesbian-interest,
Romance, Women's interest
Director: Constantin Werner

Scenario: Lance Daly, Constantin Werner

love with her, refuses ...

2009 : CZECH REPUBLIC, USA

Roswitha Bronski (Alexandra Kluge) is a nurse married to the chemical engineer Franz

Bronski (Bion Steinborn), with whom she had three children. Since her husband does not

work, devoting himself exclusively to studies with the intention of becoming a new genius of

chemistry, Roswitha has to support her family by running an illegal abortion clinic. Facing the

indifference of her husband, who believes that she is intellectually inferior, the open hostility

of doctors like Dr. Genée (Traugott Buhre) and a harsh double journey, Roswitha receives a

hard blow when her clinic is closed by police. From then on, she puts aside her passivity and

begins a journey to redefine herself as mother, wife and working woman, part of a society

threatened by an early globalization. 

Original title: Gelegenheitsarbeit einer Sklavin: 

Part-Time Work of a Domestic Slave (Germany-1973)

Genre: Drama, History, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Alexander Kluge

Scenario: Alexander Kluge

1973 : Germany, West Germany

Somewhere, in Afghanistan or elsewhere, in a country torn apart by a war... A young woman

in her thirties watches over her older husband in a decrepit room. He is reduced to the state

of a vegetable because of a bullet in the neck. Not only is he abandoned by his companions

of the Jihad, but also by his brothers. One day, the woman decides to tell the truth to him

about her feelings about their relationship to her silent husband. She talks about her

childhood, her suffering, her frustrations, her loneliness, her dreams, her desires... She says

things she could never have done before, even though they have been married for the past

10 years. Therefore, this paralyzed man unconsciously becomes syngue sabour, a magic

stone which, according to Persian mythology, when placed in front of a person shields her

from unhappiness, suffering, pains and miseries. In this wait for her husband to come back

to life, the woman struggles to survive and live. She finds refuge in her aunt's place, who is...

Original title: Syngué sabour, pierre de patience: 

Patience Stone (2012), The

Genre: Drama, Biography, War, Women's interest
Director: Atiq Rahimi

Scenario: Jean-Claude Carrière, Atiq Rahimi

2012 : Afghanistan, France, Germany, UK
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On the invitation of her childhood best friend Patsy McCann n?e Willets, famed opera singer

Francesca Prine - whose real name is Marie Beck - returns to Marmora, Ontario to sing in a

benefit concert. Patsy and Marie were best friends from the time Marie and her family arrived

in Marmora when she was ten years old to the time she left Marmora at age fifteen, which

was thirty years prior. With the exception of Don Rayford on who Marie had a crush, Patsy

was shy Marie's only friend in Marmora. However, Marie and Patsy have not been in touch

since due to issues that drove Marie out of town at the time. Those issues include Marie

being physically abused by her alcoholic mother, but most specifically what happened the

evening of the Sadie Hawkins dance - where Don accompanied Marie - and post dance

down by the railroad tracks. Marie and Patsy's reunion may not be able to endure the thirty

years of silence and the events of that night.

Original title: Perfect Pie: 

Perfect Pie (2002)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Barbara Willis Sweete

Scenario: Judith Thompson

2002 : Canada

On January 18, 2003, police, alerted by a frantic 911 call from a distraught pair of teenage

girls, arrived at the girls Toronto area town house to find their mother dead. It appeared the

44-year-old alcoholic, having slipped into a booze-and-pill stupor, drowned in her own

bathwater. The death was ruled accidental by the authorities. In the months that followed,

however, police were alerted to rumours and reports that the teenagers had been gossiping

to friends about the accident. Police began piecing together rumours that suggested the

teens might have had a hand in their mother's death. In fact, rather than an accident, the

story that emerged portrayed the two teens as cold-blooded, premeditated killers.

Original title: Perfect Sisters: 

Perfect Sisters (2014) 

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Stanley M. Brooks

Scenario: Fab Filippo, Adam Till

2014 : Canada

Lisa Rogers investigates vaginal cosmetic surgery and why more and more women consider

this surgical procedure.
Original title: Perfect Vagina, The: 

Perfect Vagina, (2008), The

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Heather Leach

Scenario: Lisa Rogers

2008 : UK

In 1970s Iran, Marjane 'Marji' Statrapi watches events through her young eyes and her

idealistic family of a long dream being fulfilled of the hated Shah's defeat in the Iranian

Revolution of 1979. However as Marji grows up, she witnesses first hand how the new Iran,

now ruled by Islamic fundamentalists, has become a repressive tyranny on its own. With

Marji dangerously refusing to remain silent at this injustice, her parents send her abroad to

Vienna to study for a better life. However, this change proves an equally difficult trial with the

young woman finding herself in a different culture loaded with abrasive characters and

profound disappointments that deeply trouble her. Even when she returns home, Marji finds

that both she and homeland have changed too much and the young woman and her loving

family must decide where she truly belongs.

Original title: Persepolis: 

Persepolis (2007)

Genre: Animation, Biography, Coming-of-age, Drama, War, Women's
interest
Director: Vincent Paronnaud, Marjane Satrapi

Scenario: Marjane Satrapi, Vincent Paronnaud

2007 : IRAN
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A tale of three women who have reached a turning point in their lives. Delia is a spirited,

working-class woman from a small town in New York who leaves her abusive husband and

sets out on a journey to reclaim the power she has lost. Greta is a sharp, spunky editor who

is rotten with ambition. To spite the hated infidel ways of her father, she has settled into a

complacent relationship and is struggling (not too hard) with issues of fidelity to her kind but

unexciting husband. Finally Paula, who ran away from home and got pregnant, is now in a

relationship she doesn't want. She's a troubled young woman who takes off on a journey

with a hitchhiker after a strange, fateful encounter on a New York street.

Original title: Personal Velocity: Three Portraits: 

Personal velocity: Three Portraits (2002)

Genre: Drama, Indie, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Rebecca Miller

Scenario: Rebecca Miller

2002 : USA

When former journalist Martin Sixsmith is dismissed from the Labour Party in disgrace, he is

at a loss as to what do. That changes when a young Irish woman approaches him about a

story of her mother, Philomena, who had her son taken away when she was a teenage

inmate of a Catholic convent. Martin arranges a magazine assignment about her search for

him that eventually leads to America. Along the way, Martin and Philomena discover as

much about each other as about her son's fate. Furthermore, both find their basic beliefs

challenged.

Original title: Philomena: 

Philomena (2013)

Genre: Biography, Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Stephen Frears

Scenario: Steve Coogan, Jeff Pope

2013 : UK, USA, France

Nelly Lenz, a Jewish singer, has survived the Nazi concentration camps but at what cost?

She is disfigured and has had to undergo facial surgery. Back in what is left of Berlin,

accompanied by her faithful friend Lene, she has only one thing in mind: finding Johnny, her

musician husband, in the ruins of the city. She wants to know if he still loves her and if he

has betrayed her, as Lene claims he has. She does meet him but Johnny does not

recognize her. Worse, he asks her to impersonate... Nelly, with a view to grabbing her

inheritance.

Original title: Phoenix: 

Phoenix (2014)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Christian Petzold

Scenario: Christian Petzold, Harun Farocki

2014 : Germany, POLAND

Three students and a school teacher disappear on an excursion to Hanging Rock, in

Victoria, on Valentine's Day, 1900. Widely (and incorrectly) regarded as being based on a

true story, the movie follows those that disappeared, and those that stayed behind, but it

delights in the asking of questions, not the answering of them.

Original title: Picnic at Hanging Rock: 

Picnic at Hanging Rock (1975) 

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Fantasy, Indie, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Peter Weir

Scenario: Joan Lindsay, Cliff Green

1975 : Australia
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"Picture Me an Enemy" is a portrait of two young women from the former Yugoslavia who

came to the US because of the conflicts in their homeland(s).  Told through the intimate

stories of Natasa, a Serbo-Croat from Croatia, and Tahija, a Bosniak (a Bosnian Muslim),

"picture me an enemy" puts a human face on these distant conflicts. 

Original title: Picture Me An Enemy: 

Picture Me An Enemy (2003)

Genre: Documentary, War, Women's interest
Director: Nathalie Applewhite

Scenario: 

 : 

Two families, sort of neighbors in Manhattan, cross paths as they navigate marriage,

parenthood of a teen, ennui, a first date, and end-of-life care. Rebecca and Mary are sisters;

their cranky 91-year-old grandmother's neighbors, Kateand Alex, run an upscale

retro-furniture business, and will expand into her flat after she dies. Rebecca is quiet, without

a boyfriend until a patient at the clinic where she works introduces her grandson. Mary is

acerbic, stung by a recent breakup. Kate looks for meaning in her life, wondering if she

should volunteer. Alex, too, is at loose ends. Their daughter, Abby, has zits and teenage

moods. What does it mean to be good?

Original title: Please Give: 

Please Give (2010)

Genre: Comedy, Biography, Drama, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Nicole Holofcener

Scenario: Nicole Holofcener

2010 : USA

A dramatization of Lori Petty's teenage years spent in small town Iowa. Original title: Poker House, The: 

Poker House (2008), The

Genre: Drama, Biography, Coming-of-age, Violence-warning, Women's
interest
Director: Lori Petty

Scenario: David Alan Grier, Lori Petty

2008 : USA

On December 6, 1989, a lone gunman walked into Montr?al's ?cole Polytechnique, a

post-secondary institution focusing primarily in engineering, and began a shooting massacre.

This event and its aftermath are shown from the perspective of three people. The first is the

shooter himself, who blamed the problems in his life on who he considered feminists, such

as female engineering students, who were his primary targets. This event was the

culmination of a seven year plan, which had a self-defined end. The second is female

mechanical engineering student Val?rie, who earlier that day had an interview for her dream

internship, working on an aerospace project. The interview process itself was a disturbing

one for her in the stereotypical view by the male interviewer, who did not believe that

females could work in the business and still have aspirations to have a family. And the third

is Jean-Fran?ois, Val?rie's friend and fellow mechanical engineering student, who was

Original title: Polytechnique: 

Polytechnique (2009)

Genre: Crime, Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Denis Villeneuve

Scenario: Jacques Davidts, Denis Villeneuve

one of the few who did ...

2009 : Canada
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German village Igelheim's backward priest hopes his sons to succeed him after education in

the bishop's cathedral school, but the elder succumbs to disease and the youngest lacks

any intellectual drive. Traveling teacher Aesculapius arranges for the inquisitive daughter

Johanna to be enrolled too, against their father's wishes. Unfit for the boys-only dorm, she

gets to stay with count Gerold, incurring his wife's due jealousy. She's to be dismissed, but

survives a Viking pillaging slaughter and assumes brother Johannes's identity to join a

monastery, where she becomes the infirmary's trainee. Fleeing exposure as female, she

arrives in Rome. As a prot?g?e of rivals in the viper nest-like papal court, she ends up

elected as pope, but carries count Gerold's baby, guaranteeing exposure.

Original title: Die Päpstin: 

Pope Joan (2009) 

Genre: Drama, History, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Sönke Wortmann

Scenario: Donna Woolfolk Cross, Heinrich Hadding

2009 : Germany, UK, ITALY, Spain

The comedy follows Sam, as her life is turned upside down on a big night out. When

reunited with her old college friends, Sam is forced to re-evaluate her life and constructs an

elaborate fa?ade in order to convince herself and her friends that she has it all. But once her

dysfunctional yet devoted trio of best mates intervene, her carefully crafted charade begins

to crumble amidst the shots, cigarettes, ciders and toilet transgressions. Faced with some

very harsh realities, Sam must struggle to remain true to herself and reassess exactly what

she wants from life.

Original title: Powder Room: 

Powder Room (2013)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: M.J. Delaney

Scenario: Rachel Hirons, Natasha Sparkes

2013 : UK

It's Harlem 1987. Sixteen year old Claireece Jones - who goes by her middle name Precious

- is an illiterate, overweight black girl. She is pregnant with her second child, both children

fathered by her biological father, who has continually raped her since she was a child, but

who she doesn't see otherwise. Her infant daughter, Mongo - such named since she has

Down Syndrome - lives with Precious' grandmother. Precious lives with her mother Mary,

who abuses Precious both physically and emotionally. Mary does nothing but smoke, watch

television and collect welfare through fraud (as she doesn't ever look for a job) and believes

that education does nothing for Precious, who she would rather also collect welfare if only to

bring money into the household. To escape her life, Precious often daydreams of herself in

glamorous situations. Because of her current pregnancy, Precious' principal transfers her

into an alternative school. In dealing with the school's sympathetic teacher Miss Blu Rain...

Original title: Precious: 

Precious (2009)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Lee Daniels

Scenario: Geoffrey Fletcher, Sapphire

2009 : USA

Prey For Rock & Roll is the story of Jacki and her all-girl rock and roll band, Clam Dandy,

who are trying to make it in the LA club scene of the late 1980s. After ten years of being

ignored by record producers, Jacki and the band find hope in one producer who promises to

see them play and consider them for a contract. Jacki resolves to play this one last gig and

then throw in the towel if she does not find success. Personal tragedies, however, threaten

to rip the band apart, rocking the foundation of friendship and trust the women have built

together. Ultimately, the band must find its strength in the music that is their passion and the

thread that holds them together, inspiring them to prevail.

Original title: Prey for Rock & Roll: 

Prey for Rock & Roll (2003)

Genre: Drama, Female-friendship, Lesbian-interest, Music, Women's
interest
Director: Alex Steyermark

Scenario: Cheri Lovedog, Robin Shushan

2003 : USA
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Once relegated to the margins of society, pornography has emerged as one of the most

visible and profitable sectors of the cultural industries, assuming an unprecedented role in

the mainstream of our popular culture at the same time that its content has become more

extreme and harsh, more overtly sexist and racist. This eye-opening and disturbing film

tackles the complexity behind this seeming paradox, placing the voices of critics, producers,

and performers alongside the observations of men and women as they candidly discuss the

role pornography has played in shaping their sexual imaginations and relationships. Honest

and non-judgmental, The Price of Pleasure moves beyond the liberal versus conservative

debates so common in the culture to paint a myth-busting and nuanced portrait of how

pleasure and pain, commerce and power, liberty and responsibility have become intertwined

in the most intimate area of our lives. An ideal tool for initiating classroom discussion about

Original title: Price of Pleasure: Pornography, Sexuality & Relationships, The: 

Price of Pleasure - Pornography, Sexuality &
Relationships(2008), The

Genre: Documentary, Adult, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Miguel Picker, Chyng Sun

Scenario: Chyng Sun, Robert Wosnitzer

this ...

2008 : USA

A documentary about young Eastern European women who've been drawn into a

netherworld of sex trafficking and abuse. It is a story told by survivors; a film that gives a

voice to women who were supposed to be silenced by shame, fear and intimidation. Mimi

Chakarova, a photojournalist who grew up in Bulgaria, takes us on a personal, investigative

journey into the shadowy world of sex trafficking from Eastern Europe to Turkey, Dubai and

Greece. Told through the personal accounts of trafficked women, undercover footage, and

still photography, this documentary exposes the root causes of why women continue to be

sold into prostitution against their will and examines what can be done to stop it.

Original title: Price of Sex, The: 

Price of Sex (2011), The

Genre: Documentary, Crime, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Mimi Chakarova

Scenario: 

2011 : USA, United Arab Emirates, Bulgaria, Moldova,
Turkey

Jane Austen's classic novel about the prejudice that occurred between the 19th century

classes and the pride which would keep lovers apart.
Original title: Pride and Prejudice: 

Pride and Prejudice (1995)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Romance, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

1995 : UK

The story is based on Jane Austen's novel about five sisters - Jane, Elizabeth, Mary, Kitty

and Lydia Bennet - in Georgian England. Their lives are turned upside down when a wealthy

young man (Mr. Bingley) and his best friend (Mr. Darcy) arrive in their neighborhood.

Original title: Pride & Prejudice: 

Pride-and-Prejudice (2005)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Joe Wright

Scenario: Jane Austen, Deborah Moggach

2005 : France, UK, USA
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A liberated young schoolteacher at an Edinburgh girls' school in the period between the two

wars, instructs her girls on the ways of life. Ignoring the more mundane subjects, she

teaches them of love, politics and art. Her affairs with two male teachers become known and

she finds herself fighting to keep her job. She believes that she can always count on the

100% support of her favourite pupils, but one of them does not feel that Miss Jean Brodie is

in her "prime" any more. No longer swayed by her teacher's eloquence, she begins to learn

about life and love herself.

Original title: Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, The: 

Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1969)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Ronald Neame

Scenario: Muriel Spark, Jay Presson Allen

1969 : UK, USA

Set in Spain, the story is about friendship and love in the world of prostitution. Original title: Princesas: 

Princesses [Spain-2005]

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Female-friendship, Lesbian-interest,
Women's interest
Director: Fernando León de Aranoa

Scenario: Fernando León de Aranoa

2005 : Spain

Pippa Lee feels dislocated when she and her husband Herb move from Manhattan to a

retirement community. He's older than she, they have two children who are young adults,

and the daughter hardly speaks to Pippa. Pippa tells us about her life, in long flashbacks,

starting with her birth to a mom who was a social dynamo and addicted to pills. As a teen,

Pippa moves out and lives a hippie life until meeting Herb, who was then married to a young

siren. Pippa discloses tragedies and discoveries. In the present, she's sleepwalking at night

and talking from time to time with a burned-out case, the 35-year-old son of a neighbor. Can

Pippa connect?

Original title: Private Lives of Pippa Lee, The: 

Private Lives of Pippa Lee (2009)

Genre: Comedy, Biography, Drama, Indie, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Rebecca Miller

Scenario: Rebecca Miller

2009 : USA

This episode of "Provate Parts" follows the stories of a number of different women whose

breasts have either landed them in hospital, out of job, with a lawsuit and in a Greek prison.
Original title: PRIVATE PARTS: THE TROUBLE WITH MY BREASTS: 

Private Parts: The Trouble with My Breasts (2006)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2006 : UK
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Private Parts, is Three-part British documentary series looking at human breasts and

genitals and problems associated with them experienced by some people. In this second

episode, it explores some of the dangers of the new post-'Sex in the City' frankness about

female genitals - from Brazilian waxing accidents to designer vagina surgeries gone wrong. 

Original title: Private Parts: The Trouble with My Vagina: 

Private Parts: The Trouble with My Vagina (2006)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2006 : 

Yvonne Rainer's sixth feature begins as a subversive movie about menopause. Out of this

beginning, Rainer has fashioned a witty, brave independent work about women's sexual

identity and the unequal economies of race, age, sex and class.

Original title: Privilege: 

Privilege (1990)

Genre: Drama, Indie, Lesbian-interest, Surrealism, Women's interest
Director: Yvonne Rainer

Scenario: Yvonne Rainer

1990 : USA

Kelly and Evelyn Ryan live in Defiance, Ohio with their 10 children. At first glance their life

seems idyllic; they call each other "Mother" and "Father" and seem to dote on the kids. But

Kelly was a garage-band crooner whose voice was ruined in an auto accident. He's resigned

to a dead-end factory job that barely pays the bills, and is given to fits of alcohol-induced

rage. Evelyn, a stay-at-home wife and mother, deals with this abuse by appealing to her

priest, who is no help at all. She deals with their poverty by entering the jingle contests that

were the rage in the 50's and early 60's, even sending in multiple entries in the names of the

children. She is very clever at it, winning more than her share of prizes, but her successes

aren't enough to keep the wolf from the door. Further, they trigger Kelly's insecurities and he

retreats deeper into the bottle, using food and mortgage money to support the habit. Can the

loving, optimistic Evelyn hold the family together? Is she ...

Original title: Prize Winner of Defiance, Ohio, The: 

Prize Winner of Defiance Ohio (2005), The

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Jane Anderson

Scenario: Terry Ryan, Jane Anderson

2005 : USA

Longtime couple Venla and Antero come to a serious impasse. After years with Antero,

Venla wants to start a family, but her boyfriend, worried that parenthood will stifle his

speed-skating career, secretly gets a vasectomy. Determined to have a child, Venla seeks

help from a female fertility doctor, a decision that breeds new possibilities for the prospective

mother when she falls in love with the doctor.

Original title: Lapsia ja aikuisia - Kuinka niitä tehdään?: 

Producing Adults (Finland-2004)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Aleksi Salmenperä

Scenario: Tuomo Hutri, Pekko Pesonen

2004 : FINLAND, SWEDEN
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"Promised Land" tells the story of a group of young unwitting Estonian girls smuggled

through Egypt to be auctioned off as prostitutes in Israel, and of their initiation into this trade

of flesh, and finally of the accidental freeing of one girl who most fight for her freedom.

Original title: Promised Land: 

Promised Land (Israel-2004)

Genre: Drama, Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Amos Gitai

Scenario: Amos Gitai, Marie-Jose Sanselme

2004 : France, ISRAEL

The director conducts a number of street interviews with prostitutes about their lives, and

their costumers take a bashing out of this.
Original title: Prostitution: 

Prostitution (France-1975)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Jean-François Davy

Scenario: 

1975 : France

Elizabeth "Lizzie" Wurtzel is a teenager accepted into Harvard with a scholarship in

journalism. She has been raised by her divorced mother Mrs. Wurtzel since she was two

years old, but she misses her father and feels needy and depressive. When she joins the

university, she lives with a roommate Ruby and has her sexual initiation with Noah. Her

article for the local column in Crimson newspaper is awarded by Rolling Stone magazine.

Lizzie becomes abusive in sex and drugs, and her existential crisis and depression

increases and she hurts her friends and her mother that love her, while dating Rafe. Mrs.

Wurtzel sends her to an expensive psychiatric treatment with Dr. Sterling, in spite of having

difficulties paying for her medical bills and therapy sessions. After a long period of treatment

under medication, and suicide attempt, Lizzie stabilizes and adjusts to the real world.

Original title: Prozac Nation: 

Prozac Nation (2001)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Erik Skjoldbjærg

Scenario: Elizabeth Wurtzel, Galt Niederhoffer

2001 : Germany, USA, Canada

Meet Sue, a teenage Australian girl in the late 70s, whose life mainly consists of doing what

everyone else does - watch the surfing boys and have sex with the same surfing boys. The

girls have to follow lots of strange customs, e.g. do not eat or go to the bathroom when a boy

is around. Ugly girls have two choices - being bitches and hate boys, or being generally

cheap and looked down upon by everyone. The afternoons are spent on the beaches, in the

backseats of car or at home-alone-parties where sex and alcohol are the main ingredients.

Parents and teachers are trying to straighten the kids out, but that is not easy.

Original title: Puberty Blues: 

Puberty Blues (1981)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Bruce Beresford

Scenario: Gabrielle Carey, Margaret Kelly

1981 : Australia
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A tormented young woman is given a hiding place by an elderly lady and soon they are

reminded of their mutual horrendous past.
Original title: Puhdistus: 

Purge (2012)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Antti Jokinen

Scenario: Marko Leino, Antti Jokinen

2012 : FINLAND, ESTONIA

Diana the 'People's Princess' has died in a car accident in Paris. The Queen and her family

decide that for the best, they should remain hidden behind the closed doors of Balmoral

Castle. The heartbroken public do not understand and request that the Queen comforts her

people. This also puts pressure on newly elected Tony Blair, who constantly tries to

convince the monarchy to address the public.

Original title: Queen, The: 

Queen (2006), The

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Stephen Frears

Scenario: Peter Morgan

2006 : UK, USA, France, ITALY

Three women, all strangers to each other, meet in a dress boutique. One of the three is

approached by the male proprietor as she is shoplifting a garment. When he approaches her

the other two join her in beating the man to death. Other female shoppers ignore the whole

situation and leave when the crime is complete. The court appoints a female psychriatrist to

examine the women; contrary to public opinion the psychiatrist finds they are not insane but

implies the rage expressed by the crime is a result of the male dominated society. An

interesting study of extreme behavior. The prisoner's cells were a revelation.

Original title: De stilte rond Christine M.: 

Question of Silence (1982), A

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Marleen Gorris

Scenario: Marleen Gorris

1982 : NETHERLANDS

Ellen, an unknown female gunslinger rides into a small, dingy and depressing prairie town

with a secret as to her reason for showing up. Shortly after her arrival, a local preacher, Cort,

is thrown through the saloon doors while townfolk are signing up for a gun competition. The

pot is a huge sum of money and the only rule: that you follow the rules of the man that set up

the contest, Herod. Herod is also the owner, leader, and "ruler" of the town. Seems he's

arranged this little gun-show-off so that the preacher (who use to be an outlaw and rode with

Herod) will have to fight again. Cort refuses to ever use a gun to kill again and Herod,

acknowledging Cort as one of the best, is determined to alter this line of thinking ... even if it

gets someone killed ...

Original title: Quick and the Dead, The: 

Quick and the Dead (1995), The

Genre: Action, Adventure, Thriller, Western, Women's interest
Director: Sam Raimi

Scenario: Simon Moore

1995 : USA, JAPAN
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Western Australia, 1931. Government policy includes taking half-caste children from their

Aboriginal mothers and sending them a thousand miles away to what amounts to indentured

servitude, "to save them from themselves." Molly, Daisy, and Grace (two sisters and a

cousin who are 14, 10, and 8) arrive at their Gulag and promptly escape, under Molly's lead.

For days they walk north, following a fence that keeps rabbits from settlements, eluding a

native tracker and the regional constabulary. Their pursuers take orders from the

government's "chief protector of Aborigines," A.O. Neville, blinded by Anglo-Christian

certainty, evolutionary world view and conventional wisdom. Can the girls survive?

Original title: Rabbit-Proof Fence: 

Rabbit-Proof Fence (2002)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Phillip Noyce

Scenario: Doris Pilkington, Christine Olsen

2002 : Australia

Rachel is a 35 year old school teacher who has no man in her life and lives with her mother.

When a man from the big city returns and asks her out, she begins to have to make

decisions about her life and where she wants it to go.

Original title: Rachel, Rachel: 

Rachel, Rachel (1968)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Paul Newman

Scenario: Stewart Stern, Margaret Laurence

1968 : USA

RADFEMFILMS is a compilation of 6 award-winning short films by Catherine Crouch,

including Vanilla Lament, One Small Step, Pretty Ladies, The Gendercator, Buttery Top and

her newest film, a humorous take on identity politics entitled A Pirate In Alphabet City. 

Catherine Crouch is an American film director, screenwriter, producer, cinematographer, and

actor. She has been active in independent film-making for over two decades. Most of her

work explores gender, race, and class in lesbian and queer lives. She is most well known for

Stray Dogs (2002), Stranger Inside (2001), and The Gendercator(2007).

Original title: Gendercator, The: 

RadFemFilms (2007) Gendercator

Genre: Short, Lesbian-interest, Sci-fi, Women's interest
Director: Catherine Crouch

Scenario: Catherine Crouch

2007 : USA

With the death of their mother, two sisters (Nona and Cressy) return to their childhood home

in Northern Australia where their third sister, Mae, lived looking after their mother. The

funeral happens and the three find themselves together in the house for the first time in

years. With time to talk, drink and fight, past hurts are revealed and family secrets come out.

Original title: Radiance: 

Radiance (1998)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Rachel Perkins

Scenario: Louis Nowra

1998 : Australia
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It's the year 2042 and the threat is real...women are going to prison for terminating their

pregnancies. An investigating reporter is determined to reveal the truth behind the

convictions.

Original title: Rain Without Thunder: 

Rain Without Thunder (1992)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Indie, Sci-fi, Women's interest
Director: Gary O. Bennett

Scenario: Gary O. Bennett

1992 : USA

China in the 1920's. After her father's death, nineteen year old Songlian is forced to marry

Chen Zuoqian, the lord of a powerful family. Fifty year old Chen has already three wives,

each of them living in separate houses within the great castle. The competition between the

wives is tough, as their master's attention carries power, status and privilege. Each night

Chen must decide with which wife to spend the night and a red lantern is lit in front of the

house of his choice. And each wife schemes and plots to make sure it's hers. However,

things get out of hand...

Original title: Da hong deng long gao gao gua: 

Raise the Red Lantern (1991)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest
Director: Yimou Zhang

Scenario: Su Tong, Ni Zhen

1991 : CHINA

Nicole, nurse in Grenoble, is raped one night by four men. Deeply scarred, emotionally and

physically, she thinks she will never recover from the trauma. Following a friend's advice,

she decides to file a lawsuit.

Original title: L'amour violé: 

Rape of Love (France-1978)

Genre: Drama, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Yannick Bellon

Scenario: Yannick Bellon

1978 : France, Belgium

Takes a look at the rise and fall of Linda Lovelace, the first porn star. Original title: Real Linda Lovelace, The: 

Real Linda Lovelace (2001), The

Genre: Documentary, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Andrew Abbott, Russell Leven

Scenario: Mark Kermode

2001 : UK
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Coming of Age story of a first generation Latina Ana Garc?a (America Ferrera) who

struggles to balance her family's culture where she is expected to work in her sister's dress

warehouse, find a husband, and have children while forgetting her dreams of a college

education. However, one of her high-school teachers tries to convince her parents to give

her an opportunity and send her to a university. 

Original title: Real Women Have Curves: 

Real Women Have Curves (2002)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Patricia Cardoso

Scenario: Josefina Lopez, George LaVoo

2002 : USA

Whilst working as a CCTV operator in Glasgow's working-class Red Road estate, Jackie

sees a face from the past, a face that she thought would no longer haunt her dreams.

Keeping her distance, and with the use of her CCTV cameras, she follows the face and the

man and she finally decides to confront him. It is here that past lives are once again

entwined and reconciliations are aired.

Original title: Red Road: 

Red Road (2006)

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Andrea Arnold

Scenario: Andrea Arnold, Lone Scherfig

2006 : UK, DENMARK

After the death of her husband, Lilia's life revolves solely around her teenage daughter,

Salma. Whilst looking for Salma late one night, Lilia stumbles upon a belly dance cabaret

and though initially reserved and taken aback by the culture of the place, Lilia gets

consistently drawn back to it. She befriends one of the belly dancers and is encouraged into

dancing for the audience. Lilia also starts a romance with one of the cabaret's musicians,

who unbeknown to both of them, is also romancing Salma.

Original title: Satin rouge: 

Red Satin (2002)

Genre: Musical, Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Raja Amari

Scenario: Raja Amari

2002 : TUNISIA

Two young women are raped on their way home. The story follows the lives of both women

and the different ways they deal with the crime.
Original title: Redfern Now: Promise Me: 

Redfern Now - The Telemovie (2015)

Genre: Drama, Indie, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Rachel Perkins

Scenario: Steven McGregor

2015 : Australia
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1976:- Ruth Gilmartin visits her mother Sally in rural Cambridgeshire and is amazed to learn

she is a Russian refugee born Eva Delectorskaya,recruited as a spy by the British in 1939.

After narrowly escaping death in the Netherlands Eva is sent to America to seduce the

married Mason Harding,an adviser to the president,to find out if the Americans intend joining

the war,a mission she successfully accomplishes. However a second assignment is to

supply a map to American agents supposedly outlining a planned German invasion of the

States but Eva spots errors in the map,informing her spy master and lover Lucas Romer and

other colleagues. Though the map fools the president Eva survives an attempt to kill her

and,as her fellow spies die one by one,is convinced she was betrayed. Even in the 1970s

,years after the event,she believes her life is in danger and shocks Ruth by buying a shotgun

for her protection. She gets Ruth to contact Romer,posing as a journalist interested in

Original title: Restless: 

Restless (2012)

Genre: Drama, Romance, War, Women's interest
Director: Edward Hall

Scenario: William Boyd

wartime espionage...

2012 : UK

Back from a tour of duty, Kelli can't wait to rejoin her old life in the rust belt town she's

always lived in. She's ready to experience the old feelings of everyday life- the carpet under

her bare feet, a cold beer in front of the television, the smell of her baby's head. Slowly,

though, she realizes that her everyday life doesn't resemble the one she left. Struggling to

find her place in her family and the rust-belt town she no longer recognizes, what can she

reclaim of her share of the way of life she's been fighting to protect?

Original title: Return: 

Return (2011)

Genre: Drama, War, Women's interest
Director: Liza Johnson

Scenario: Liza Johnson

2011 : USA

Special Feature documentary on commercial version of DVD Original title: Revealing Anne Lister (2010) - DVD feature: 

Revealing Anne Lister (2010) - DVD feature

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

 : 

The movie starts with an intro of a woman telling the mythical story of Oedipus and the

Sphinx. The movie then goes into showing a woman fixing breakfast for her child. 
Original title: Riddles of the Sphinx: 

Riddles of the Sphinx (1977)

Genre: Drama, Indie, Surrealism, Women's interest
Director: Laura Mulvey, Peter Wollen

Scenario: Laura Mulvey, Peter Wollen

1977 : USA
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A Tout de Suite begins with a voice-over by Lili. She explains that it is 1975, just before

spring, and she is 19 years old.  After a chance encounter with the perpetrators of an armed

robbery, Lili chooses to go with the robers, rather than return to her boring life. 

Original title: À tout de suite: 

Right Now (France-2004)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Romance, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Benoît Jacquot

Scenario: Benoît Jacquot, Elisabeth Fanger

2004 : France

Zenia Arden is missing, her abandoned car is found with three pints of her blood splattered

inside, and one of her fingers severed from her body is found close to the car. The

authorities believe there is no way she could have survived what looks to be a brutal slaying.

Henry Kelly, her police officer secret boyfriend, believes he will be implicated as the

murderer. Henry goes to his old friend John Grismer, an ex-police officer now insurance

investigator, to help him uncover what happened to Zenia. In his search for the truth, John

finds that Zenia's three supposedly closest friends - magazine editor Roz Andrews,

university history professor Tony Fremont and yoga instructor Charis White - are all less

than sad at Zenia's death, their lack of remorse which they are open about when questioned

by John. Apparently, Zenia came unexpectedly and independently into each of their lives,

made it great for a while before she did something intentionally to betray each of the 3

Original title: Robber Bride, The: 

Robber Bride (2007), The

Genre: Drama, Crime, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: David Evans

Scenario: Margaret Atwood, Tassie Cameron

women. 

2007 : Canada, UK

Robin is a social worker in Oakland on the verge of losing her job for getting too close to her

clients; she's African-American and grew up in the neighborhood. She falls for Brooklyn, a

White Frenchwoman, who's a thief with dreams of running a motorcycle repair shop. Robin

is not only willing to be Brooklyn's lover, she's willing to join in the robberies because she

sees community projects that need money: she becomes an anonymous Robin Hood. When

her personal life takes a sharp turn and she wants to do one last job, Brooklyn's jealousy

flares. Is there any way to resolve these conflicts of love, family, finance, and violence?

Original title: Robin's Hood: 

Robins Hood (2003)

Genre: Drama, Crime, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Sara Millman

Scenario: Sara Millman, Khahtee V. Turner

2003 : USA

Bette Midler plays The Rose, a female rock star strikingly similar to Janis Joplin. The film

follows Rose's career during her last tour, as she's determined to return to her Florida

hometown. Although a success, she's exhausted and lonely but continued working by her

gruff and greedy manager. Through loud and brassy, Rose is an insecure alcoholic and

former drug user who seems to crave approval in her life. She begins a romance with a

limousine driver, who's actually an AWOL sergeant from the United States Army. Her rock

and roll lifestyle of Drugs, Sex, and Rock and Roll and constant touring lead her to an

inevitable breakdown.

Original title: Rose, The: 

Rose (1979), The

Genre: Drama, Music, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Mark Rydell

Scenario: Bo Goldman, Bill Kerby

1979 : USA
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13-year-old Monica leads a street life, making her living by selling flowers to couples in local

nightspots, she is joined by 10-year-old Andrea who runs out of her house after her mother

beats her.

Original title: La vendedora de rosas: 

Rose Seller (Colombia-1998), The

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Víctor Gaviria

Scenario: Víctor Gaviria, Carlos Henao

1998 : Colombia

The saga of rural women who decide to leave the countryside and get into prostitution. Their

miserable lives are marked by random meetings with truck drivers, pimps, thieves and

lunatics.

Original title: Aopção Ou As Rosas Da Estrada: 

Roses of the Road (Brazil-1981)

Genre: Indie, History, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Ozualdo Ribeiro Candeias

Scenario: Ozualdo Ribeiro Candeias

1981 : BRAZIL

Young and impulsive Rosetta lives with her alcoholic mother in a caravan, and, moved by

despair, she will do anything to maintain a job. 
Original title: Rosetta: 

Rosetta (1999)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Jean-Pierre Dardenne, Luc Dardenne

Scenario: Jean-Pierre Dardenne, Luc Dardenne

1999 : France, Belgium

This is a dated movie that you have to take in its historical context. A bunch of free-wheeling

hippie girls share a flat, a carefree attitude to sex, and a shocking disregard for the physical

integrity of their big-spending boyfriends, whom they have communally decided to off after a

few days of TLC. This attitude of breaking with conventions, political ideology, availability

and excessive violence describes the Zeitgeist of the late 1960ies and early 1970ies very

accurately.

Original title: Rote Sonne: 

Rote Sonne (Germany-1970)

Genre: Crime, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Rudolf Thome

Scenario: Max Zihlmann

1970 : West Germany
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Nurit and Mushidi have come to Tel Aviv for very different reasons. Nurit packs up her son

and daughter and leaves her jobless husband for what she hopes will be a more fulfilling life

in the big city. Meanwhile, Mushidi has left Nigeria and her young son to look for work. When

Nurit realizes that her bus-driving job will not pay the bills and allow her to watch her

children, she decides to hire a nanny. Enter Mushidi who agrees to watch the children in

exchange for room and board. Mushidi's smile and optimism seem to brighten the apartment

immediately, and soon Nurit and Mushidi are spending time together on the bustling streets

of Tel Aviv. When their friendship blossoms into something more, Nurit is forced to make a

tough decision.

Original title: Round Trip: 

Round Trip (2003)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Shahar Rozen

Scenario: Noa Greenberg

2003 : ISRAEL

Ruby, a young woman, arrives in a Florida resort town during the off season to make a fresh

start. She gets work as a sales clerk in a souvineer shop run by Mildred Chambers. She

dates, and sleeps with, Ricky Chambers, Mildred's conceited son, but breaks off with him

when she finds she's just another conquest. She gets involved with Mike, a left-wing

greenhouse worker. As the seasons change, Ruby's relationships with others and herself go

through metamorphoses as she makes choices and discoveries establishing her own

identity. A character study.

Original title: Ruby in Paradise: 

Ruby In Paradise (1993)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Victor Nunez

Scenario: Victor Nunez

1993 : USA

In 1975, San Fernando Valley teen Joan Larkin reinvents herself as Joan Jett, a guitarist

who wants to form an all-girl punk band. She pitches the idea to a sleazy manager, Kim

Fowley, who pairs her with a drummer and then searches for a face: he finds Cherie Currie,

at age 15, the perfect jailbait image for his purpose; by luck, she can sing. Two others round

out the band, The Runaways. Fowley books a tour, signs them to Mercury Records, and

packs them off to crowds in Japan. Seeds of conflict sprout early: Fowley puts Cherie front

and center in the publicity, she's soon strung out on drugs and vodka, and jealousies arise.

Without adult supervision, where can Joan and Cherie end up?

Original title: Runaways, The: 

Runaways (2010), The

Genre: Biography, Coming-of-age, Drama, History, Music, Women's
interest
Director: Floria Sigismondi

Scenario: Floria Sigismondi, Cherie Currie

2010 : USA

16 year old Ryna is the daughter of a poor Romanian who runs a gas station in a small

community in the Danube delta. Ryna has been brought up like a boy because her father

had longed for a son. It is also about poverty, social suppression and the abuse of power.

Ryna shows the awakening of a young girl's soul and the pain that goes with it. Caught

between traditional values and materialistic dreams, in the end Ryna pays a heavy price in

order to assert her own identity.

Original title: Ryna: 

Ryna (Romania-2005)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Ruxandra Zenide

Scenario: Marek Epstein, Andreea Valean

2005 : SWITZERLAND, Romania
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Set in Edo era Japan, “Sakuran” traces the life of Kiyoha as she rises from the lowly

courtesan ranks to the high class position of Oiran in the steamy red-light district of

Yoshiwara. Kiyoha was determined to stand on her own two feet and live life as she pleased

to the best of her ability. 

Original title: Sakuran: 

Sakuran (2006)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Mika Ninagawa

Scenario: Moyoco Anno, Yuki Tanada

2006 : JAPAN

Based on an actual strike against the Empire Zinc Mine in New Mexico, the film deals with

the prejudice against the Mexican-American workers, who struck to attain wage parity with

Anglo workers in other mines and to be treated with dignity by the bosses. The film is an

early treatment of feminism, because the wives of the miners play a pivotal role in the strike,

against their husbands wishes. In the end, the greatest victory for the workers and their

families is the realization that prejudice and poor treatment are conditions that are not

always imposed by outside forces. This film was written, directed and produced by members

of the original "Hollywood Ten," who were blacklisted for refusing to answer Congressional

inquiries on First Amendment grounds.

Original title: Salt of the Earth: 

Salt of the Earth (1954)

Genre: Classic, Women's interest
Director: Herbert J. Biberman

Scenario: Michael Wilson

1954 : USA

A young female journalist (Komaki Kurihara) is researching an article on the history of

Japanese women who were forced to work as prostitutes in Asian brothels during the early

20th century. She locates Osaki (Kinuyo Tanaka), an elderly woman who lives with a number

of cats in a shack in a remote village. Osaki agrees to tell her life story, and the film goes

into flashback to the early 1920s. A young Osaki (Yoko Takashi) is sold by her

poverty-stricken family into indentured servitude as a maid in Sandakan, British North

Borneo (today’s Sabah, Malaysia) at what she believes to be a hotel. At parting, Osaki's

distraught and tragic mother gives her a kimono that she has woven by hand over the night

before her daughter's departure. The kimono will be Osaki's most treasured possession

forever.

Original title: Sandakan hachibanshokan bohkyo: 

Sandakan 8 (Japan-1974)

Genre: Drama, History, War, Women's interest
Director: Kei Kumai

Scenario: Tomoko Yamazaki, Sakae Hirosawa

1974 : JAPAN

1968 was the year that changed the world. And for four young Aboriginal sisters from a

remote mission this is the year that would change their lives forever. Around the globe, there

was protest and revolution in the streets. Indigenous Australians finally secured the right to

vote. There were drugs and the shock of a brutal assassination. And there was Vietnam. The

sisters, Cynthia, Gail, Julie and Kay are discovered by Dave, a talent scout with a kind heart,

very little rhythm but a great knowledge of soul music. Billed as Australia's answer to 'The

Supremes', Dave secures the sisters their first true gig, and flies them to Vietnam to sing for

the American troops. Based on a true story, THE SAPPHIRES is a triumphant celebration of

youthful emotion, family and music.

Original title: Sapphires, The: 

Sapphires (2012), The

Genre: Biography, Comedy, Drama, History, Music, Musical, Women's
interest
Director: Wayne Blair

Scenario: Tony Briggs

2012 : Australia
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Sara is the perfect young housewife, eager to serve. When husband Hessam requires an

expensive emergency operation abroad, it is she who get the funds. For the next three

years, it is Sara, labouring secretly to pay the shady loan and save Hessam's manly pride.

Until the truth is revealed and with it, the reality of her marriage. 

Original title: Sara : 

Sara (Iran-1993)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

1993 : IRAN

In Manhattan, the brilliant Chinese-American lesbian surgeon Wil is surprised by the arrival

of her forty-eight year old widow mother to her apartment. Ma was banished from Flushing,

Queens, when her father discovered that she was pregnant. The presence of Ma affects the

personal life of Wil, who is in love with the daughter of her boss at the hospital, the dancer

Vivian Shing. Once her grandfather has promised that her mother would only return to

Flushing remarried or proving that it was an immaculate conception, Wil tries to find a

Chinese bachelor to marry Ma.

Original title: Saving Face: 

Saving Face (2004)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Alice Wu

Scenario: Alice Wu

2004 : USA

The film begins in Australia, 1906. We start in the sky and for a moment, see the shadow of

an umbrella in the clouds. The camera goes lower and lower to find a young girl, Ginty (the

real name of P.L. Travers) playing make believe in her front yard. A voice begins to sing,

"Winds in the East, mist coming in, like something is brewing, about to begin." This is the

same overture that begins "Mary Poppins."

 

Now it's the year 1961. Pamela "P.L." Travers (Emma Thompson) is a grumpy woman living

in London. Her home office reveals she has already found success as the author of the Mary

Poppins series. The doorbell rings and she finds Diarmiud Russell, her agent. They talk in

her living room. She tells him she's cancelled the car because she no longer needs a ride to

the airport, having changed her mind about giving up the rights to her story. To keep her

Original title: Saving Mr. Banks: 

Saving Mr Banks (2013)

Genre: Biography, Comedy, Drama, Family, History, Music, Women's
interest
Director: John Lee Hancock

Scenario: Kelly Marcel, Sue Smith

house, Pamela agrees to venture to Los Angeles to hear the studio out but promises to leave the papers unsigned if

she's not happy with their interpretation.

 

Through flashbacks, we see Travers childhood, in tandem with the story of the making of Mary Poppins as a musical. 

 

 

2013 : USA, UK, Australia
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Nothing - not her father, not the church - can stop unruly Angela from being with her

childhood best friend turned great love, Sara. Based on a true story, Viola di mare, presents

a uniquely engaging portrait of family, community and gender roles in a 19th century Italian

village.

Original title: Viola di mare: 

Sea of Violet (Italy-2009)

Genre: Drama, History, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Donatella Maiorca

Scenario: Giacomo Pilati, Donatella Maiorca

2009 : ITALY

Not as grand as the superb "Silences of the palace". Aicha takes her autistic son & 2

daughters back to the island of Djerba as her marriage is suffering. There the women of

Ddjerba make rugs & carpets most of the year & then their husbands come home for one

month to collect them & head back to their bazaar shops in Tunis the capital, hence the

name, season of men. 

Original title: La saison des hommes: 

Season of Men (Tunisia-2000)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Moufida Tlatli

Scenario: Nouri Bouzid, Moufida Tlatli

2000 : TUNISIA, France

In 1996, in the Balkans, the population of a small town is slaughtered by a militia under the

command of the inhuman Goran that abducts young girls for prostitution in a brothel owned

by the cruel Viktor. The deaf Angel that witnessed the execution of her mother has a weird

birth mark on the face and Viktor chooses her to housework; to put makeup and drug the

girls for the clients; and cleaning them up after the brutal encounters. Angel also sneaks

between the walls and ventilation ducts during the night. Angel befriends the girl Vanya that

knows the language of the deaf. When Goran returns to the house with his men, Angel

witnesses one of them raping and killing Vanya and she revenges her new friend killing the

man. Now Goran and his men are hunting her down and she is trapped in the house.

Original title: Seasoning House, The: 

Seasoning House (2012), The

Genre: Drama, Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's interest
Director: Paul Hyett

Scenario: Paul Hyett, Conal Palmer

2012 : UK

Val spends 13 years working as nanny to Fabinho in S?o Paulo. She is financially stable but

has to live with the guilt of having left her daughter J?ssica, in Pernambuco, in the northeast

of Brazil, raised by relatives. As college entrance exams roll around, J?ssica wants to come

to S?o Paulo to take her college entrance exams too. When J?ssica arrives, cohabitation is

not easy. Everyone will be affected by the personality and candor of the girl and Val finds

herself right in the middle of it.

Original title: Que Horas Ela Volta?: 

Second Mother (2015)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Anna Muylaert

Scenario: Anna Muylaert

2015 : BRAZIL
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In nineteenth century Yorkshire wealthy orphan Anne Lister lives with an aunt and uncle,

anxious for her to marry well and blissfully - unaware that she is a lesbian. Anne is recording

her thoughts and exploits in a coded diary. When her lover Mariana Belcombe makes a

marriage of convenience to rich old Charles Lawton she feels betrayed and, although

Mariana visits her,the relationship is going nowhere. Helped by old flame Tib she makes a

play for innocent Miss Browne but sees she is barking up the wrong tree and diverts herself

by renovating the family hall. A drunken Tib almost exposes her secret and scornful

mine-owner Christopher Rawson, whose marriage proposal she rejects, tells her that her

sexuality is a subject of local gossip....

Original title: Secret Diaries of Miss Anne Lister, The: 

Secret Diaries of Anne Lister (2010)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: James Kent

Scenario: Jane English

2010 : UK

Set in South Carolina in 1964, this is the tale of Lily Owens, a 14 year-old girl who is haunted

by the memory of her late mother. To escape her lonely life and troubled relationship with

her father T-Ray, Lily flees with Rosaleen, her caregiver and friend, to a South Carolina town

that holds the secret to her mother's past. Taken in by the intelligent and independent

Boatwright sisters, Lily finds solace in their mesmerizing world of beekeeping.

Original title: Secret Life of Bees, The: 

Secret Life of Bees (2008)

Genre: Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Gina Prince-Bythewood

Scenario: Gina Prince-Bythewood, Sue Monk Kidd

2008 : USA

Secret Places follows the story of schoolgirls in England during WW2. Patience McKenzie

(Tara McGowand) is the leader of group of girls who hide in the basements and hidden

areas of the school (hence the title). Laura Meister (Marie Relin) is a German outsider who

tries desperately to fit in. Patience is assigned the task of helping Laura adjust and they

become friends.

Original title: Secret Places: 

Secret Places (1984)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Female-friendship, Lesbian-interest,
Women's interest
Director: Zelda Barron

Scenario: Zelda Barron, Janice Elliott

1984 : UK

Charming Brendan Block dates Miranda Cotton and gets seriously committed. But she

dumps him, claiming he invaded her privacy. A few weeks later, Brendan gets engaged to

Miranda's sister and is welcomed as ideal son-in-law by everyone else. From then on, nasty

things keep happening to her loved-ones.

Original title: Secret Smile: 

Secret Smile (2005)

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Christopher Menaul

Scenario: Kate Brooke, Sean French

2005 : Canada, UK
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In The Secrets, two brilliant young women discover their own voices in a repressive orthodox

culture where females are forbidden to sing, let alone speak out. Naomi, the studious,

devoutly religious daughter of a prominent rabbi, convinces her father to postpone her

marriage for a year so that she might study at a Jewish seminary for women in the ancient

Kabalistic seat of Safed. Naomi's quest for individuality takes a defiant turn when she

befriends Michelle, a free-spirited and equally headstrong fellow student. When the pair

encounters a mysterious, ailing foreigner with a disturbing past named Anouk (the iconic

French actress Fanny Ardant) they begin a risky journey into forbidden realms. In the hopes

of easing her suffering, Naomi and Michelle secretly lead Anouk through a series of

Kabalistic cleansing rituals. The process opens up overwhelming new horizons for the girls

who find themselves caught between the rigid male establishment they grew up in, and the

Original title: Ha-Sodot: 

Secrets (2007), The

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Avi Nesher

Scenario: Hadar Galron, Avi Nesher

desire to be true to...

2007 : ISRAEL, France

Cynthia lives in London with her sullen street-sweeper daughter. Her brother has been

successful with his photographer's business and now lives nearby in a more upmarket

house. But Cynthia hasn't even been invited round there after a year. So, all round, she feels

rather lonely and isolated. Meanwhile, in another part of town, Hortense, adopted at birth but

now grown up, starts to try and trace her mother.

Original title: Secrets & Lies: 

Secrets and Lies (1996) 

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Mike Leigh

Scenario: Mike Leigh

1996 : France, UK

Lida 'Stony' Newsom, Cleopatra 'Cleo' Sims, Francesca 'Frankie' Sutton and Tisean 'T.T.'

Williams are four female inner city Southern Californian childhood friends. Now adults, "Set

It Off" focuses on life's series of unfortunate events and taking vengeance on life with an Uzi

in hand. They embark on a series of robberies in the Southern California banking district to

fund their escape from a life surrounded by tragedy, poverty and despair. 

Original title: Set It Off: 

Set It Off (1996)

Genre: Action, Comedy, Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: F. Gary Gray

Scenario: Takashi Bufford

1996 : USA

Canadian/Swiss/French production that tells the tale of Hannah, a tomboyish 13 year-old

hitting puberty in 1963. An unhappy and uncomfortable family life leads Hannah to seek

escapism in the world of cinema. Specifically, she repeatedly watches and appears

enthralled by Nana (Anna Karina), the character from Jean-Luc Godard's "Vivre sa vie"

(1962) about a Parisian woman's descent into prostitution. Her confusion surrounding what

is real leads to a crush for her female teacher and her actively pursuing what it's like to be a

prostitute for an evening.

Original title: Emporte-moi: 

Set Me Free (1999)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Lea Pool

Scenario: Nancy Huston, Monique H. Messier

1999 : SWITZERLAND, Canada, France
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Powerful documentary study of 5 years in the life of "Annabel Chong" as a porn actress,

showing the deterioration from bright young college student, to drug-addicted, self-mutilating

porn star.  

Original title: Sex: The Annabel Chong Story (1999): 

Sex: The Annabel Chong Story (1999)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

1999 : Canada

this fascinating documentary by NOVA (no advocate of Christian values) indirectly

demonstrates the futility of transgenderism. Changing a man or a woman’s genitalia and

giving them some hormones does not a gender/sex-change make. - See more at:

http://theapologeticsgroup.com/product/sex-unknown-nova-special-on-gender-reassignment-

surgery/#sthash.83slOG2N.dpuf

Original title: Nova: Season 29, Episode 4 : 

Sex: Unknown (2001)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2001 : 

Colette McVeigh: widow, mother, terrorist. A woman who has lived the Republican cause for

all her 29 years. A woman whose brothers are both heavily involved at the senior levels in

the IRA, whose husband was killed by the British security forces. A woman who is now an

informer for MI5. Arrested in an aborted bombing attempt in London, Colette is given two

choices: talk and see her children again, or stay silent and spend the rest of her life watching

them grow up from behind the bars of a prison cell.

Original title: Shadow Dancer: 

Shadow Dancer (2012) 

Genre: Drama, Thriller, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: James Marsh

Scenario: Tom Bradby

2012 : UK, Ireland

Mikey and Rose are professional assassins. They are also lovers, and once upon a time

Rose also knew Mikey's father. During an elaborate hit job for a malicious gangster, Rose

fails to kill the main target, the gangster's pregnant girlfriend. Instead, she delivers her baby

and convinces Mikey to help her protect them both. As Rose weakens from cancer, Mikey

becomes breadwinner for this unusual family. But tranquility will not last.

Original title: Shadowboxer: 

Shadowboxer (2005)

Genre: Action, Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Lee Daniels

Scenario: Will Rokos

2005 : USA
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Asta Cadell, a lawyer traveling through the Australian Outback on holiday, stops in a small

Western Australian town after her motorcycle breaks down and shacks up with Tim Curtis,

the local mechanic, while fixing it. She then becomes involved in helping Curtis' teenage

daughter, Lizzie, who has been recently date-raped by Danny Fiske, the son of a wealthy,

well-known citizen and his gang. Asta persuades Lizzie to press charges against Danny, but

the local population becomes determined to keep the incident a secret at any cost and soon

Asta and the Curtis family's lives are in danger.

Original title: Shame: 

Shame (1988)

Genre: Drama, Crime, Women's interest
Director: Steve Jodrell

Scenario: Beverley Blankenship, Michael Brindley

1988 : Australia

Jenna Dewan Tatum and Mackenzie Phillips star in this Lifetime Original Movie. The riveting

film is based a true story of convicted felon Sarah Pender, who after being found guilty of

masterminding a double murder.

Original title: She Made Them Do It: 

She Made Them Do It (2013)

Genre: Crime, Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Grant Harvey

Scenario: Gary Tieche

2013 : Canada

Olga and Ruth become friends. Olga is independent, separated from her husband, living with

an immigrant pianist, and teaching feminist literature. Ruth is withdrawn, a painter, possibly

mentally ill. Ruth dreams in black and white, sometimes of her suicide. Olga lectures on a

19th-century writer, von G?nderrode, a suicide after the breakup of her intense friendship

with Bettina Brentano. Ruth's husband Franz encourages the women's friendship, then, as

Olga draws Ruth out and the friendship deepens, he becomes jealous. After the women

travel to Egypt, Franz has a tirade. Ruth seems crushed between her husband and her

friend, and how she responds is the film's climax.

Original title: Heller Wahn: 

Sheer Madness (1983)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Margarethe von Trotta

Scenario: Margarethe von Trotta

1983 : Germany

Anna, a woman who owns, together with her mother and her brother, a factory in the

northeast of Italy and lives with 25-year-old Mara, who works in the factory; then there's

Anis, a young man from Maghreb who suddenly storms into their lives by stowing away in

their car when they return from a North African holiday.

Original title: Riparo: 

Shelter Me (Riparo) 2007 Italy

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Marco S. Puccioni

Scenario: Marco S. Puccioni, Monica Rametta

2007 : ITALY, France
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Sherry Swanson returns home to New Jersey after serving a three year prison sentence.

Eager to reestablish a relationship with her young daughter, Sherry soon discovers that

coming back to the world she left behind is far more difficult than she had planned.

Original title: Sherrybaby: 

Sherrybaby (2006)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Laurie Collyer

Scenario: Laurie Collyer

2006 : USA

?m?l is a small insignificant town where nothing ever happens, where the latest trends are

out of date when they get there. Young Elin has a bit of a bad reputation when it comes to

guys, but the fact is that she has never done *it*. Another girl in her school, Agnes, is in love

with her but is too shy to do anything about it. For a number of reasons, Elin ends up at

Agnes' birthday party as the only guest. They have a girl's night out together but after that

Elin desperately avoids Agnes, refusing to even consider her own feelings toward Agnes.

Original title: Fucking Åmål: 

Show Me Love (Sweden-1998)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance,
Women's interest
Director: Lukas Moodysson

Scenario: Lukas Moodysson

1998 : SWEDEN

In 2003, the female country band, The Dixie Chicks, are at the top of their game being one

of the most successful bands of all time. However with the US invasion of Iraq about to

begin over frustrated worldwide objections about this needless war, one of the Chick vents

off the cuff in concert about being ashamed of US President George W. Bush. This

statement sparks a firestorm of organized and personal right wing attacks against the Chicks

for daring to think they have the right to express a negative personal opinion about the

President. This film covers the band's effort to ride out the turmoil that would leave their

careers under a cloud, but would eventually give them a opportunity to grow as great artists

who bow to no one.

Original title: Shut Up & Sing: 

Shut Up And Sing 2006 (Dixie Chicks)

Genre: Documentary, Biography, Music, Women's interest
Director: Barbara Kopple, Cecilia Peck

Scenario: 

2006 : USA

13-year-old Sinikka vanishes on a hot summer night. Her bicycle is found in the exact place

where a girl was killed 23 years ago. The dramatic present forces those involved in the

original case to face their past.

Original title: letzte Schweigen, Das: 

Silence (Germany-2010), The

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Baran bo Odar

Scenario: Baran bo Odar, Jan Costin Wagner

2010 : Germany
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Gang In-ho, who is working to earn money for his daughter's surgery, is appointed to a

school for hearing-impaired children in Gwangju. But what he discovers there is an ugly

truth: the children are being physically and sexually abused by their teachers. When he

decides to fight for the children's rights and expose the crimes being committed at the

school, In-ho teams up with human rights activist Seo Yu-jin. But he and Yu-jin soon realize

the school's principal and teachers, and even the police, prosecutors and churches in the

community are actually trying to cover up the truth.

Original title: Do-ga-ni: 

Silenced (2011)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Dong-hyuk Hwang

Scenario: Jee-young Cong, Dong-hyuk Hwang

2011 : SOUTH KOREA

As Alia, the daughter of the housemaid servant Khedija, grows up in the Kings Palace at the

end of the French colonial rule in 1950s Tunisia.  Of unknown father, as she grows up, she

slowly realizes the destiny of sexual exploitation required of her mother and other female

servants, and the determination of her mother to find an alternative for her daughter. 

 

 

With the setting of 1950's Tunisia (when the French's backed-up monarch almost comes to

an end), the story take us to see the world from Alia's eyes: the childhood with all its joys

and unprejudiced free spirit, adolescence with its sensitivities and curiousities, up to when

she reaches adulthood--the time when life dares her to choose her own destiny.

Original title: Samt el qusur: 

Silences of the Palace (Tunisia - 1994)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, History, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Moufida Tlatli

Scenario: Nouri Bouzid, Moufida Tlatli

1994 : France, TUNISIA

From behind prison walls, SIN BY SILENCE reveals the lives of extraordinary women who

advocate for a future free from domestic violence. Inside the California Institution for

Women, the first inmate-initiated and led group in the U.S. prison system, shatters the

misconceptions of domestic violence. Against the system and against the odds, the women

of Convicted Women Against Abuse have risen to expose the stigma of the cycle of

domestic violence. Through their stories of terror and hope, the viewer can begin to

understand the cycle of violence, the signs of an abuser, and how each and every one of us

is responsible for changing the tragedy of domestic violence.

Original title: Sin by Silence: 

Sin by Silence (2009)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Olivia Klaus

Scenario: Ann-Caryn Cleveland, Olivia Klaus

2009 : USA

When five struggling single moms put aside their differences to form a support group, they

find inspiration and laughter in their new sisterhood, and help each other overcome the

obstacles that stand in their way.

Original title: Single Moms Club, The: 

Single Moms Club (2014), The

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Tyler Perry

Scenario: Tyler Perry

2014 : USA
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This all-woman production is set in provincial France in the early 1930's. Two young, country

sisters enter domestic service in the bourgeois household of a penurious widow and her

homely daughter. Neither pair speaks to the other: two sets of women separated and

confined by social convention, personality, and the house itself. The relationship of the

sisters slowly evolves into obsession, brought about by isolation and by emotions left from

childhood. Trapped in a garret room, the sisters' violent downstairs-upstairs collision with

Madame Danzard and the lumpy Isabelle seems certain.

Original title: Sister My Sister: 

Sister My Sister (1994)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Nancy Meckler

Scenario: Wendy Kesselman

1994 : UK

Soeur Sourire is a moving story based on the life of a fascinating historic figure, Jeannine, a

young Belgian girl who joined the convent and became a star in 1961 when she composed

and sang the hit Dominique, nique, nique... The tragedy experienced by this young woman,

who adopted the stage name Soeur Sourire, has everything to do with love. Jeannine

Deckers desperately tries to give others the love she never received from her hard-hearted

mother. She becomes attached to Annie, but when the latter tries to get closer, she runs.

She dreams of moving away to far places, to Africa. When the situation at home becomes

unbearable, she feels that joining a convent is the only way out. Life in the convent is hard

for the young, passionate woman, but also gives her moments of joy she had never had

before. She composes Dominique and is used by the church in an attempt to rejuvenate its

waning image. The song becomes a hit all over the world.

Original title: Soeur Sourire: 

Sister Smile (2009)

Genre: Biography, Drama, Music, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Stijn Coninx

Scenario: Stijn Coninx, Ariane Fert

2009 : Belgium, France

Story of estranged sisters reuniting. Taru lives a harmonic life in a horse farm with her

husband Harri and stepdaughter Ninni (13). Everything changes when Ninni is seriously

injured in an accident with a horse and Taru asks her estranged sister, Eve (Ninni´s

biological mother) to return after 10 years absence and see her daughter. Step by step Eve

starts to get foothold in the family for herself and Taru who is pregnant with her own first

child loses control of her life.

Original title: Erottamattomat: 

Sisters Apart (Finland-2008)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Hanna Maylett

Scenario: Tarja Kylmä, Hanna Maylett

2008 : FINLAND

Inspired by real events and based on Rod Miller's manuscript The Lost Women of Rabaul

Sisters of War is a telemovie based on the true story of two Australian women, Lorna Whyte,

an army nurse and Sister Berenice Twohill, a Catholic nun from New South Wales who

survived as prisoners of war in Papua New Guinea during World War II. The two women

remained friends for the remainder of their lives. Beautifully filmed with a feel of authenticity.

The story of the Rabaul nurses would never have been told if it wasn't for an auctioneer who

discovered a diary written by Grace Kruger, one of four civilian nurses captured by the

Japanese in Rabaul in 1942. Apparently the diary was written cryptically as to confuse the

Japanese soldiers and any casual reader and as a consequence went unnoticed for

decades. 

Original title: Sisters of War: 

Sisters of War (2010)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, War, Women's interest
Director: Brendan Maher

Scenario: John Misto, Rod Miller

2010 : Australia
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Sisters Maria and Anna live together. Maria is a most proficient executive secretary,

encouraging Anna to finish her studies and start a career. Anna broods, threatens to quit

university, takes pills, and keeps a diary. When Maria's relationship with Maurice, the son of

her boss, starts to lead to love, Anna takes a selfish and drastic step that plummets Maria

into solitude. No longer able to connect with Maurice, Maria does establish a relationship

with Miriam, a typist at her office who becomes a surrogate younger sister. But Maria is

intrusive as well as helpful. Can this or any relationship work out for this talented woman

whose past seems to choke her soul?

Original title: Schwestern oder Die Balance des Glücks: 

Sisters Or the Balance of Happiness (Germany-1979)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Margarethe von Trotta

Scenario: Margarethe von Trotta, Luisa Francia

1979 : West Germany

Seattle: The grunge girl band "No Exits" is just about to get a record deal. At this time Jimmy

is appearing again, the former boy-friend of the band guitarist Shelly. She had left him

because his friend had raped her. But he doesn't know that - up to now. Shelly has fallen in

love with the band singer Suzy in the meantime. But she still loves Jimmy, too. So she

moves to him again, what Suzy doesn't like that all. Especially because she is becoming a

feminist. The conflict is about to threaten the band...

Original title: Slaves to the Underground: 

Slaves to the Underground (1997)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Music,
Romance, Women's interest
Director: Kristine Peterson

Scenario: Bill Cody

1997 : USA

Laura and Martin have been married for four years. They seem to be the perfect, happiest

and most successful couple. The reality of their house- hold, however, is very different.

Martin is an abusive and brutally obsessed husband. Laura is living her life in constant fear

and waits for a chance to escape. She finally stages her own death, and flees to a new town

and new identity. But when Martin finds out that his wife is not dead he will stop at nothing to

find and kill her.

Original title: Sleeping with the Enemy: 

Sleeping with the Enemy (1991)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Joseph Ruben

Scenario: Nancy Price, Ronald Bass

1991 : USA

Based on the short story "Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been?" by Joyce Carol

Oates, this film chronicles 15-year-old Connie Wyatt's sexual awakening in the Northern

California suburbs. Before she enters her sophomore year in high school, she spends the

summer moping around her family cottage. Connie passes the time cruising the shopping

mall with her friends and flirting with boys at a local burger stand. However, her flirting begins

to get out of hand when the mysterious stranger Arnold Friend takes an interest in her.

Original title: Smooth Talk: 

Smooth Talk (1985)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Romance, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Joyce Chopra

Scenario: Joyce Carol Oates, Tom Cole

1985 : USA
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Coming of age: Heidi, 15, runs away from home after her mom sees her kissing mom's

boyfriend. She goes to a Snowy River resort where a vague job offer doesn't pan out. She

manages to find a place to live and a job at a convenience store. She's between childhood --

nursery rimes and a scrapbook of glittery unicorns - and adulthood - working, sorting out

emotions and sexuality, and dealing with social slights and false charges of bad behavior.

She's attractive and her loneliness makes her vulnerable. She sleeps with Joe, the son of

local ranchers, and she awakens in him feelings he can't express. Is there any way she can

put off adulthood and be a kid awhile longer?

Original title: Somersault: 

Somersault (2004)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Cate Shortland

Scenario: Cate Shortland

2004 : Australia

A teenage girl learns some valuable lessons about love and self-acceptance in this

coming-of-age drama from filmmaker Kirsi Liimatainen. Sonja (Sabrina Kruschwitz) has just

turned sixteen, and is going through a summer where nothing seems to feel right anymore.

Sonja can't get along with her mother (Nadja Engel), their apartment feels uncomfortably

small, a recent spurt of growth has left her physically awkward, and she's lost all interest in

her boyfriend. The one person who seems to understand Sonja is her best friend Julia (Julia

Kaufmann), but as Sonja spends more and more time with Julia, she begins to realize that

her feelings for her have moved beyond friendship. Hoping to sort out her feelings, Sonja

pays a visit to her estranged father, but an upsetting encounter with a neighborhood boy only

confirms in her mind that her sexuality follows a different course. 

Original title: Sonja: 

Sonja (Germany-2006)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Kirsi Liimatainen

Scenario: Kirsi Liimatainen

2006 : Germany

The Final Days is the true story of Germany's most famous anti-Nazi heroine brought to life.

Sophie Scholl is the fearless activist of the underground student resistance group, The

White Rose. Using historical records of her incarceration, the film re-creates the last six days

of Sophie Scholl's life: a journey from arrest to interrogation, trial and sentence in 1943

Munich. Unwavering in her convictions and loyalty to her comrades, her cross-examination

by the Gestapo quickly escalates into a searing test of wills as Scholl delivers a passionate

call to freedom and personal responsibility that is both haunting and timeless.

Original title: Sophie Scholl - Die letzten Tage: 

Sophie Scholl – The Final Days (Germany-2005)

Genre: Biography, Crime, Drama, History, Thriller, War, Women's interest
Director: Marc Rothemund

Scenario: Fred Breinersdorfer

2005 : Germany

Lola, a hot-blooded Spaniard, is deserted by her husband for a cool and calculating Aussie

blonde. Lola is pregnant again but she and their daughter Lucia are left to starve while

Ricardo spends all their savings on a sleek new set of wheels for his mistress. When he dies

unexpectedly the family fortune, one flash car, remains with the mistress. Despite all his

betrayals, Lucia sides with her father. Desperate and destitute in a country she doesn't like

or understand, Lola's quest for revenge begins. Caught in the tempests of begrudging love,

revenge, sibling rivalry, jealousy and passion, fourteen year old Lucia must find the strength

to survive on her own terms. Aided to break free of her mother by her eccentric Aunt Manolo

she struggles to find her own identity and her own quest for justice puts her on a collision

course with her mother.

Original title: La spagnola: 

Spagnola (2001), La

Genre: Comedy, Biography, Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest
Director: Steve Jacobs

Scenario: Anna Maria Monticelli

2001 : Australia
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The young adolescent Melinda Sordino arrives at high school feeling confused, depressed

and alone. Her school peers call her "squealer", because she alerted the police during a

summer party after she was sexually assaulted by Andy Evans. She refuses to tell anyone

the events that took place. Her depression and distance from people is made worse by the

increasingly large gap between her and her parents. She finds great support with her art

teacher Mr. Freeman and her school friend David Petrakis. Her feelings threaten to engulf

her but Melinda learns to grow from her experiences instead of repressing the past emotions

that have scarred her for the rest of her life.

Original title: Speak: 

Speak (2004)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Jessica Sharzer

Scenario: Laurie Halse Anderson, Jessica Sharzer

2004 : USA

Jill is annoyed with Jack, ignoring his attempts to get her to smile as she drives a city road.

She stops for petrol, and while she's filling the tank, he goes into the station's mini-mart and

buys a bouquet, chocolates, and a few odds and ends. While she's paying, he sits in the

passenger seat, strewing the flowers and things. She pushes away the flowers, starts the

car, and resumes driving, staring straight ahead. He peels the paper off a chocolate and sets

it on the dash near her hand. She takes it. He sets out another; soon she softens, then, she

folds down the visor. Has Jack made things right again? And the tuffet?

Original title: Spider: 

Spider [2007] short

Genre: Short, Action, Comedy, Drama, Indie, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Nash Edgerton

Scenario: Nash Edgerton, David Michôd

2007 : Australia

When Jade, a web-cam girl visits Takeko's tattoo studio she becomes entranced with the

image of the spider lily and with Takeko as well. In order to get closer to the object of her

desire, Jade asks Takeko to give her the same lily tattoo, challenging Takeko's monastic

existence and opening up memories which threaten to tear the two women apart.

Original title: Ci qing: 

Spider Lilies (Taiwan-2007)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Mystery, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Zero Chou

Scenario: Singing Chen

2007 : Taiwan

1970s feminist classic. Sheila is a newspaper reporter who returns to her home town in order

to write an article about the progress of the liberation of the women. Arriving at the town she

is very surprised to see that her sister and also her mother agree very much with the

feministic arguments.

Original title: Stand Up and Be Counted: 

Stand Up And Be Counted (1972)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Jackie Cooper

Scenario: Bernard Slade

1972 : USA
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STARLET explores the unlikely cross-generational friendship between 21 year-old Jane

(Dree Hemingway), and the elderly Sadie (Besedka Johnson), two women whose worlds

collide in California's San Fernando Valley. Jane, an aspiring actress, spends her time

getting high with her dysfunctional roommates, Melissa and Mikey (Stella Maeve and James

Ransone), while caring for her Chihuahua, Starlet. Sadie, a widow, passes her days alone,

tending to her flower garden. After a confrontation between the women at Sadie's yard sale,

Jane uncovers a hidden stash of money inside a relic from Sadie's past. Jane attempts to

befriend the caustic older woman in an effort to solve her dilemma and secrets emerge as

their relationship grows. Director Sean Baker continues in the naturalistic style of his

previous films, the award-winning and Spirit Award nominees PRINCE OF BROADWAY and

TAKE OUT, capturing the rhythms of everyday life with an authenticity rarely seen in

Original title: Starlet: 

Starlet (2012)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Sean Baker

Scenario: Sean Baker, Chris Bergoch

cinema. Featuring a pair of ...

2012 : USA, UK

Three female frequenters of a steam room decide to fight its closure. Original title: Steaming: 

Steaming (1985)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Joseph Losey

Scenario: Robin Bextor, Nell Dunn

1985 : UK

Stella, a young Glaswegian girl working as a prostitute in London, heads back to Glasgow

with her new boyfriend and attempts to start a new life, but finds it difficult to break free of

the cycle of abuse she has become trapped in.

Original title: Stella Does Tricks: 

Stella Does Tricks (1996)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Coky Giedroyc

Scenario: A.L. Kennedy

1996 : UK

Stepford Wives is about a small suburb where the women happily go about their housework

- cleaning, doing laundry, and cooking gourmet meals - to please their husbands.

Unfortunately, Bobbie and Joanna discover that the village's wives have been replaced with

robots, and Joanna's husband wants in on the action.

Original title: Stepford Wives, The: 

Stepford Wives (1975), The

Genre: Horror, Mystery, Sci-fi, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Bryan Forbes

Scenario: Ira Levin, William Goldman

1975 : USA
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When Yan'ni starts college she believes she is embarking on a new life away from her

family-and she is, but not the new beginning she anticipates. Once at school, she

immediately meets Muyu and falls in love with him. What she does not know is that from the

moment he met her, Muyu began an intricate deception that will lead to the loss of her child

and the future she believes in.

Original title: Sheng si jie: 

Stolen Life (China-2005)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Shaohong Li

Scenario: Liao Yimei

2005 : CHINA

Stranded in the remote Iranian village of Kuhpayeh by car trouble, a journalist (Freidoune

Sahebjam) is approached by Zahra, a woman with a harrowing tale to tell about her niece,

Soraya, and the bloody circumstances of Soraya's death, by stoning, the previous day. The

two sit down as Zahra recounts the story to Freidoune, who records the conversation with his

tape recorder. The journalist must escape with his life to tell the story to the rest of the world.

 

 

Original title: Stoning of Soraya M., The: 

Stoning of Soraya M. (2008), The

Genre: Drama, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Cyrus Nowrasteh

Scenario: Betsy Giffen Nowrasteh, Cyrus Nowrasteh

2008 : USA

A very sad but genuinely human story. The middle-aged Icelandic woman Loa is seriously

mentally ill. Finally it turns out that her husband is a latent alcoholic who submits to his

addiction whenever Loa leaves him. When she is at home, she is living a normal life and

taking care of her children. Sometimes she cannot stand it any longer and just runs away.

During one such tour she was eventually found in England. During the tour of the present

movie she has ended up in a mental hospital in France, without identification papers and

apparently being mute. The young psychiatrist Cora is in charge of her and applies

unorthodox methods. She is the only one who suspected that Loa might not be French.

Interpol soon identified Loa and on Cora's day off she was sent home. Cora immediately

flows to Iceland, where everyone including Loa's husband thinks she is a tourist wanting to

see the volcano. Loa is prepared to follow Cora back to the French hospital. Unfortunately,

Original title: Stormviðri: 

Stormy Weather (2003)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Sólveig Anspach

Scenario: Sólveig Anspach, Roger Bohbot

the local doctor happens ...

2003 : Belgium, Iceland, France

"Une affaire de femmes" known as Story of Women is based upon the true story of

Marie-Louise Giraud. During World War II, Marie Latour and her children live poor in a ratty

apartment in Nazi-occupied France. Marie supports herself and her children (andlater her

disabled husband) through offering abortions. 

Original title: Une affaire de femmes: 

Story of Women, (France-1988)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, War, Women's interest
Director: Claude Chabrol

Scenario: Colo Tavernier, Claude Chabrol

1988 : France
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A documentary that follows two young women raising children and supporting drug habits

through prostitution in a country ruled by fundamentalists.
Original title: Prostitution bag sløret: 

Storyville: Prostitution Behind The Veil (2004)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Nahid Persson

Scenario: Nahid Persson

2004 : IRAN, DENMARK, SWEDEN, FINLAND

This BBC documentary is a strange one for Western audiences, as very, very few have ever

heard of the Devadasi or know of their sad plight. It seems that there is a group of women

from what was once called the 'untouchable' caste who are ceremonially married to the local

temple. They are, prostitutes who sell their bodies in the name of their religion! As they are

sold by their families to the temple, the girls really have no choice but to turn tricks---all in

the name of the gods.This practice was made illegal by the Indian government in 1988 but

the practice still continues. Social workers are shown in the film visiting with the ladies and

discussing their lives. 

Original title: Storyville: Sex, Death and the Gods: 

Storyville: Sex Death and the Gods (2011)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Beeban Kidron

Scenario: Beeban Kidron

2011 : UK

Various flashbacks and images introduce Lucy Harbin [Joan Crawford], a young woman who

comes home unexpectedly to find her husband in bed with another woman. Carol, their very

young daughter, is in bed right in the next room, but she is awake. Heartbroken, Lucy suffers

a moment of fury and confusion that leads her to spontaneously pick up a nearby axe and

decapitate her husband and his lover while they sleep. Carol watches in terror and shock as

Lucy hacks the two bodies to pieces. Lucy is declared insane and sent to an asylum, where

she endures traumatic shock treatments for her mental breakdown.

Original title: Strait-Jacket: 

Strait Jacket (1964)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Horror, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: William Castle

Scenario: Robert Bloch

1964 : USA

A mother daughter reunion set in the harsh reality of a women's correctional facility Original title: Stranger Inside: 

Stranger Inside (2001)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Cheryl Dunye

Scenario: Catherine Crouch, Cheryl Dunye

2001 : USA
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A woman, who had left home 20 years previously under acrimonious circumstances, finds

out that she is terminally ill. She returns home and tries to rebuild her relationship with her

embittered mother before she dies.

Original title: Strangers: The Story of a Mother and Daughter: 

Strangers: The Story of a Mother and Daughter (1979)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Milton Katselas

Scenario: Michael De Guzman

1979 : USA

This unflinching look at teens living on the streets of Seattle was one of the first

documentaries to deal with the ever-growing plight of homelessness among young people. It

began as a Life magazine article by photojournalist Mary Ellen Mark and writer Cheryl

McCall; Mark and her husband, director Martin Bell, went back to Seattle to film the daily

lives of the throwaways and runaways. Bell and Mark found a large group of subjects willing

to talk about their lives of panhandling, prostitution, petty crime, and drugs. They're proud of

their abilities to survive, but there's a strong undercurrent of wistfulness about their

observations. There are glimpses into the family lives that drove these kids to the streets: an

alcoholic mother, another woman who's mystified that her daughter won't come home now

that the girl's stepfather has promised not to force sex on her, and a convict bullying his son

during a jailhouse visit. 

Original title: Streetwise: 

Streetwise (1984)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Martin Bell

Scenario: Cheryl McCall

1984 : USA

Nonfiction filmmaker Jill Morley documents her exploration of the exotic dancer (stripper)

experience. Through tactfully selected and edited sequences, you get an insider's view into

the job itself, how clubs chauffeur dancers, protect them, what's required of them, how much

money they can make, tricks that dancers use to make more money, and keep clients at

bay. By trying to work as a dancer, Morley gives the viewer a very personal perspective on

the experience. Long-time professional dancers reveal personal anecdotes and feelings

about how the job effects them in candid, personal interviews. A group discussion with

several dancers is likewise illuminating.

Original title: Stripped: 

Stripped (2001)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Jill Morley

Scenario: 

2001 : USA

Beautiful young Daisy feels stuck working as a shopgirl by day and caring for her ailing

mother by night. A suicide gone wrong leaves Daisy wrongly imprisoned, while the neighbor

whose testimony put her away struggles with guilt. A tongue-in-cheek homage to classic

1950s women-in-prison films.

Original title: Stuck!: 

Stuck! (2009)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Steve Balderson

Scenario: Frankie Krainz, Steve Balderson

2009 : USA
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Why does a 19 year-old girl plot to kill her own father? Katrina Skinner is stuck in suburbia

with her toddler daughter and her devoted dad. Her brother Danny is in jail for life for murder.

Her mother abandoned her years ago. The neighbors are scared of her. The police can't

keep up with her. Nobody can control her but everybody's trying. Her dad won't mind his own

business. Katrina misses her brother. She needs money for his appeal. She's bored and

she's sick of living with her dad. She's not going to work a day in her life and she knows her

dad's not going to help her financially anymore. She's first in line for the family inheritance.

All she needs to do now is convince one of her lovers to do the deed and she's never had

much trouble getting men to do what she wants. All for the love of her brother. It's John

Skinner's funeral, inside the Golden Grove Crematorium. Kat sits on the front pew between

her cheeky fianc? Rusty and her toddler daughter Bailee. Her mobile phone ...

Original title: Suburban Mayhem: 

Suburban Mayhem (2006)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Paul Goldman

Scenario: Alice Bell

2006 : Australia

In the 1950s,[10] a 20-year-old woman[10] nicknamed Babydoll (Emily Browning) is

institutionalized by her widowed stepfather (Gerard Plunkett) at the Lennox House for the

Mentally Insane after she is blamed for the death of her younger sister. The stepfather bribes

Blue Jones (Oscar Isaac), one of the asylum's orderlies, into forging the signature of the

asylum's psychiatrist, Dr. Vera Gorski (Carla Gugino), to have Babydoll lobotomized so she

cannot inform the authorities of the true circumstances leading to her sister's death. 

Original title: Sucker Punch: 

Sucker Punch (2011)

Genre: Action, Drama, Fantasy, Film-noir, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Zack Snyder

Scenario: Zack Snyder, Steve Shibuya

2011 : USA, Canada

An Argentinian Dutch and Latin Comedy Drama where a young naive girl Marcia (Tatiana

Saphir) learns about her sexuality. Marcia is kidnapped by 2 punk women Mao (Carla

Crespo)& Veronica Hassan (Lenin). They take her to a coast which Marcia had never seen

before. Eventually three women get familiar to each other and end up at Lenin's Grandma's

friend, Aunt Blanca's (Beatriz Thibaudin) house as paying guest. There everybody discovers

and rediscovers the relationships and affect each other.

Original title: Tan de repente: 

Suddenly (Argentina-2002)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Drama, Female-friendship, Film-noir,
Indie, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Diego Lerman

Scenario: César Aira, Diego Lerman

2002 : ARGENTINA, NETHERLANDS

A drama that tracks the story of the foot soldiers of the early feminist movement, women

who were forced underground to pursue a dangerous game of cat and mouse with an

increasingly brutal State. These women were not primarily from the genteel educated

classes, they were working women who had seen peaceful protest achieve nothing.

Radicalized and turning to violence as the only route to change, they were willing to lose

everything in their fight for equality - their jobs, their homes, their children and their lives.

Maud was one such foot soldier. The story of her fight for dignity is as gripping and visceral

as any thriller, it is also heart-breaking and inspirational.

Original title: Suffragette: 

Suffragette (2015) 

Genre: Biography, Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Sarah Gavron

Scenario: Abi Morgan

2015 : UK
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Vietnamese-born Trinh T. Minh-ha’s profoundly personal documentary explores the role of

Vietnamese women historically and in contemporary society. Using dance, printed texts, folk

poetry and the words and experiences of Vietnamese women in Vietnam—from both North

and South—and the United States, Trinh’s film challenges official culture with the voices of

women. 

Original title: Surname Viet Given Name Nam: 

Surname Viet, Given Name Nam (1989)

Genre: Documentary, History, Romance, War, Women's interest
Director: T. Minh-ha Trinh

Scenario: T. Minh-ha Trinh

1989 : USA

Surrogate Woman is South Korean master Im Kwon-Taek's breakout international success,

a film that would in many ways presage his critically acclaimed Chunhyang. The period

drama occurs in the Yi dynasty, and covers the progress of a love affair gone terribly awry.

Shin, a young heir, is given a surrogate wife to bear his child. However, Ok-nyo becomes

more than this for him, and the couple soon become passionate lovers. The woman may

have the social status of a servant, but the relationship changes both of them -- at least for a

time. Lead actress Kang Soo-Yeon has been widely acclaimed in her role as the surrogate

mother. Unfortunately, the film frequently wears its heart on its sleeve, almost forcing its

emotionalism on you in the process. The events are traumatic, to be sure, and one is set to

wonder about the plight of so many women even less fortunate than Ok-nyo. The

overwhelming feeling is that a woman's emotional core has been gutted and spread out for

Original title: Sibaji: 

Surrogate Woman (Korea-1987)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Kwon-taek Im

Scenario: Kil-han Song

all to see; it's more wrenching than many a blood and guts actioner. It lacks the distance of his later masterpieces like

Sopyonje and Festival -- both equally tragic.

1987 : SOUTH KOREA

Skagerrak is the story of being hit by happiness when you least expect it. In their late

twenties and tired of partying their way around the world, Danish Marie and Irish Sophie

come ashore in Northern Scotland. After another drunken night they are soon parted from all

their accumulated cash. Out of money and out of luck ambitious Sophie pressures Marie into

accepting a lucrative job as surrogate mother. Months on, Marie finds herself alone, life

having taken a dramatic turn. Heavily pregnant, and wanting to terminate her pregnancy,

she's on the run from the future parents, searching for Sophie's old flame, Ken. In a case of

mistaken identity, Marie ends up in hiding with three strange men in a seedy Glasgow

garage. But then happiness strikes again.

Original title: Skagerrak: 

Sweet Dreams (Denmark-2003)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Søren Kragh-Jacobsen

Scenario: Anders Thomas Jensen, Søren Kragh-Jacobsen

2003 : DENMARK, SWEDEN, UK, Spain, Germany, France,
SWITZERLAND

A mute Russian girl infiltrates Toronto's underground sex trade to avenge the death of her

sister.
Original title: Sweet Karma: 

Sweet Karma (2009)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Andrew Thomas Hunt

Scenario: James Fler, Andrew Thomas Hunt

2009 : Canada
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A serial killer is terrifying the prostitutes in a big Italian city. After few barbaric murders, four

prostitutes Lena, Angela, Nadine and Stella decide to unify and try to defend themselves.

The police and all the other prostitutes agree with the four, and the hunting is open. Who is

the cruel killer?

Original title: Caramelle da uno sconosciuto: 

Sweets From a Stranger (Italy-1987)

Genre: Horror, Crime, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Franco Ferrini

Scenario: Franco Ferrini, Andrea Giuseppini

1987 : ITALY

Sarah Morton is a famous British mystery author. Tired of London and seeking inspiration for

her new novel, she accepts an offer from her publisher John Bosload to stay at his home in

Luberon, in the South of France. It is the off-season, and Sarah finds that the beautiful

country locale and unhurried pace is just the tonic for her--until late one night, when John's

indolent and insouciant French daughter Julie unexpectedly arrives. Sarah's prim and steely

English reserve is jarred by Julie's reckless, sexually charged lifestyle. Their interactions set

off an increasingly unsettling series of events, as Sarah's creative process and a possible

real-life murder begin to blend dangerously together.

Original title: Swimming Pool: 

Swiming Pool (2003)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: François Ozon

Scenario: François Ozon, Emmanuèle Bernheim

2003 : France, UK

A true story of a young woman whose abusive childhood results in her developing a multiple

personality disorder.
Original title: Sybil: 

Sybil  (2007) (remake) 

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Joseph Sargent

Scenario: John Pielmeier, Flora Rheta Schreiber

2007 : USA

The story tells of a young woman admitting to having blackouts, fearing they are getting

worse. She is believed to suffer from multiple personalities, as a result of severe abuse at

the hands of her mother, whom the psychiatrist, Cornelia B. Wilbur, believes was

schizophrenic. The movie Sibyl is based upon author Flora Rheta Schreiberthe's novel and

fictionalized version of the life story of Shirley Ardell Mason, an American psychiatric patient,

claimed to have suffered multiple personality disorder. The novel Sibyl, was in its turn based

largely on the alleged actual accounts of psychiatric treatment that Shirley Ardell Mason

underwent, documented by American psychiatrist Cornelia B. Wilbur. Numerous

psychiatrists, both contemporary and more recent, have strongly contested the diagnosis.

Original title: Sybil: 

Sybil (1976)

Genre: Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

1976 : USA
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Geum-ja Lee (Yeong-ae Lee) has spent thirteen years in prison for the murder of a little boy

and is about to be released. We see a group of carolers dressed in bright red Santa Claus

suits, waiting for her release. One of them remarks that Geum-ja is rumored to be an angel. 

Original title: Chinjeolhan geumjassi: 

Sympathy For Lady Vengance (Korea-2005)

Genre: Thriller, Biography, Violence-warning, Women's interest, World
cinema
Director: Chan-wook Park

Scenario: Seo-Gyeong Jeong, Chan-wook Park

2005 : SOUTH KOREA

In the port city of Icheon, five female friends struggle to stay close while forging a life for

themselves after high school. When one of the group, upwardly-mobile Hae-ju, moves to

Seoul, the other girls deal with the loss in different ways. Feeling most rejected, shy Ji-yeong

finds comfort in her new friendship with rebel Tae-hee.

Original title: Goyangileul butaghae: 

Take Care of my Cat (2001)

Genre: Coming-of-age, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Jae-eun Jeong

Scenario: Jae-eun Jeong

2001 : SOUTH KOREA

Based on a short story by Bengali writer Prafulla Roy, the central idea developed by director

Dasgupta, tells the story of a girl, Lati, whose mother Rajani is a prostitute living and working

in a brothel in rural India. Rajani plans to offer her daughter to an older man, a rich husband

and protector to her daughter. Lati, however, wants to return to school and finish her studies.

Unwilling to pay such a price for material success, she runs away to Calcutta. The discovery

of this new world is described parallel to other stories of emancipation, such as that of three

young prostitutes, of an aged couple going nowhere and man's n landing on the moon. In a

surrealistic approach typical of the director, a clumsy cat and an intelligent donkey are also

present in the film.

Original title: Mondo Meyer Upakhyan: 

Tale of a Naughty Girl (2002)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Indie, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Buddhadev Dasgupta

Scenario: Buddhadev Dasgupta, Prafulla Roy

2002 : INDIA

Unlike the comic strip stream of consciousness, absurdist cut-and-paste sort of structure,

the film has a standard timeline. The plot revolves around the fact that Tank Girl and her

rebel group are attacked by "Water & Power", a powerful force that controls the remaining

water on a dystopian Earth, led by Kesslee (Malcolm McDowell). A young girl named Sam is

abducted and the story revolves around TG's quest to save her and seek vengeance against

those who killed her crew with the help of Jet Girl (Naomi Watts), Sub Girl (Ann Cusack), the

rippers and Booga (Jeff Kober), who has a noticeably different personality than in the

comics.

Original title: Tank Girl: 

Tank Girl (1995)

Genre: Comedy, Adventure, Sci-fi, Women's interest
Director: Rachel Talalay

Scenario: Alan Martin, Jamie Hewlett

1995 : USA
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Two grieving women - Ria, a Dublin mom whose husband discloses he's in love with a

woman already pregnant, and Marilyn, a Connecticut Yankee whose son has died - swap

houses for a couple months. Marilyn finds solace in Ria's garden and becomes friends with

Colm, a local with a restaurant and his own demons. Ria gets a job cooking, has a date or

two, and gradually comes out of her shell. Meanwhile, Ria's husband Danny has problems,

economic and personal, that may bring more ruin to those close to him. The house on Tara

Road comes to stand for the past, for possibilities, and for what can be lost.

Original title: Tara Road: 

Tara Road (2005)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Gillies MacKinnon

Scenario: Cynthia Cidre, Shane Connaughton

2005 : Ireland

Louise is working in a diner as a waitress and has some problems with her boyfriend Jimmy,

who, as a musician, is always on the road. Thelma is married to Darryl who likes his wife to

stay quiet in the kitchen so that he can watch football on TV. One day they decide to break

out of their normal life and jump in the car and hit the road. Their journey, however, turns into

a flight when Louise kills a man who threatens to rape Thelma. They decide to go to Mexico,

but soon they are hunted by American police.

Original title: Thelma & Louise: 

Thelma & Louise (1991)

Genre: Adventure, Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Ridley Scott

Scenario: Callie Khouri

1991 : USA

It is about a travel agent called Sarika ( Urmila Matondkar) who meets and falls for a

mysterious businessman Karan Rathod (Saif Ali Khan in his first negative role). After Karan

involves Sarika in looking after a suitcase full of illegal firearms belonging to his friend, a hit

man, she is arrested for having links with the underworld and is remanded to judicial

custody. Karan sends Kamalesh Mathur to her, a defense attorney, seemingly to fight her

case, but who in fact tricks her into confessing that she knew the hit man and was acting of

her own free will. The judge sentences her to 7 years hard labour without parole. Sarika then

realizes that Karan is actually an associate to the underworld and that he had her framed to

keep police eyes away from himself. She finally escapes from prison with help of another

prison-inmate. The way she is made to confess to a crime she did not commit, the portrayal

of the hard life in prison and her friendship to a prison inmate who ultimately helps her

Original title: Ek Hasina Thi: 

There Was a Beautiful Girl (India-2004)

Genre: Crime, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Sriram Raghavan

Scenario: Sriram Raghavan, Pooja Ladha Surti

escape the prison seems to be inspired from the novel If Tomorrow Comes by Sidney Sheldon. Once outside, she begins

to plot revenge on Karan. Not only does Sarika want to kill Karan, she wants him to suffer and wants to humiliate and

frighten him. 

2004 : INDIA

Gloria is a young woman of the Depression. She has aged beyond her years and feels her

life is hopeless, having been cheated and betrayed many times in her past. While recovering

from a suicide attempt, she gets the idea from a movie magazine to head for Hollywood to

make it as an actress. Robert is a desperate Hollywood citizen trying to become a director,

never doubting that he'll make it. Robert and Gloria meet and decide to enter a dance

marathon, one of the crazes of the thirties. The grueling dancing takes its toll on Gloria's

already weakened spirit, and she tells Robert that she'd be better off dead, that her life is

hopeless - all the while acting cruelly and bitterly, alienating those around her, trying to

convince him to shoot her and put her out of her misery. After all, they shoot horses, don't

they?

Original title: They Shoot Horses, Don't They?: 

They Shoot Horses, Don't They? (1969)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest
Director: Sydney Pollack

Scenario: Horace McCoy, James Poe

1969 : USA
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In Cocoa Beach FL, a woman shows up drunk on the same lawn on the same date three

years running. What's going on? She's Sherry McGrale, a singer building a reputation on

college campuses, especially for her signature song about having been raped. A rock

magazine in L.A. takes notice, and writer Owen Richardson recognizes her: his older brother

orchestrated the assault and involved him. Owen heads for Florida, ostensibly to do a piece

on her, but in reality to try to put his own demons to rest. Wounds from the event are ruining

Sherry and Owen's current relationships. Is there any prospect of healing? A judge, Sherry's

manager, and a widow with young kids provide supporting arms.

Original title: Things Behind the Sun: 

Things Behind the Sun (2001)

Genre: Drama, Music, Women's interest
Director: Allison Anders

Scenario: Allison Anders, Kurt Voss

2001 : USA

Five loosely intertwined stories of the emotional issues facing individual middle-aged

Angelenas are presented. In "This Is Dr. Keener", physician Elaine Keener is spending the

day taking care of her invalid mother at home on the nurse's day off. Elaine, a scientist,

seeks confirmation on what may be a turning point issue in her life by an unconventional

means, namely a tarot card reading. Although the news Elaine receives through the reading

is a largely accurate assessment of her current life, it is the news about that crossroads

issue that takes her somewhat aback. In "Fantasies About Rebecca", thirty-nine year old

Rebecca Waynon is outwardly in control of her life, from her job as a bank manager to her

personal long term relationship with older Robert. A homeless woman named Nancy who

hangs around outside the bank seems to have a clearer picture of what is truly happening

with Rebecca than Rebecca herself, as is witnessed by Rebecca's ultimate reaction to an

Original title: Things You Can Tell Just by Looking at Her: 

Things You Can Tell Just By Looking At Her (2000)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Rodrigo García

Scenario: Rodrigo García

action in dealing with...

2000 : USA

This Boy is a wonderful short by Canadian writer/director Amy Burt. Kit, a teen girl in 1960s

Nova Scotia, is in love with the Beatles and school friend Holly. Kit leads an alternative life,

which she keeps secret, as a boy, with a mop-top haircut and Beatle suit, and performs

along to records equipped with a tennis racket guitar and egg whisk microphone. 

Original title: This Boy: 

This Boy (Short-2002)

Genre: Short, Coming-of-age, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Amy Burt

Scenario: Amy Burt

2002 : Canada

In her mid-twenties, Jeong-hae is a postal worker who lives a monotonous daily routine. She

is kind, detached, and delicate, and accepts being cut off from the outside world as natural.

When she takes in a stray cat she happens to remember things about her mother, and when

an aspiring writer who comes to the post office expresses interest in her, her unexplained

peacefulness is shaken, and hidden trauma begins to make its way to the surface of her

emotions.

Original title: Yeoja, Jeong-hye: 

This Charming Girl (Korea-2004)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Yoon-ki Lee

Scenario: Yoon-ki Lee

2004 : SOUTH KOREA
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A THOUSAND ACRES is a drama about an American family who meets with tragedy on

their land. It is the story of a father, his three daughters, and their husbands - a modern

interpretation of King Lear. 

Original title: Thousand Acres, A: 

Thousand Acres (1997), A

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Jocelyn Moorhouse

Scenario: Jane Smiley, Laura Jones

1997 : USA

Rebecca is one of the world's top war photographers. She must weather a major emotional

storm when her husband refuses to put up with her dangerous life any longer. He and their

young daughters need Rebecca, who, however, loves both her family and her work...

Original title: Tusen ganger god natt: 

Thousand Times Good Night, A

Genre: Drama, Biography, War, Women's interest
Director: Erik Poppe

Scenario: Erik Poppe, Harald Rosenløw-Eeg

2013 : NORWAY, Ireland, SWEDEN

Eve White is a quiet, mousy, unassuming wife and mother who keeps suffering from

headaches and occasional black outs. Eventually she is sent to see psychiatrist Dr. Luther,

and, while under hypnosis, a whole new personality emerges: the racy, wild, fun-loving Eve

Black. Under continued therapy, yet a third personality appears, the relatively stable Jane.

This film, based on the true-life case of a multiple personality, chronicles Dr. Luther's

attempts to reconcile the three faces of Eve. multiple personalities.

Original title: Three Faces of Eve, The: 

Three Faces of Eve (1957), The

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Nunnally Johnson

Scenario: Nunnally Johnson, Corbett Thigpen

1957 : USA

Documentary about a Chinese family living in the high mountains of the Yunnan region:

particularly, it is focused on the three kids, who every day work on the family crops or on

house chores. The closest thing there is to a "story" are the discussions the adults have,

concerning their financial difficulties. Very difficult film for the regular person to follow,

because of its grotesque monotony and painfully slow pace: it's, admittedly, easy to get

bored and frustrated by watching this two-hour-and-a-half documentary. But the most

fascinating aspect of the film is that boredom seems something director Wang Bing

purposely wanted to transmit to the audience, in order to offer them an extreme and visceral

experience that puts in question the definition of "entertainment". The hand-held camera

gives a whole new and original concept of rawness, complimenting the muddy, dirty,

sometimes claustrophobic setting of the household. Winner of the Orizzonti category at the

Original title: San zimei: 

Three Sisters (2012)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Bing Wang

Scenario: 

Venice Film Festival.

2012 : France, HONG KONG
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One of the first major rape-revenge flicks, to use the "mute" woman in its feminist theme of

"silence". Frigga lives with her parents on their farm. Unable to speak after being horrifically

raped by an elderly man when she was young, her parents spend the majority of their money

on speech therapy classes for their daughter in the hope that one day, she will speak again.

One day, Frigga misses the bus to get to her speech therapy class. She accepts a ride off a

suave looking gentlemen named Tony who pulls up beside her. After announcing to Frigga

that she is now dependent on heroin and cannot last more than 48 hours without it, she must

work as a prostitute for him. Frigga, obviously not thrilled by this news, attempts escape

twice, but to no avail. Eventually she plots revenge.  

Original title: Thriller - en grym film: 

Thriller - A Cruel Picture (Sweden-1974)

Genre: Action, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Bo Arne Vibenius

Scenario: Bo Arne Vibenius

1973 : SWEDEN

The "Through My Eyes" - The Lindy Chamberlain Story mini-series takes its’ name from

Lindy's  memoir of the same name. 
Original title: Through My Eyes: 

Through My Eyes (2004)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: Di Drew

Scenario: Tony Cavanaugh, Simone North

2004 : Australia

Two girls run away from a mental institution and forge a relationship on the streets of New

York. They soon begin enjoying their punk-rock life until the powers that be start nosing

around, looking for them, unsettling their already delicate mental states. Will the Sleez Girls

be torn apart? Or will they tear themselves apart?

Original title: Times Square: 

Times Square (1980)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Female-friendship, Lesbian-interest, Music,
Women's interest
Director: Allan Moyle

Scenario: Jacob Brackman, Allan Moyle

1980 : USA

Dramatised from Sarah Waters' acclaimed debut novel, "Tipping the Velvet" tells the story of

Nancy Astley, a young girl who works as cook and waitress in her Father's seaside

restaurant - that is until she witnesses the extraordinary performance of a new-to-town male

impersonator - Kitty Butler - and begins to undergo a complete life transformation with both

euphoria and deep disillusion as she embarks on a seven-year journey of self-discovery.

Original title: Tipping the Velvet: 

Tipping the Velvet (2002)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2002 : UK
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A family moves into a new neighborhood, and a 10-year-old named Laure deliberately

presents as a boy named Mikhael to the neighborhood children. This film follows her

experiences with newfound friends, her potential love interest, Lisa, her younger sister and

her parents. 

Original title: Tomboy: 

Tomboy (2011)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Céline Sciamma

Scenario: Céline Sciamma

2011 : France

If you see only one documentary about lesbian, country-singing, comedian twins from New

Zealand, make this the one! Jools and Linda Topp have become phenomenally successful

among the Kiwis for the sprightly combination of comical characters and catchy ditties, and

this exuberant film captures the joy they bring both to their performance and to their daily

lives. If you aren't already a Topp Twins fans, you'll be one by the end of this delightful doc.

Original title: Topp Twins: Untouchable Girls, The: 

Topp Twins Untouchable Girls, The

Genre: Documentary, Biography, Comedy, Lesbian-interest, Music,
Women's interest
Director: Leanne Pooley

Scenario: 

2009 : New Zealand

Town Bloody Hall is a documentary that charts the course of a public debate about feminism

and the feminist movement, chaired by none other than Norman Mailer. The film is quite

humorous at times as the debate grows a little heated.  

Original title: Town Bloody Hall: 

Town Bloody Hall (1979)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Chris Hegedus, D.A. Pennebaker

Scenario: Germaine Greer, Jill Johnston

1979 : USA

On a visit in the Norman countryside at the week-end, a young English woman, Helen Wells,

who is looking for a country place to rent, is offered assistance by a Frenchman, Philippe

Mansart, who is joining a hunting party later. Among the party, which includes supposedly

respectable and influential locals, are the two Danville brothers, who come across Helen and

assault her in a disused barn, before she manages to shoot one of them and escape.

Fearing a damaging scandal rising, the hunters, who are not the honest, friendly bunch of

men they might have seemed to be at first, think of making a deal with the unfortunate

woman: her freedom in exchange for her silence over what actually happened. However,

when Paul Danville dies of his wound after being shot, all the hunter fellows decide to stick

together to preserve their image and reputation as a clan. Despite the reluctance of some of

them, the party eventually agrees to hush up the affair and set off to track down the woman,

Original title: La traque: 

Track (France-1975), The

Genre: Drama, Thriller, Violence-warning, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Serge Leroy

Scenario: André G. Brunelin, Serge Leroy

who has become their new prey.

1975 : France, ITALY
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A young woman goes on a 1,700 mile trek across the deserts of West Australia with her four

camels and faithful dog.
Original title: Tracks: 

Tracks (2013) 

Genre: Adventure, Biography, Drama, Women's interest
Director: John Curran

Scenario: Marion Nelson, Robyn Davidson

2013 : Australia

Sonia, a girl from St Petersburg, decides to seek a better life in western Europe. She first

gets a job at a car dealer in Germany. But she is suddenly kidnapped and sold into sexual

slavery. She will be dragged from country to country and resistance will only bring her misery

and humiliation. Filmed much as a surreal dream-sequence. 

Original title: Transe: 

Trance (2006)

Genre: Indie, Drama, Surrealism, Women's interest
Director: Teresa Villaverde

Scenario: Teresa Villaverde

2006 : Italy/Russia/
France/Portugal

A young girl suffering from amnesia after surviving a house fire that takes her childhood

friend's life, begins a tormented road to recovery.
Original title: Trap for Cinderella: 

Trap for Cinderella (2013) 

Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Iain Softley

Scenario: Sébastien Japrisot, Iain Softley

2013 : UK

Casey has rejected her privileged upbringing and restores old boats for a living. She lives

with her beautiful social worker girlfriend Alex in what seems like a cozy new life until her

stuffy family demands that she come home for Christmas - without Alex.

Original title: Treading Water: 

Treading Water (2001)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Lauren Himmel

Scenario: Julia Hollinger

2001 : USA
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In California, Cate McCall is an alcoholic lawyer that was put on probation and rehab. She

had an argument with a judge that sent her to the Breathalyzer test and the bar put her on

probation in a small office. Cate is also fighting to recover custody of her daughter that lives

with her father that is moving to Seattle. Cate is assigned to defend Lacey Stubbs, who has

appealed claiming that she had been wrongly accused of murdering another woman since

there was a trial error. Further, Lacey also tells that she was raped by a guard in the prison.

Cate, who has never lost a case, investigates the case with his friend Bridges and they find

evidences that might prove that Lacey is innocent and her case is fabricated. But is she

really not guilty?

Original title: Trials of Cate McCall, The: 

Trials of Cate McCall (2013), The

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Karen Moncrieff

Scenario: Karen Moncrieff

2013 : USA

Polish Jewish woman arrives in Brazil dreaming of marrying but has to become a prostitute

to survive. At the same time, sanitarian doctor Oswaldo Cruz comes back to Brazil after

three years in Paris, where he had studied in the Pasteur Institute. He's full of ideas on how

to change Brazilian public health, which is being threatened by yellow fever.

Original title: Sonhos Tropicais: 

Tropical Dreams (Brazil-2001)

Genre: Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: André Sturm

Scenario: Fernando Bonassi, Victor Navas

2001 : BRAZIL

True Women is a sweeping saga of love, war and adventure. Spanning five decades from

the Texas Revolution through the Civil War, Reconstruction and beyond, True Women is the

story of the love, friendship, survival and triumphs of Sarah Ashby McClure, Euphemia

Ashby King and Georgia Lawshe Woods.

Original title: True Women: 

True Women (1997)

Genre: Biography, Drama, History, War, Western, Women's interest
Director: Karen Arthur

Scenario: Janice Woods Windle, Christopher Lofton

1997 : USA

The story revolves around two women in the grassroots of Hong Kong society, struggling to

survive and haunted by demons in their respective pasts. The literal translation of the

Chinese film title is "I do not sell my body, I sell my uterus". it deals with one woman who

indeed sells her body but strives to improve herself and one woman who views herself to be

of higher status than the street walkers, but in reality is also selling herself by marrying

someone and becoming pregnant just to become a Hong Kong citizen.

Original title: Sing kung chok tse yee: Ngor but mai sun, ngor mai chi gung: 

True Women For Sale (Hong Kong-2008)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Herman Yau

Scenario: Herman Yau, Yee Shan Yeung

2008 : HONG KONG
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A troubled girl (Emanuel) becomes preoccupied with her mysterious new neighbor (Linda),

who bears a striking resemblance to her dead mother. In offering to baby-sit Linda's

newborn, Emanuel unwittingly enters a fragile, fictional world, of which she becomes the

gatekeeper.

Original title: Truth About Emanuel, The: 

Truth About Emanuel (2013), The

Genre: Drama, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Francesca Gregorini

Scenario: Francesca Gregorini, Sarah Thorp

2013 : USA

In the thriller TURN THE RIVER, Famke Janssen (Best Actress- Hamptons Film Festival)

stars as Kailey a small town pool hustler in upstate New York. She ekes out a living playing

poker, periodically driving into Manhattan to check up on her mentor, Quinn (Rip Torn), who

runs Quinn's a hardcore pool hall. Kailey (Janssen) is determined to raise $50,000 to wrest

her son Gulley (Jaymie Dornan), who she was forced to give up at birth, from the toxic

clutches of her alcoholic ex-husband David (Matt Ross) and his domineering mother (Lois

Smith) and move to Canada for a better life. In order to win the money, Kailey must score a

match with the best player at Quinns, Duncan (John Juback). With this as her only hope for

a future with her son, Kailey starts to play and the stakes have never been higher.

Original title: Turn the River: 

Turn the River (2007)

Genre: Drama, Action, Women's interest
Director: Chris Eigeman

Scenario: Chris Eigeman

2007 : USA

The film is about two teenage girls, Behiye and Handan, with contrasting characteristics and

backgrounds, forming a close relationship with sexual implications. As they become closer

and closer the relationship becomes more fragile, and the impossibility of the survival of their

relationship becomes more evident over time. Economic, social, psychological, and sexual

problems come in the way. Behiye is angry and rebellious, but her frequent outbursts cut

little ice with her conservative family. Handan is trapped in a different way, in a love-hate

relationship with her single mother Leman. Although Leman is willing to turn tricks to raise

Handan's college fees, she's otherwise hopeless with both men and money. When a mutual

friend introduces Behiye and Handan they immediately hit it off, and despite the differences

in their backgrounds they embark on an intense relationship, and with it a secret plan to

escape their dysfunctional families.

Original title: Iki genç kiz: 

Two Girls (Turkey-2005)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Kutlug Ataman

Scenario: Kutlug Ataman, Perihan Magden

2005 : Turkey

Cesira and her 13-year-old daughter, Rosetta, flee from the allied bombs in Rome during the

second world war. They travel to the village where Cesira was born. During their journey and

in the village, the mother does everything to protect Rosetta. However, on one occasion they

both get raped by soldiers hiding in a church. This cruel event is too much for the always

powerful fighting Cesira and she suffers from a breakdown. During their stay in the village, a

young intellectual, Michele falls in love with Cesira who does not know how to reply to the

advances of such a gentleman.

Original title: La ciociara: 

Two Women (1960)

Genre: Drama, War, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Vittorio De Sica

Scenario: Alberto Moravia, Cesare Zavattini

1960 : ITALY, France
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Two Women charts the lives of two promising architecture students over the course of the

first turbulent years of the Islamic Republic. A situation which conspires to trap women and

stop them from realizing their full potential; the inclusion of frank depictions of domestic

violence was hailed by many as a breakthrough in dealing with a long taboo subject.

Original title: Two Women: 

Two Women (Iran-1999)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Tahmineh Milani

Scenario: Tahmineh Milani

1999 : IRAN

Although married and pregnant Rose has always been Mother's favorite, it is younger sister

Iris whose life is shaken up by Mother's death. Suffocating, Iris spirals out of control and

copes by losing herself in sexual oblivion. She leaves her steady, Gary, for a steady stream

of one night stands in the arms of mysterious strangers, alienating Gary, Rose, her friends,

and her employers in the process. Will this go on until she loses everything that is

meaningful to her?

Original title: Under the Skin: 

Under The Skin (1997)

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Carine Adler

Scenario: Carine Adler

1997 : UK

Frances Mayes is a San Francisco based literature professor, literary reviewer and author,

who is struggling in writing her latest book. Her outwardly perfect and stable life takes a turn

when her husband files for divorce as he wants to marry the woman with who he is having

an affair, the infidelity and marital problem of which Frances was unaware. As Frances was

supporting him as he was writing his own book, he sues for alimony despite Frances not

being wealthy herself. And he wants to keep the house. Frances eventually accepts her best

friend Patti's offer of a vacation, a gay tour of Tuscany which Patti and her lesbian partner

Grace originally purchased for themselves before Patti found out that she is pregnant. The

gift is a means to escape dealing with the divorce, from which Patti feels Frances may never

recover emotionally without some intervention. Feeling that Patti's assessment may be

correct in that she has too much emotional baggage ever to return to San Francisco, ...

Original title: Under the Tuscan Sun: 

Under the Tuscan Sun (2003)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Audrey Wells

Scenario: Frances Mayes, Audrey Wells

2003 : USA, ITALY

Unforgiven is a three-part British television drama series written by Sally Wainwright. 

Suranne Jones plays a woman found guilty of murdering two police officers when she was a

teenager and upon release from prison, is determined to see her younger sister who had

been adopted. 

Original title: Unforgiven: 

Unforgiven (2009)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Crime, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2009 : UK
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A Ukrainian woman named Irena, insinuates herself into the lives of a young, affluent Italian

family. Stopping at nothing to become the couple's trusted maid and then beloved nanny to

their young daughter, Irena wants to uncover the truth about the family. Through flashbacks,

the riddle of Irena's past is revealed.

Original title: La Sconosciuta: 

Unknown Woman (Italy-2006), The

Genre: Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Giuseppe Tornatore

Scenario: Giuseppe Tornatore, Massimo De Rita

2006 : ITALY, France

Tired of being mistreated by their husbands, Ema (Reyes Spindola), Clotilde (Elizarraras)

and Chayo (Orozco) leave their past (children and husbands included) and begin an

adventure that will take them to a cavernous cabaret in Guadalajara, a love affair with a

hot-blooded young drug dealer and, finally, a popular and well decorated mexican restaurant

in downtown L.A. In the middle, the three women will find their respective self-esteem and

their true reasons for living.

Original title: Mujeres insumisas: 

Untamed Women- (Mexico-1995)

Genre: Drama, Adventure, Comedy, Female-friendship, Women's interest
Director: Alberto Isaac

Scenario: Alberto Isaac

1995 : MEXICO

The educated Fariba Tabrizi flies from Teheran to Germany expecting to have asylum, since

she is persecuted in Iran due to her lesbian relationship with her beloved Shirin. However,

her application is denied by the authorities and Fariba has to return to her home country.

When her recent acquaintance Siamak, who is grieving the death of his brother, commits

suicide, Fariba assumes his identity and status of political refugee and is sent to a refugee

camp in a German village. Fariba finds an illegal work in a cabbage factory and she has

many difficulties for not having bath with the other male workers. She becomes close to her

colleague Anne and they fall in love for each other. However, prejudice and her illegal

condition jeopardize her exile in Germany.

Original title: Fremde Haut: 

Unveiled (Germany-2005)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Angelina Maccarone

Scenario: Judith Kaufmann, Angelina Maccarone

2005 : Germany, Austria

Presented by award-winning historian Dr Clare Wright, Utopia Girls tells the fascinating story

of how Australian women became the first in the world to gain full political rights. 
Original title: Utopia Girls: 

Utopia Girls: How Women Won the Vote (2012)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Jasmin Tarasin

Scenario: Alex West, Clare Wright

2012 : Australia
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Very Young Girls is a documentary film that chronicles the journey of young women through

the underground world of sexual exploitation in New York City. A 14-year-old girl is lured

from her home, beaten, raped, held captive, and sold for sex in New York City. The police

find her -- and arrest her.

 A man who has sex with an underage girl should be prosecuted as a criminal rapist. 

 

But there is a loophole: if the child accepts money in exchange for sex, the rapist is now a

"john" and rarely is subjected to greater punishment than a fine. For the very same act, the

girl is often prosecuted as a prostitute and sent into detention. The average age of entry into

prostitution today in the Untied States is 13 years old. 

 

Original title: Very Young Girls: 

Very Young Girls (2007)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: David Schisgall, Nina Alvarez

Scenario: 

 

If a woman has been brought from the Ukraine to Manhattan and coerced to have sex for money, the US government

provides her services under the 2002 Sex Trafficking legislation. She is a victim. But if she is a African-American girl

brought to Manhattan from the Bronx, she's a criminal and she's going to jail.

Our double standard arises partly from myths about prostitution, promoted in the movies, song, and reality TV - girls are

empowered sex workers, strung-out crack whores, greedy "hos," or hookers with hearts of gold. 

 

Very Young Girls shows clearly, that with the average age of entry into prostitution in the United States at thirteen, that

sexual exploitation is simply a commercial form of child sexual abuse. Very Young Girls tells the story of girls who spend

their teenage years being recruited and brainwashed by predatory pimps, bought and sold on the street, sent to jail, and

then recovering from the trauma of sexual exploitation.  

Recovery occurs through Rachel Lloyd, who runs GEMS, the only survivor-led organization in New York that offers

services to sexually exploited girls. Rachel rescued herself from sexual exploitation, and she and her staff are relentless

in their mission to help girls sent by the courts to GEMS after being arrested, or found on the streets by GEMS staffers, to

piece their lives back together in group therapy. 

2007 : USA

Alice has married the rich but boring Martin. When they move to a small village Martin starts

flirting with Clodagh, but she is more interested in his wife Alice...
Original title: Village Affair, A: 

Village Affair, A

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Moira Armstrong

Scenario: Alma Cullen, Joanna Trollope

1995 : UK/England

Violette Leduc, born a bastard at the beginning of last century, meets Simone de Beauvoir in

the years after the war in St-Germain-des-Pr?s. Then begins an intense relationship

between the two women that will last throughout their lives, relationship based on the quest

for freedom by writing to Violet and conviction for Simone to have in their hands the fate of

an extraordinary writer.

Original title: Violette: 

Violette (2013)

Genre: Biography, Drama, Lesbian-interest, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Martin Provost

Scenario: Martin Provost, Marc Abdelnour

2013 : France, Belgium
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"Virgina" tells a tale from the end of the 19th century. It took place in a isolated village near

the Adriatic Sea. Because of the extreme patriarchal culture there is a superstition that

families without male heirs are cursed. When the wife of a farmer gives birth to their fourth

daughter, father decides that the child will become a so-called "Virgina" and that she will live

as a man, so that she can work and be the family heir. This heartbreaking story of Virgina's

life is told with strong words, augmented with harsh environment.

Original title: Virdzina: 

Virdzina (Yugoslavia-1991)

Genre: Drama, History, Women's interest
Director: Srdjan Karanovic

Scenario: Srdjan Karanovic

1991 : Yugoslavia, France

On Christmas Eve, Francesca sets out for Rotterdam in order to find her little sister, who has

run off with her musician boyfriend. On the way, she picks up Gerlinde, a heartbroken older

woman at the end of her rope.

Original title: Vivere: 

Vivere (Germany-2007)

Genre: Drama, Female-friendship, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Angelina Maccarone

Scenario: Angelina Maccarone

2007 : Germany, NETHERLANDS

WADJDA is a 10-year-old girl living in a suburb of Riyadh, the capital of Saudi Arabia.

Although she lives in a conservative world, Wadjda is fun loving, entrepreneurial and always

pushing the boundaries of what she can get away with. After a fight with her friend Abdullah,

a neighborhood boy she shouldn't be playing with, Wadjda sees a beautiful green bicycle for

sale. She wants the bicycle desperately so that she can beat Abdullah in a race. But

Wadjda's mother won't allow it, fearing repercussions from a society that sees bicycles as

dangerous to a girl's virtue. So Wadjda decides to try and raise the money herself. At first,

Wadjda's mother is too preoccupied with convincing her husband not to take a second wife

to realize what's going on. And soon enough Wadjda's plans are thwarted when she is

caught running various schemes at school. Just as she is losing hope of raising enough

money, she hears of a cash prize for a Koran recitation competition at her school. She

Original title: Wadjda: 

Wadjda (2012)

Genre: Coming-of-age, Drama, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Haifaa Al-Mansour

Scenario: Haifaa Al-Mansour

devotes herself...

2012 : Saudi Arabia, Germany

Sundance prizewinner. Fictionalized portrait of one of history's great literary couples:

Gertrude Stein & Alice B. Toklas. Summer 1930s France, Alice tends to ailing Gertrude; they

visit Fernande Olivier, Guillaume Apollinaire, others; and Hemingway pops in. 

Original title: American Playhouse: Waiting for the Moon: 

Waiting for the Moon (1987)

Genre: Drama, History, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

1987 : USA
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This story based on the best selling novel by Terry McMillan follows the lives of four

African-American women as they try to deal with their very lives. Friendship becomes the

strongest bond between these women as men, careers, and families take them in different

directions. Often light-hearted this movie speaks about some of the problems and struggles

the modern women face in today's world.

Original title: Waiting to Exhale: 

Waiting to Exhale (1995)

Genre: Comedy, Drama, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Forest Whitaker

Scenario: Terry McMillan

1995 : USA

A woman suffering from multiple personality disorder tries to piece back together her life. Original title: Waking Madison: 

Waking Madison (2010) 

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Katherine Brooks

Scenario: Katherine Brooks

2010 : USA

Things have been tough lately for Amelia. Her best friend moved out of the apartment, her

cat got cancer, and now her best friend, Laura, is getting married. She copes with things,

from the help of Andrew, Frank, Laura, and a brief romance with Bill "The Ugly Guy"

Original title: Walking and Talking: 

Walking and Talking (1996) 

Genre: Comedy, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Nicole Holofcener

Scenario: Nicole Holofcener

1996 : UK, USA, Germany

In the coal mining region of Pennsylvania, Wanda Goronski is constantly drinking to shut out

the problems in her life. Having deserted her husband and infant children, Wanda sleeps on

her sister's couch - when she isn't sleeping with the latest man who bought her a drink - and

is unemployed with no long term job prospect. Her drinking and her life in combination have

made her an emotionless woman. Her life changes when she meets Norman Dennis in a

bar. She initially believes he's the bartender, but in reality he's a petty criminal who just held

up the bar in question. Even after she learns Mr. Dennis' occupation and despite he treating

her poorly, she willingly goes along with him and his petty crimes as a way to get through

life. 

Original title: Wanda: 

Wanda (1970)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Barbara Loden

Scenario: Barbara Loden

1970 : USA
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The Roses, Barbara and Oliver, live happily as a married couple. Then she starts to wonder

what life would be like without Oliver, and likes what she sees. Both want to stay in the

house, and so they begin a campaign to force each other to leave. In the middle of the

fighting is D'Amato, the divorce lawyer. He gets to see how far both will go to get rid of the

other, and boy do they go far..

Original title: War of the Roses, The: 

War of the Roses (1989), The

Genre: Comedy, Women's interest
Director: Danny DeVito

Scenario: Warren Adler, Michael Leeson

1989 : USA

A war photographer who recently endured a brutal detainment in Libya holes up in Sicily to

come to terms with her ordeal, not far from the home of her former lover and mentor. Soon

she crosses paths with a Tunisian migrant in need of an abortion and safe passage to

France, who bears a striking resemblance to a Libyan girl Lee photographed just before her

capture.

Original title: War Story: 

War Story (2014) 

Genre: Drama, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Mark Jackson

Scenario: Kristin Gore, Mark Jackson

2014 : USA

It's the first century, and Rome rules the world. After her husband's death, it's left to Boudica

-fierce Iceni warrior, wife of a king, and proud mother of two daughters- to unite the fractious

tribes of Briton and stand against the oppressive Roman Empire.

Original title: Boudica: 

Warrior Queen-Boudica (2003)

Genre: Action, Drama, History, War, Women's interest
Director: Bill Anderson

Scenario: Andrew Davies

2003 : UK, Romania

In 1938, Chuyia (Sarala) a child bride whose husband dies before their union is

consummated is relegated to life in an ashram in Varanasi (Benares) for other "unwanted"

widows. Their life is ruled over by a venal old woman, Madhumati (Manorama) She pimps

the young widows out to wealthy Brahmin gentlemen, whose attentions are considered by

society to be a blessing. Another young widow, Kalyani (Lisa Ray) runs away to marry a

young lawyer, a devotee of Ghandi (Mohan Jhangiani), until she discovers that his father has

been her "client/benefactor." She drowns herself in the Ganges, and the young man disowns

his father. Chuyia is abused, then rescued and helped to escape by Shakuntala (Rishma

Malik), another of the widows.

Original title: Water: 

Water (2005)

Genre: Drama, Romance, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Deepa Mehta

Scenario: Anurag Kashyap, Deepa Mehta

2005 : INDIA
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Cheryl is young, Black, and lesbian, working in Philadelphia with her best friend Tamara and

consumed by a film project: to make a video about her search for a Black actress from Philly

who appeared in films in the 30s and was known as the Watermelon Woman. Following

various leads, Cheryl discovers the Watermelon Woman's stage name and real name and

surmises that the actress had a long affair with Martha Page, a White woman and one of

Hollywood's few female directors. As she's discovering these things, Cheryl becomes

involved with Diana, who's also White. The affair strains Cheryl's friendship with Tamara.

More discoveries bring Cheryl (and us, her audience) to new realizations.

Original title: Watermelon Woman, The: 

Watermelon Woman (1996)

Genre: Drama, History, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Cheryl Dunye

Scenario: Cheryl Dunye

1996 : USA

The Nazi occupation of Tunisia strains the bonds of friendship between a Muslim woman

and a Sephardic Jewess who are both preparing for their marriages.
Original title: chant des mariées, Le: 

Wedding Song (Tunisia-2008)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, War, Women's interest
Director: Karin Albou

Scenario: Karin Albou

2008 : France, TUNISIA

A troubled woman must confront the madness in others in this offbeat Japanese

comedy-drama. Asuka Sakura (Yuki Uchida) is a writer who has enjoyed some success as a

magazine reporter, but the stress and long hours of her work has caused her to become

dependent on drugs and she's physically and emotionally worn to a frazzle. One day, Asuka

awakes to discover she's in a psychiatric hospital after spending two days in a coma; her

boyfriend, a television presenter named Tetsuo (Kudo Kankuro), is convinced her accidental

overdose was really a suicide attempt, and he's had her committed for observation, even

though he's clearly more disturbed than she is. As Asuka struggles to detox and regain her

stability, she has to deal with the often-difficult personalities of her fellow patients, ranging

from a former porn star with a gift for smuggling forbidden goods into the hospital to a gifted

pianist with an eating disorder and a profound fear of open spaces.

Original title: Quiet room ni yôkoso: 

Welcome to the Quiet Room (2007)

Genre: Drama, Comedy, Coming-of-age, Female-friendship, Women's
interest
Director: Suzuki Matsuo

Scenario: Suzuki Matsuo

2007 : JAPAN

A woman's life is derailed en route to a potentially lucrative summer job. When her car

breaks down, and her dog is taken to the pound, the thin fabric of her financial situation

comes apart, and she is led through a series of increasingly dire economic decisions.

Original title: Wendy and Lucy: 

Wendy and Lucy (2008) 

Genre: Drama, Adventure, Biography, Women's interest
Director: Kelly Reichardt

Scenario: Jonathan Raymond

2008 : USA
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Young Alice has hit the road in her beat-up Ford Escort, escaping from her dead end life in

small town New England. She's off to Florida, following her friend Julie who's gone to college

in Miami. But Alice gets into trouble on the road, and she's saved by Sandra and Bill, an

older couple in an RV. They take Alice under their wing, but are they really good samaritans,

or did they have something else in mind? And is Alice telling the truth to them about herself?

Original title: What Alice Found: 

What Alice Found (2003)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Mystery, Women's interest
Director: A. Dean Bell

Scenario: A. Dean Bell

2003 : USA

The tentative friendship of Anna, a feisty truck driver, and Diana, an upper middle-class

doctor, provides the core for an unusual, intimate and moving look at women's experiences

in jobs traditionally held by men. Based on actual interviews of forty working women, the film

intercuts the story of Anna and Diana with fictionalized interviews of four other

non-traditionally employed women. 

Original title: What You Take for Granted: 

What You Take for Granted (1984)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Michelle Citron

Scenario: 

1984 : USA

Inspired by true events, Kathy (Rachel Weisz) is an American police officer who takes a job

working as a peacekeeper in post-war Bosnia. Her expectations of helping to rebuild a

devastated country are dashed when she uncovers a dangerous reality of corruption,

cover-up and intrigue amid a world of private contractors and multinational diplomatic

doubletalk.

Original title: Whistleblower, The: 

Whistleblower (2010),The 

Genre: Biography, Crime, Drama, Thriller, War, Women's interest
Director: Larysa Kondracki

Scenario: Larysa Kondracki, Eilis Kirwan

2010 : Germany, Canada, USA

White Lies is a story about the nature of identity: those who deny it and those who strive to

protect it. Paraiti (Whirimako Black) is a medicine woman. She is the healer and midwife of

her rural, tribal people - she believes in life. But new laws are in force prohibiting unlicensed

healers. On a rare trip to the city, she is approached by Maraea (Rachel House), the servant

of a wealthy woman, Rebecca (Antonia Prebble), who seeks her knowledge and assistance

in order to hide a secret which could destroy Rebecca's position in European settler society.

If the secret is uncovered a life may be lost, but hiding it may also have fatal consequences.

So Paraiti, Maraea and Rebecca become players in a head on clash of beliefs, deception

and ultimate salvation.

Original title: White Lies: 

White Lies (2013)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest
Director: Dana Rotberg

Scenario: Dana Rotberg, Witi Ihimaera

2013 : New Zealand
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An examination of the lives, needs, troubles and hopes of prostitutes in Thailand,

Bangladesh and Mexico.
Original title: Whores' Glory: 

Whore's Glory (Germany-2011)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Michael Glawogger

Scenario: Michael Glawogger

2011 : Germany, Austria

A dramatisation of the tragic story of a bizarre love triangle which ended in attempted murder

in the outer suburbs of Melbourne in 2005.
Original title: Wicked Love: The Maria Korp Story: 

Wicked Love-Maria Korp (2010)

Genre: Crime, Drama, Mystery, Thriller, Women's interest
Director: Ian Watson

Scenario: Ellie Beaumont

2010 : Australia

Following years of research, the intimacies of this female-led group of baboons, are

dramatically revealed. Almost every day for the past 25 years, the Viramba troop of yellow

baboons have been accompanied by scientists in one of the most extensive primate

research projects ever conducted.

Original title: Wild Women of Viramba (Natural World): 

Wild Women of Viramba (Natural World)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: 

Scenario: 

2003 : 

This may be the last journey of Domagali, Amina and Hanne and their Toubou women's

caravan in the Sahara. Each fall, armed with daggers, they leave the men behind and cross

the desert to sell dates in Agadez to bring back the means to survive in the village for

another year. This economic responsibility gives them a special position in their society. Yet,

the increasing market pressure endangers their 'business'. 

Original title: Winds of Sand, Women of Rock: 

Winds of Sand,Women of Rock (2009)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Nathalie Borgers

Scenario: Nathalie Borgers

2009 : Belgium, Austria, France
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Ree Dolly (Jennifer Lawrence), 17, looks after her mentally ill mother; her brother, Sonny

(12); and her sister, Ashlee (6). She daily makes sure they are fed, dressed, and off to

school, and teaches them basic survival skills such as hunting and cooking. Her father,

Jessup, a meth-cooker, hasn't been home for a long time and his whereabouts are unknown.

 

The local sheriff shows up and tells Ree that Jessup is due to be in court in a week, cannot

be found, and has put their house and property up as collateral for his bail. If he doesn't

show up for his trial, they will lose it all. Determined to find him, dead or alive, Ree doggedly

questions her father's relatives and associates, but everywhere she goes the message is the

same: stay out of it or get hurt. Even her father's brother, Teardrop (John Hawkes), tells her

Original title: Winter's Bone: 

Winter's Bone (2010)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Debra Granik

Scenario: Debra Granik, Anne Rosellini

that Jessup has probably been silenced for talking with the authorities.

 

 

2010 : USA

Based on the Margaret Edson play, Vivian Bearing is a literal, hardnosed English professor

who has been diagnosed with terminal ovarian cancer. During the story, she reflects on her

reactions to the cycle the cancer takes, the treatments, and significant events in her life. The

people that watch over her are Jason Posner, who only finds faith in being a doctor; Susie

Monahan, a nurse with a human side that is the only one in the hospital that cares for

Vivian's condition; and Dr. Kelekian, the head doctor who just wants results no matter what

they are.

Original title: Wit: 

Wit (2001)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Mike Nichols

Scenario: Margaret Edson, Emma Thompson

2001 : UK

Aurelia, a high-school dropout with two sons, ditches her life as a sweatshop seamstress by

stealing her boyfriend's dope, selling it, and heading for Cancun in her station wagon. At a

truck stop, she's approached by Maril, who deals in Mayan art forgeries, speaks with a

Castilian accent, and wears Gucci. Maril?'s also on the lamb, trying to avoid prison and

escape a corrupt federal investigator. On the road, it's soon apparent they're being followed,

but by whom? At least six people are in pursuit of the women. Can the women trust each

other enough to work as a team; is there honor among thieves?

Original title: Sin dejar huella: 

Without A Trace (2000)

Genre: Drama, Adventure, Crime, Women's interest
Director: María Novaro

Scenario: María Novaro

2000 : Spain, MEXICO

An abused woman's journey from near death to kung fu expert, helped by a merciful Abbess

and a crippled orphan.
Original title: Shi mei chu ma: 

Woman Avenger (1980)

Genre: Action, Violence-warning, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Tso Nam Lee

Scenario: Chien-Chi Chang

1980 : HONG KONG, Taiwan
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Maria Altman sought to regain a world famous painting of her aunt plundered by the Nazis

during World War II. She did so not just to regain what was rightfully hers, but also to obtain

some measure of justice for the death, destruction, and massive art theft perpetrated by the

Nazis.

Original title: Woman in Gold: 

Woman in Gold (2015) 

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, War, Women's interest
Director: Simon Curtis

Scenario: Alexi Kaye Campbell, E. Randol Schoenberg

2015 : USA, UK

The 70's was a very special period in time in Europe as well as in the US - the

"flower-power" generation when young people contested everything, feminism, gay and

lesbian awareness and overall people's mentality. Eve, a married mother of two, falls for a

hippy woman Lillane and follows a bitter divorce and custody battle. 

Original title: Een vrouw als Eva: 

Woman Like Eve (Netherlands-1979), A

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Nouchka van Brakel

Scenario: Judith Herzberg, Nouchka van Brakel

1979 : NETHERLANDS

The story revolves around Pamela, as a woman in late-1800's England who has no intention

of marriage and wishes to be her own person. After a great deal of difficulty in finding a job,

she finally lands a position at a "woman's" magazine, which covered topics such as sewing

and cooking. After the editor takes sick, she moves the magazine into discussing issues of

gender equality, child labor, medical care, and finding a job. She then finds herself as the

unexpected leader of a movement. After an unexpected event, she is also faced with raising

a child without a father, which people at that time thought was scandalous.

Original title: Woman Rebels, A: 

Woman Rebels (1936), A

Genre: Drama, History, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Mark Sandrich

Scenario: Anthony Veiller, Ernest Vajda

1936 : USA

Uplifting and intimate look at the last days of an elderly cancer victim. The film is even more

relevant as it was written specifically for the lead actress, Sheila Florance, who was in fact

dying of cancer as she created what is essentially a self-portrait.

Original title: Woman's Tale, A: 

Woman's Tale (1991), A

Genre: Drama, Women's interest
Director: Paul Cox

Scenario: Paul Cox, Barry Dickins

1991 : Australia
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Filmmaker Persheng Sadegh-Vaziri returns to Iran after 20 years as an expatriate to present

this intimate and revealing portrait of five ordinary Iranian women: a nurse, a journalist, a rice

farmer, a religious college graduate and a piano teacher. Against a backdrop of Islam,

revolution and war, they share their views on the veil, the relationship of Iranian women to

the West and the long-ranging impacts of the 1979 Revolution on the status of women in

their country. 

Original title: Women Like Us: Women In Iran: 

Women Like Us (Iran-2002)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest
Director: Persheng Sadegh-Vaziri

Scenario: 

2002 : IRAN

"Women of the Sand" is a documentary about nomad Islamic women in the Sahara desert.

Filmed in Mauritania, it follows the day-to-day activities of women, documenting their work,

family and community life, expectations and emotions. Filmed in cinema-verite style, with no

narration, the non-intrusive camera allows the women to tell their own stories in a candid and

intimate way. The stunning photography captures the immensity of the desert and the giant

sand dunes which have already covered ninety per cent of the country and are threatening

the very existence of the nomadic lifestyle. A tale of women's resilience and a poignant

portrait of a vanishing way of life.

Original title: Women of the Sand: 

Women of the Sands (2008)

Genre: Documentary, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: 

Scenario: 

2008 : Mauritania

'Women of the Sun' is an award-winning Australian historical drama television miniseries

that was broadcast in 1981. The series was composed of four 60-minute episodes to portray

the lives of four Aboriginal women from the 1820s up until the 1980s. It was the first series

that dealt with such subject matter, and later received several prestigious awards including

two Awgies and five Penguin Awards following its release. It also won the United Nations

Media Peace Prize and the Banff Grand Prix in 1983.

Original title: Women of the Sun: 

Women of the Sun (1981)

Genre: Drama, Biography, History, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: 

Scenario: 

1981 : Australia

Kate Adie examines the impact of women's work on the Home Front during the First World

War. Innovations included the first women's police force, women's football and female

surgeons operating on men. Adie argues that what truly mattered though was whether these

changes in women's lives were long-lasting or viewed as 'only for the duration'.

Original title: Women of World War One: 

Women of World War 1

Genre: Documentary, Biography, Women's interest
Director: David Vincent

Scenario: 

2014 : UK
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Against the tumultuous backdrop of Iran's 1953 CIA-backed coup d'etat, the destinies of four

women converge in a beautiful orchard garden, where they find independence, solace and

companionship.

Original title: Zanan-e bedun-e mardan: 

Women Without Men (Iran-2009)

Genre: Drama, History, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Shirin Neshat, Shoja Azari

Scenario: Shoja Azari, Shirin Neshat

2009 : IRAN

A glorious weekend in the waning days of summer. The protagonist, Rosa, is a guardian of

the lakes in the magical hinterland north of Berlin and she is a professional fisher. Her lover,

Kirsten, lives in a lakeside bungalow, and together the couple play host to two young lesbian

students on a weekend break from Berlin. 

Original title: Frauensee: 

Women's Lake (Germany-2012)

Genre: Drama, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Zoltan Paul

Scenario: Zoltan Paul

2012 : Germany

The deeply moving Qaleh - The Women's Quarter (1966) shows the life of prostitutes in

Tehran's city brothels, an area known as Shahre Now. The film closely follows a number of

women and communicates how the burden of social constraints led them to surrender in the

face of their common fate. By including photos in the film, a very unique and artistic

approach, the film was produced on behalf of the Organization of Iranian Women and was

immediately banned while shooting was still going on. After the revolution, a portion of the

material was found, and Shirdel decided to finish the film using photos by the late Kaveh

Golestan that were taken more than ten years after the film itself was shot.

Original title: Qaleh: 

Women's Quarter (Iran-1966)

Genre: Documentary, Short, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Kamran Shirdel

Scenario: 

1966 : IRAN

Molly is a lesbian with an Ivy League degree. Gina plans on opening her own beauty salon.

Dawn is a law student. Mary answered an ad to be a “hostess” and decided to try it. A day in

the life of a group of New York City prostitutes working in an upmarket Manhattan brothel.

For these working girls, every job may have its price, but every day has its cost.

Award-winning feminist director Lizzie Borden spent six months interviewing real prostitutes

for this acclaimed 1986 drama, delivering an unflinching look at prostitution. 

Original title: Working Girls: 

Working Girls (1986)

Genre: Drama, Indie, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Lizzie Borden

Scenario: Lizzie Borden, Sandra Kay

1986 : USA
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Set in South Africa during apartheid, a story of true love against all odds takes place.  Amina

is an Indian (coloured) housewife. She performs her duty of caring for her two children and

one on the way, working in the family cafe, while also taking dismissive comments and

abuse from men, including her husband Omar. Miriam is the opposite, a white woman who

wears pants, serves both blacks and whites together and stands up to men. 

Original title: World Unseen, The: 

World Unseen (2007), The

Genre: Drama, History, Lesbian-interest, Women's interest
Director: Shamim Sarif

Scenario: Shamim Sarif

2007 : South Africa, UK

A maddeningly oblivious, tyrannical and emotionally stunted young woman tries her best to

negotiate two toxic friendships.
Original title: Yeast: 

Yeast (2008)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Indie, Women's interest
Director: Mary Bronstein

Scenario: Mary Bronstein

2008 : USA

Dramatization of "Yentl, the Yeshiva Boy," by Isaac Bashevis Singer (1902-1991); originally

published in Yiddish c. 1960, then in English c. 1983. The story: In an Ashkenazic shtetl in

Poland, Yentl Mendel is the boyishly klutzy daughter and only child of long widowed Rebbe

("Talmud Teacher") Mendel, who teaches Talmud (a codification of Jewish Law) to local

boys - and to Yentl, but secretly because girls were not allowed to learn the law in those

days. When her father dies, Yentl is all alone in the world. She takes the momentous

decision to leave the village and - disguised as a boy and calling herself by the name of her

late brother, Anshel - seeks and gets admitted to a Yeshiva, to study the texts, traditions,

subtleties and complexities of Torah, Talmud, etc. She befriends Avigdor who is engaged to

Haddas, but her family discovers his brother committed suicide so they call off the wedding

(in case Avigdor possesses the same madness). Anshel then finds "him"-self in the

Original title: Yentl: 

Yentl (1983) 

Genre: Drama, Musical, Romance, Women's interest
Director: Barbra Streisand

Scenario: Jack Rosenthal, Barbra Streisand

awkward ...

1983 : UK, USA

Chang-su recalls the girl whom he loved before he entered the military. At that time she had

been working as a housemaid. They meet again years later at a police station and the girl,

Yeong-ja reveals that she quit her job after being raped by the son of her employer. Her life

got steadily worse until finally she lost an arm in a car accident and had to work as a

prostitute to pay for an artificial limb.

Original title: Yeong-jaui jeonseong shidae: 

Yeong-Ja In Her Prime (Korea-1975)

Genre: Drama, Biography, Coming-of-age, Women's interest, World
cinema
Director: Ho-sun Kim

Scenario: Seon-jak Jo

1975 : SOUTH KOREA
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A satire of the contemporary working world. Marta is a well- educated girl, newly graduated

and finds work in the call center of a company that sells a futuristic appliance. So she

explores the world of fanatic marketing, corporate jingles, motivational dances, prize giving,

competition, ovation and penance. 

Original title: Tutta la vita davanti: 

Your Whole Life Ahead of You (2008)

Genre: Comedy, Coming-of-age, Women's interest, World cinema
Director: Paolo Virzì

Scenario: Francesco Bruni, Paolo Virzì

2008 : ITALY

A young orphan who lives with her grandmother in a large Virginian home infatuates herself

with the voices of Joan d'Arc. Her nanny seeks out the help of a rich suitor (David Lynch's

first real acting role) to take her and the orphan away when she realizes that the often cruel

grandmother cannot offer the orphan the love that she needs. Ends with an unpredictable

plot twist.

Original title: Zelly and Me: 

Zelly and Me (1988)

Genre: Drama, Coming-of-age, Women's interest
Director: Tina Rathborne

Scenario: Tina Rathborne

1988 : USA
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